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EUROPE TRIP 2010
Mike Annear and Chris Hopkins

E

ric had a plan: to fly as many
of the X-Alps sites as we could,
but in reverse order to the race .
Chris and I flew into Nice on
the French south coast, we were picked
up by Eric from the airport and Janine
joined us later after catching a train
from Switzerland .
We hired a car and drove up to
Gourden where conditions looked reason able, though some clouds slowly closed
in . Eric was keenest and first to launch in
what proved to be marginal conditions
and was only able to maintain ridge height.
We soon lost sight of him as the clouds
closed in further, any thoughts of launching now far from our minds . Even as keen
as we were to fly, a voice in our heads was
saying: "If you can 't see the LZ and the

next ridge because of clouds it might not
be a good time to launch. " So we waited
for clearer sky with gliders ready to go .
The boredom of waiting was soon replaced
with the rush of packing as the clouds
got greyer and threatened to rain. As rain
materialised we headed off to find Eric
and pick up Bill from the airport.
We spent two days enjoying the sights
of Antibes, Nice, Cannes and Monaco
while the weather to the north was still
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unsuitable for flying. We could only
handle sightseeing for so long until
the flying itch got too strong to bear.
The weather forecast showed a slight
possibility that Mont Agel overlooking
Monaco might be flyable. Who could
resist the chance of flying such a famous
site. At least we could say we flew the
last stage of the Red Bull X-Alps. At least
that was the plan.
So off we went blindly following a
GPS to coordinates of the take-off. After
a rather adventurous drive to launch with
several wrong turns, and few back tracks,
we found the carpark near the take-off.
Janine had abandoned us to take
the quicker option of walking to launch,
by-passing our complete back track to
find the road that drives up the other

Bill Brooks

side of the mountain.
"So guys, is it a bad thing if the wind
sock it blowing down the hill?" "Only if
you're not a fast runner." "I'm sure this
is do-able with a nice forward launch

and a couple of acro moves as you take
off through the lee-side turbulence. "
After much deliberation and trying
to convince Bill that we'd launch right
behind him, the same four people who'd
Chris and Andy
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Mike Annear over Lake Annecy

driven up also did the safest and sanest
thing and drove down.
The forecast finally improved and
we headed north to Col de Bleine. Bill
launched first and headed up the valley
followed by Eric. It's not often that you
see Eric bomb out, but he was soon on
the ground as Janine, Chris and myself
enjoyed the thermals up near cloud base.
This was the one and only time that
we had the luck to outfly Eric. He soon

Post flying at the cafe

proved who was the real pilot in the
group. Bill had landed near a small village
to the north. After we had landed we got
to play 'hide & seek' while trying to find
him. Bill was eventually found and we
continued our journey.
The next stop was St Andre-Ies-Alpes.
The wind was very strong. After waiting
for a lull, Eric managed a perfect takeoff and was soon out over the valley with
plenty of height. The rest of us opted out,
and after watching Eric engaged in some
'real active flying' were quite happy to
drive the vehicle back down the hill. The
local pilots were also leaving which made
our decision a bit easier.
That afternoon we drove to St Vincentles-Forts. Eric had also arranged for us
to fly with local French pilots Pepe and
Fabrice and Swiss pilot Andy who I had
met earlier in Australia. Bill had a great
flight up to the peak, the rest of us had a
fantastic afternoon flying above the lakes
and old castle and later enjoyed dinner
in the restaurant near the take-off. There
are not many too places in the world
where you can top land to a cold beer, sit
back and relax watching gliders playing
on the ridge. What bliss! Even though
it had been a slow start we now all had
high expectations for a great flying trip.
We had a convoy of three vehicles,
very handy when there are no cable
cars. The next morning we headed off
to La -BiHie-Neuve, a site with a take-off
far more suited to hang gliding than
paragliding. It is a large flat area, with
very steep sides with a wooden HG ramp
Chris, Bill and Janine

in the middle. It is impossible to launch
a PG from the flat, so the only option is
to stand on the very steep part and snatch
the glider over your head. Again, only
Eric, Bill and Andy were happy to have a
crack at it while the rest of us looked on .
Eric got pushed sideways on the
launch and clipped the HG ramp, he
decided its not the kind of place to
launch a U3 glider. Bill and Andy got
away with relatively clean launches. The
rest of us decided to look for a more
suitable launch lower down the hill.
We found a small clearing and Chris
managed a launch despite a few attempts
involving some gardening . Conditions
turned less than favourable. Staying up
was not the issue, but getting down as
the weather closed in, turned out to be
a challenge. Chris wondered how to get
down when doing spirals and still going
up. Need to learn how to spiral faster.
We drove to nearby Cortet-ChatelMens for an afternoon flight. My flight
was an extended sledd ie, but it was
great to finally get off the ground after
watching others launch during the day.
The next day at the same site was
fantastic, we all managed to get some
great height. Bill flew to the next Village,
while Eric went for his first cross-country
struggling to reach Grenoble with headwinds. Janine had a great flight, but had
to leave our tour to go back to Switzerland. She shared a lift with Andy who
was leaving as well. We were sad to see
her go, she is a great pilot and was terrific
at keeping Bill under control.
After camping for the evening we
drove on to St Hilaire.The ride up the
'Funicular' railway to launch gave us a
chance to study the terrain, particularly
the sheer drop below the take-off! Eric
also informed us about a couple of deaths
that had occured at the site in the preceeding days - just the kind of encouragement you need before you launch.
I must admit, I was a bit dissapointed
by the site, mainly by the disorganised
approach of many of the pilots. They
would drag their gear into the middle
of the astroturf, set up their wing, then
either walk off or sit down in their harness
and wait, causing a traffic jam. I was surprised there were no 'courtesy' rules in
place to keep things flowing more smoothly.
The situation was made worse by nil
wind conditions, with short launchable
thermals coming through only at 10 to
15-minute spacing.
The others all took off, I waited for
a while, watching the sometimes frighten-
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Janine Krauchi

ing attempts at taking off on the quite
unforgiving launch. I saw three gliders
end up in the bush at the end of the
ramp, as well as a mid-air between a solo
glider and a tandem, fortunately they fell
a short distance to the astroturf instead
of over the sheer cliff!
I had a pretty uneventful alpine lauch,
and was soon flying . It was pretty rough,
and not really an enjoyable flight. Eric,
Bill and Chris had got up high early,
Eric made the eight-kilometre valley
crossing to the north, then flew all the
way to Annecy.
Montmin, Annecy, was the next desti nation, with the rest of us having to drive
there. I had flown here before, years ago
with Eric, and I was looking forward to
flying it again, it's a wonderful place.
That evening Eric gave us a tour of
the old city centre 'The Venice of France',
absolutely fantastic!

Saint Vincent-Ies-Forts

The next day we drove up to the
launch overlooking the lake.This time
the take-off was run like a well -oiled
machine, pilots set up their gliders off
the side, and only moved into the line-up
when they were ready to go. This worked
really well, with a huge amount of pilots
launching in a smooth flow. Chalk and
cheese compared to St Hilaire.
We all had a great flight, Bill flew into
the next valley, and Eric flew cross-country
to his friends place not far from Chamonix.
Next stop, Chamoni x.
Eric had spent the evening at his
friends' place and was going to launch from
a nearby mountain and fly to Chamoni x
to join us. He had a small run-in with
some trees so he missed our rendezvous.
Fabrice, Pepe, Bill, Chris and I launched from the take-off at Chamonix into
some pretty rough air. Pepe had had
enough quite early in the piece and headed for the landing area . I had a pretty
big collapse close to a rock wall, about
five minutes into my flight - quite an
un-nerving experience . Eventually Chris
and I managed to get up above the ridge
end enjoyed the view before calling it
quits and heading for the landing area in
the village for lunch and clean underwear.
We then headed off to Passy Plaine
Joux, the valley just around the corner
from Chamonix, where we met up with
Eric who was now flying a loaner Gin
from a glider repair shop . His U3 had
sustained minor damage when he landed
in some trees and was still under repair.
The day proved to be our worst, as
except for Eric and Fabrice, we were
Eric launching U3

Collapse near Chamonix

Flight planning

all forced to land due to premature
ground proximity. Though we can hardly
complain as this was the only day we
were forced to land instead of staying
up until we were forced down due to
hunger, bladder or fatigue issues.
Eric and friend (also called Eric) took
us out to dinner at a famous restaurant
called 'La Credence' where we enjoyed
a traditional meal of Raclette .

All photos: Mike Annear
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Cloudbase over Thorens

Chris Hopkins at Chamonix

We flew again the next day and had
great meal prepared by Fabrice and Pepe
in camping ground. Eric had to leave for
Paris the next day, so we dropped him at
the train station after swapping gliders
at the repair shop. We then continued
our drive to Verbier in Switzerland .
After spending one night in a hotel
in Martigny, Bill, Chris and I drove to

4
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Verbier and caught up with fellow WA
pilot Bruce Marks.
Bruce's friends Mike and Stu Belbas
run a paragliding 'tour' business in

Verbier that also offers accommodation
[www.verbier-summits.coml. The business
is run from a wonderful chalet 2000m up
the side of the valley. Not only do you get
very nice accommodation, you also have
your meals prepared by a Chef every day!
This would have to be one of the nicest
places to stay, with some of the best food
and some fantastic flying ... and they
call it a 'paragliding school', most pilots
would call it 'flying paradise' . We now
know how Bruce has become such an
excellent pilot in such a short time frame.
The price also includes a van lift up
to the take-offs and retrieves. These
guys have fantastic knowledge of flying
conditions in the valley and often take
off first to mark thermals making flying
very easy for their students and visitors
to the valley.
We had a few days of fantastic flying,
working as a group in the air made things
a lot easier. On one of these days Bruce
'guided' Chris and Bill up to the restaurant at Brunet for lunch, quite an achievement, including a tight top landing and
short take off. Bill was able to perfect
October 2010

Chris Hopkins

his heli -Iandings which also reminded
the rest of us why we fly with helmets.
Over dinner one evening we learned
the local pilots actually refer to Bruce as
'Bruce Almighty' due to his flying prowess. He had spent quite a few months

in the area and has had some epic flying experiences.
The last day of flying turned out to
be a good one for Chris as well, making
it nearly all the way up to the Glacier
at the top of the valley (Petit Comb in)
before landing to start the long drive

Photo: Eri c Metrot

back to Nice in France where we were
due to fly out of the country the next day.
This marked the end of a great flying
trip. The weather, despite a bad start, had
enabled us to fly nearly every day.
Eric had achieved his goal of some
epic cross-countries, Chris had become
very 'at one' with his brand new glider
(Gradient Aspen 3), Bill, got to go camping! (He usually stays in five-star hotels.)
For me it was a chance to fly new sites
between Annecy and Nice and to soak up
some knowledge from everyone else and
to practice some unprompted SIV moves
with a view of Mt Blanc.
Alpine flying is so different from
the ridge scratching that we do back in
Western Australia . Only 12 months till
the next European trip!

¥'

The Company Which Produces High Quality Paragliding Wings And Equipment
Which Sets NEW World Standards!
OUR SPECIAL
for this season
n-:
. - - - - - _. ._ _
till 31 May 2011. we give a fa
up to 20% off of a sold wing. and 10% off
all rescue chute and harness equipment.

BLUE two - wing for
tandem flights <III 20% off
RED (DHV 2) - a champion wing

GREEN (DHV 1) - the first DHV 1
with finesse over 8 <III 20% off

for champions <III 15% off
Dynamic has one name: BLACK (ACRO)

BLUE (DHV 1-2) - wing for beginners
and advanced pilots <III 15% off

ORANGE 5T - the lightest manageable rescue
system that can take up to 130kg of weight

BLUE MT (DHV 1-2) - the ultra light
wing starts from 3.5kg <III 20% off

GREY - is a perfect multi functional harness
for all body size and shapes

<III

10% off

Make your new wing your own in choosing your own liked colour - visit our website!
Find out more details by visiting the AIRSPORT TEAM 5 Pty Ltd
website www.airsport-teamS.com.au or email <info@airsport-teamS.com.au>
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How I Used My Car Navigation
GPS As A Glide Computer
Michael BrandonMichael Brandon (Two articles reprinted from the November/December 2009 and July/August 2010
editions of Southern Cross Journal with permission)

THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES HOWYOU CAN TURN A REGULAR CAR NAVIGATION GPS - THE SORT YOU
MIGHT HAVE ATTACHED TO YOUR CAR WINDSCREEN - INTO A SOPHISTICATED GLIDE COMPUTER,
IN 12 (RELATIVELY) EASY STEPS . MANY OF THE SOUTHERN CROSS GLIDING CLUB 'S SINGLE- SEATERS
ALREADY HAVE A CAMBRIDGE 302 GLIDE COMPUTER INSTALLED. WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO USE A
CAR NAVIGATION GPS AS A GLIDE COMPUTER, AS OPPOSED TO USING THE CAMBRIDGE , OR RUNNING
GLIDE COMPUTER SOFTWARE ON A HAND-HELD COMPUTER (PDA)?

he glide computer software available
for a POA or car navigation GPS is more
sophisticated and has a lot more capabi-

E

lity than the Cambridge 302. POAs are
rapidly losing market share to fancy
mobiles li ke the iPhone; soon you may
not even be able to buy a new POA. Car
GPSs are commodity items and getting
cheaper. POAs generally don't have
a built-in GPS (so you need to use an
external GPS unit), the screens are sometimes a bit small, and you have to work
out how to mount them securely. The
latest car GPSs have nice big touch-screens
and most come bundled with a suction
mount which can be attached to the
inside of a canopy. There's a fair chance
you already have a car GPS, or if you're
lucky Santa might bring you one.

by Garmin and Tom Tom do not. If you are
unsure, find out before proceeding.
You will also need a microSO memory
card (those thumbnail-sized cards which
fit into most modern digital cameras) or
a postage stamp-sized SO card . A 512MB
card has more than enough capacity, but
be sure to use a good quality one. For these
notes I'll assume you are using a microSO
card. You will also need a computer with
internet access to download the required
software, documentation and other
files . Finally, you will need some basic
computer skills, but it's not as difficult
as you might think.
A microSD card (Source:
[www.zazz.com .au/past
products.php ?past= 568#])

Caveat

IS THIS LEGAL ?

Before proceeding, you should be aware
that, in carrying out this process, there is
a small risk you will render your car GPS
completely inoperable . I've tried to minimise that risk, but you have been warned!

Good question, and thank you for asking .
All the software referred to in this article
is entirely free, so you can use it without
qualms. Sure, you are putting the car
GPS to a use the manufacturer never
intended, and they probably won't help
you if you have a problem, but ... well,
you paid for the device, and so long as
you're not using it to commit a crime,
I don't th ink anyone could object. Just
don't use it to make a bank heist getaway
in your sailplane.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED
For this exercise you will need a car GPS
which uses Windows CE and has either
a microSO or an SO card slot. Just as
with desktop computers, where some
machines run Windows and others use
Apple as, so it is in the car GPS world :
some use Windows CE and others run
different software. Of the most popula r
car GPSs on the market, those made
by Mio, Navig8r, Navigon and Navman
generally use Windows CE, but those sold
6
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SO HOW DOES THIS WORK?
Your ca r GPS is really a portable computer
in disguise, with a processor, memory and
operating system. The manufacturer builds
in a GPS chip and some car navigation

software, and then hides a lot of the
functionality so that it acts as a dedicated
navigation device. That's ideal if you want
to drive from A to B: you just turn it on
and start navigating. However, that's
not so good if you 'd like to use some
of the capability the manufacturer has
deliberately hidden .
Another thing the manufacturer does
is arrange it so that, when you reset the
car GPS, it returns the device back to the
original settings; it's a bit like losing the
settings every time you turn your home
computer off. That's good for a dedicated
car GPS because if anything gets
corrupted, you just reset the device, the
settings are restored and you're up and
running. It's not so good for us though,
because if you install some software on
the GPS, it's likely to be discarded when
the device is reset.
However, there is a way around this:
you can get the GPS to run software from
a plug-in memory card . Install the right
software on the card, plug it in and you
can get the GPS to be a glide computer.
Remove the card and it's back to being
a car navigation device. Nifty.

Step 1: Download MioPocket
The first piece of software you will need
is MioPocket, which is used to 'unlock'
your car GPS . While originally written for
the Mio brand of GPSs, it also works on
other devices. As at the date of writing,
the latest version of MioPocket was 3.0
Release 56 . Go to [http://netfresco.com/
MioPocketl and download the software
to your computer, then extract the
October 2010

contents of the Zip file. While you are
on the website, click on the 'Readme'
link and carefully read the installation
instructions.

Step 2: Connect the microSD card
to your computer
The installation instructions for MioPocket
suggest you plug the microSD card into
your car GPS and then connect the GPS
to your computer. I think this is slightly
risky, as (a) if your computer has a virus
it might corrupt your GPS, and (b) if
you're not careful you might accidentally
alter or delete important files on the
GPS. My suggestion is to find yourself a
mobile phone, digital camera or similar
device with a microSD slot, put the card
in the slot and then connect the device
to your computer and turn it on. The
card should show up as an extra drive on
your computer. In my case I put a 512MB

mobile phone or digital camera, remove
the microSD card and pop it into the car
GPS . Next, reset (not just turn off) the
car GPS; you may need to refer to your
GPS manual for how to perform a reset.
In my case, I just slid the ON-OFF-RESET
switch to RESET. Now turn on the car GPS.
All being well, after a short delay you
should see a grey MioPocket Installation
screen indi cating that MioPocket is being
installed, followed by a MioPocket Skin\
Theme Changer screen; just tap on OK.
If you don't have any success, try resetting
the car GPS again. If you still have no luck,
go back to step 3 and read the MioPocket
installation instructions more carefully.

microSD card into my BlackBerry and
connected that to my computer.

Step 3: Copy the MioPocket
software to the microSD card
Follow the instructions in the Readme
page on the MioPocket website and copy
the MioPocket software to the microSD
card, being careful to follow Method 1
(SD Card Installation), not Method 2 (Flash
Disk (SD-Free) Installation). Which folder
you copy the software to, and whether
you rename the files once you've copied
them, depends on the model of car GPS
you are using; refer to the MioPocket
instructions for guidance. This is the
trickiest part of the exercise, so read
the instructions carefully.
The instructions didn't mention my
model of car GPS, but here's a tip: manufacturers re-badge GPS units for different
markets, and the Navman My55T is
known in Europe as a Moov Spirit 500.
The latter is referred to in the MioPocket
instructions, so in my case I followed the
steps and:
•

copied the MioAutoRun and Media
folders to the microSD card

•

created a Default folder on the
microSD card
copied the MioAutoRun.exe,
MioAutoRun .mscr and MortScript.exe
files to the Default folder
renamed MioAutoRun.exe to Auto.exe
and MioAutoRun.mscr to Auto.mscr

Step 4: Insert the microSD card
in the car GPS and reset the GPS
Tell Windows that you want to remove
the microSD card, then turn off the
October 2010

MioPocket: don't let all the icons throw you

Assistant (PNA, another name for a car
navigation GPS) .
Here's a tip: don't bother trying
to get a PDA version of XCSoar working
on your car GPS - it's not worth the
effort, and you probably won't be
successful anyway. If the latest PNA
version is not available from the XCSoar
web site, you can download version 5.2.4
of XCSoar for the PNA from [http ://max.
kellermann .name/download/xcsoar/pnal
XCSoarPNA-524-mk.zip]

Step 7: Copy the XCSoar software
to the microSD card
Turn off the car GP5, remove the microSD
card, put the card back into the mobile
phone or digital camera, and re-attach
the device to your computer and turn it
on. Extract the contents of the Zip file
you downloaded, which should contain
a folder (in my case, called XCSoarPNA524-mk); copy the folder and all its contents to the root of the microSD card
(not to a sub-folder). While you are there,
create an empty folder in the root of
the microSD card called XCSoarData.

Step 5: Configure MioPocket
All being well, you should see the
MioPocket screen, as shown here.
Don't be put off by the myriad icons
and buttons: you need almost none of
them. However, it is worthwhile configuring a couple of things in MioPocket:
Tap on MP Settings, then on OK, then
on Enable SO startup menu, then on
OK, then on Cancel; this will ask when
you reset the car GPS whether you
want to run MioPocket (and use the
glide computer) or just use the car
navigation software
Tap on MP Settings, then on OK, then
on Disable nav app minimise button
(you may have to scroll down to find
it), then on OK, then on Cancel; this
helps keep MioPocket out of the way
when the glide computer software
is running

Step 6: Download the latest
version of xes oar for PNA
The other piece of software you will need
is XCSoar, which is the glider computer
software. As of the date of writing, the
latest version of XCSoar was 5.2.4. The
official XCSoar website [www.xcsoar.org]
is where you can download versions of
the software for your PC and for a variety
of PDAs, but as of the date of writing,
there was no version 5.2.4 available on
the website for a Personal Navigation

GLIDING FEDERATION
OF AUSTRALIA INC
Airworthiness Inspection

FORM 2 AND C OF A NOTICE
D
D
D

A Form 2 inspection is due. $165 ' payment
is enclosed
The C of A requires renewal. $42' payment
is enclosed and the existing C of A document
is returned
Initial registration package is required.
$400' payment is enclosed
• Fees include GST

Payment method:

D

Cheque
0 Credit Card D Direct Deposit
For internet payments, deposit into:
BSB: 013-442
Account No: 304729562

A) DOCUMENTATION REQUEST

D
D

Please send me a transfer of ownership document
Please send me a change of registered
operator document

Aircraft Type .............................................................................. .
Registration marks VH - .......................................................... .
Address to which documents are to be sent is:
Name ........................................................................................ .
Address ..................................................................................... .
State...................................................... Postcode ...................... .
Forward to: GFA Airworthiness Secretary,
Level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062.
Email: <Airworthiness@sec.gfa.org.au>
Fax: 03 9303 7960
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Step 8: Insert the microSD card
in the car GPS and reset the GPS

Step 11: Obtain the XCSoar data

Tell Windows that you want to remove

screen looks a little bare, and you'd be
right: XCSoar comes with no maps, no
topology information and no waypoints.
You need to obtain data appropriate
for your situation and put it into the

the microSD card, then turn off the
mobile phone or digital camera, remove
the microSD card and pop it back into the
car GPS. Reset the car GPS and then turn
it on. This time you should see a menu
pop up asking 'Install MioPocketT; tap
on Yes (quickly or you'll miss it!), after
which MioPocket should run. Whenever
you want to use the GPS as a regular car
navigation device, simply tap on No when
the menu pops up. Alternatively, you can
just remove the microSD card from the
car GPS, reset it and everything is back
to its original state; pop the card in again
for glider use. Just don't lose the card!

Step 9: Configure MioPocket
to run XCSoar
Tap on MP Settings, then on Skin, then
on OK, then on Configure quick launch
button (yellow orb; you may have to
scroll down to find it), then on OK, then
on Other (you may have to scroll to find
it too), then on OK, then double-tap on
Storage Card, then tap on the directory
containing the XCSoar program that you
copied to the microSD card earlier (in my
case XCSoarPNA-S24-mk), then on the
right hand side of the screen tap on the
XCSoar program (in my case XCSoarS.2.4-PNA-mk.exe), then tap on OK,
then on Cancel; this tells MioPocket to
run the XCSoar program when you tap
on the yellow orb in the top-left corner
of the screen .
Here's a tip: XCSoar comes with a
simulator version, which is just like the
real thing except that it doesn't use the
GPS. If you want to experiment with
XCSoar indoors and not have it complain
about being unable to get a GPX fix,
you can configure MioPocket to run the
simulator version instead (in my case I
would have tapped on XCSoarSimulatorS.2 .4-PNA-mk.exe) . Here's another tip:
any configuration changes you make
in the simulator version will affect
the real version, and vice versa .

Step 10: Start XCSoar
Tap on the yellow orb in the top-left
corner of the MioPocket screen; after
a short delay you should see the XCSoar
disclaimer. Read the disclaimer, tap on
Accept and you're away. To shut down
XCSoar, double-tap on the screen, then
tap on Exit, then on Yes.
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You're probably thinking the XCSoar

XCSoarData folder you created earlier on
the microSD card. Go to [www.xcsoar.org/
trac/wiki/Download/Data] and read how
to obtain the data files you need. Because
the XCSoar website's pre-configured data
files for Sydney don't appear to contain
any waypoints, I clicked on [www.xcsoar.
org/getldata/generate] to generate
custom data files based on the Turnpoint
Exchange file for Camden and created
the data files in XCM format. Note that
if you generate custom data files, you
need to wait a while (10 minutes or more)
for the files to be created before you can
download them. While you're waiting
you might like to download the Special
Use Airspace file for Australia from
[http://soaringweb.org/Airspace]

Secondly, while the screen on my car GPS
is perfectly readable in the subdued light
inside a vehicle it's quite difficult to see
in the air unless the screen is at just the
right angle, but thankfully the ball joint
on the supplied suction mount makes the
angle easy to adjust. Even so, the screen
is not that bright, and if you are considering getting a car GPS for this purpose I'd
suggest checking the screen brightness
outdoors and ensuring the suction mount
has good freedom of movement.
Thirdly, because my car GPS is
designed to draw power from a cigarette
lighter socket, the battery is quite small
and is unlikely to last much more than
two hours in the air; I'm investigating
a solar charger which can supply power
to the car GPS through a mini-USB
connector, but haven't yet determined
whether it will help.
If you are thinking of wiring your car
GPS to the glider's electrical system, you
might want to be cautious; one person who
ran their PDA from the glider's battery
found it drew a quite high current and
they were left with a dead radio and no
functioning electrical instruments! They
got around the problem by making up
a battery pack for the PDA from rechargeable AA cells, with sufficient cells to supply
the required voltage. No doubt something
similar could work with a car GPS.

warning
Voila!

Step 12: Learn how to use XCSoar
XCSoar is a powerful and highly configurable program, and there isn't space in
this article to explain how to use XCSoar;
as they say in all good textbooks, we
leave this as an exercise for the reader.
Go to [http://sourceforge .netlprojects/
xcsoar/files/Documentation] and download the manual; as of the date of writing, the most recent manual was for an
earlier version of XCSoar, but it matches
the current software closely enough.
Print the manual if you can (all 200-odd
pages) and read it carefully. XCSoar is
a large and complex program, and you
will only get the best from it if you fully
understand what it can do and know
how to make it do what you want.

As noted in the XCSoar manual, it is your
responsibility to use the software prudently. In particular, it is your responsibility to
operate the aircraft safely and maintain
an effective lookout. You should learn
how to use XCSoar on the ground, not
in the air, so read the manual with your
feet up on the sofa, not up on the rudder
pedals. Finally, like all automated systems,
this one can fail, so you should not put
your safety in the hands of a computer.

BATTERY LIFE

XCSOAR IN USE

One of the potential problems I referred
to previously was the limited battery
life of a typical car GPS, and this proved
to be a reality in my case. From a full
charge, my GPS ran out of steam after
three hours, which isn't a problem around
Camden, but is not much help on a long
cross-country flight. Before going away to
camp I investigated some simple external

SO far I've had only a couple of flights
using XCSoar, but I've found a few
noteworthy things. Firstly, even though
I've spent quite a bit of time reading
the manual, I need to read it some more.

battery packs, but without success.
Thankfully I found a solution which
worked a treat: a pocket-sized rechargeable battery pack which supplies power
through a USB cable and which has a
October 2010

built-in solar
panel. When
the GPS
battery runs
down, the
battery pack
Car GPSs generally have limited
battery capacity, so a solar battery can supply
charger is a boon on long flights
power for
another
three or four hours from its own internal
battery, and if you open the solar panel
you can operate for as long as you want.

or more presses to accomplish. When
flying a glider, the less t ime you spend
fiddling with the instruments the better,
so this really is a safety issue. If your car
GPS has real hardware buttons, you can
program XCSoar to use them and do
complex tasks with a single press. My car
GPS has only one hardware button, but
more would be better. Th is is something
to consider if choosing a car GPS for the
purpose. PDAs shine here as they usually
have four or more hardware buttons.

As a bonus, it can also power your mobile
'phone, which may be handy if you
out-land .

it can display, from basic things like
MacCready speed-to -fly to the very
useful, like distance and direction to the
nearest landing field within range . There
are dozens of 'infoboxes' it can show, of
which you choose eight or nine to display
on the main screen . I spent quite a bit
of time before the camp deciding what
information I should have XCSoar display,
but found when actually at Cootamundra
that much of the information I thought
I would find useful I never even looked
at, and there were other things I really
wanted to see but hadn't chosen to
display. At the end of each day's flying
I found myself rethinking just what
infoboxes I should have XCSoar show
me, and adjusting it accordingly. You
too will probably find it takes time and
experience to work out what information
is most useful to you .
Car GPSs generally have limited
battery capacity so a solar battery charger
is a boon on long f lights.
One thing whi ch didn't occur to me
until towards the end of the camp is how
handy hardware buttons can be. You
navigate around the XCSoar menus by
pressing 'soft' buttons on the GPS's touch
screen, but most tasks take five
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A great Week of soaring
come fly with the eagles
At the Hunter Valley Gliding Club
- Warkworth
From 2511 011 0 To 31110/10
GFACoach

Feel free to turn up for the weekend pri or
to enjoy 9 days of fun and fl ying.
Dailey tasks will be set or enjoy the valley view from the
air at your own pace

this was also an issue in practice . It took
a bit of trial and error to find the right
mounting arrangement for the GPS . The
best place to attach the suction mount
for my needs proved to be qu ite low on

purpose, I can only reiterate that when
it comes to scr.eens, brighter is better.
One of the most powerful features
of XCSoar is the amount of information

Valley
Club

Clu bhouse accommodation ava ilab le or bri ng a tent.

The other potential problem I identified was that of screen vis ibility, and

the inside of the canopy so the GPS sat
about 30cm from my face, well below eye
level (so as not to obstruct the external
view) and pointing directly towards me.
Even so, screen visibility was only fair. If
you are planning to use a car GPS for this

Hunter
Gliding

A beaut iful and chall enging environment
Fo r dclails:Cont ac t Mark Rowe. 02 65773302 or 0,",38 7 14 238
Or Mick Webster O. U 8269 1-'S

XCSoar showing infoboxes at right
(Source: [www.dfis-technology.de/e_DFIS-PDA.html

OPERATIONS MANAGER:
At Cootamundra I flew in two aircraft,
the DG-1 000 and the Astir. The latter
has no flight computer, just the Colibri
data logger which is pretty limited in its
capability. The Cambridge in the DG-1000
is a lot more sophisticated, but uploading
waypoints and downloading flight logs
using a laptop can be fiddly and you can
never be sure the Cambridge is set up
the way you want, and that the settings
haven 't been changed . This is one area
where using a PDA or car navigation GPS
is a big benefit: the instrument goes with
you from aircraft to aircraft (so you have
consistent instrumentation), it's always set
up the way you want, and because you
take it away at the end of the day, you
can retrieve the flight logs at your leisure
instead of having to cart a laptop onto
the field. When it comes to cross-country
flying, the saying 'knowledge is power'
holds true. Good flight instrumentation
helps you to know where you are, what is
around you and how you are flying. With
good information you can avoid making
unwise decisions or being far more
cautious than is appropriate. Th ings can
always change (just because you're 1000ft
above final glide doesn't mean you'll
make it back!), but useful information
contributes to better decision-making .
All in all, at the Xmas camp I found
my GPS and XCSoar to be a boon, and
they helped me greatly to strike out and
do my first real cross-country flights more
confidently. I was still careful to track
my progress with compass and maps, and

The Gliding Club of Victoria
is seeking expressions of
interest from Level 2 instructors
to act as Operations Manager
of our mid-week operation over
the coming soaring season at
Benalla. The position could be
for the duration of the full-t ime
operation from November to
March, or part thereof.
Initial contact should be
through Robert on

(03) 9489 4298, or
<softdawn@optusnet.com.au >.

tried not to rely on the glide computer
in case it malfunctioned, but just having
basic information like height above
final glide available in the Astir was an
enormous help .
And the best part was that I already
had the car GPS (thank you birthday fairy)
and a microSD card, so the only other thing
I needed for cross-country was the battery
pack. If you already have a suitab le car
GPS, you might want to give it a try; if
you need a hand, drop me a line.
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FABULOUS FLYING IN
THE HIGHLANDS OF OZ
Helen McKerral

WE WERE FACED WITH A TOUGH CHOICE THIS EASTER: MT BEAUTY FLY-IN OR BIRCHIP WITH
TH E VIC'S ' FAMILIAR FACES , OR A NEW OPTION : TH E TUMUT GATHERING IN THE HIGH LANDS
OF NEW SOUTH WALES WITH THE CANBERRA AND SYDNEY MOB , NEW COUNTRY AND NEW SITES?

I

love flying new sites and meeting new
pilots, and Geoff didn't mind where we
went as long as we flew, so Tumut it was.
I rang to find out the format: Mentoring
for new pilots (by Curt Warren and
Conrad Loten). camping accommodation
at the airstrip for $1 O/head - a ridiculous
$2.50 a night for use of clubrooms,
kitchen, cold room, toilets and showers
- workshops, mainly footlaunch, but also
aerotowing for those who were rated,
and mellow autumn conditions.
It's a 12-hour drive from Adelaide
across plains showing blessed hints of
green after a decade of drought; we
stopped at a mate's place near Wagga
where we were greeted by the pleasant
aroma of pizzas made in a homebuilt
oven - delicious.

Honeysuckle bomb-out

DAY 1
The next morning, we hoofed it across
the last hour and a half to Tumut.
Tumut is a logging town as well
as a tourist hub for folk entering snow
country. Nestled alongside the Tumut
river (fun to kayak) and surrounded
by mountains, the region is gradually
becoming yuppified: undulating
grasslands in the valley around the river
are dotted with statement mansions
guarded by clipped hedges, shouldering
aside old farmhouses and their towering
elms and poplars.
The airport is a few clicks north of
town and we turned into a gum-studded
mown patch right next to the strip perfect. Plenty of tents set up already,
and gliders on cars.
We figured in light mellow conditions
nothing much would happen before noon
and pitched the tent, meaning to catch
up with everyone before heading up the
hill. Wrong! Everyone is leaving in five
minutes time!
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Quick, quick, chuck out the esky, tent,
chairs, swag, unload kayak, dump a tarp
over, scramble for radios (charged, thankfully), jump back flustered and rushed
into the car. Well, as anyone who knows
us would guess, I'm flustered while
Geoff's his usual laid-back self. He marks
Tumut airstrip on our GPSs mere seconds
before we join the convoy, heading to
Honeysuckle. On the way, I think about
all the things I don't have ready (GPS
batteries, Camelbak and water, spare
radio), but they are in the back of the
car so they will just have to wait.
Instead, like any pilots driving through
country they may soon be flying over,
I checked out hills as well as landing
options. We passed a few steepish areas
with smallish paddocks that I'd find okay
in the Malibu and challenging in the
Litesport. I saw plenty of powerlines,
but luckily few of them were the almostinvisible 5WER ones so common in SA.

Best of all, many of the undulating
paddocks are of reasonable size with
nice gentle slopes - good for landing
in L&V conditions in either glider.
We paused at the base of the launch
ridge and the LZ paddocks are good here
too. Curt and Conrad pointed out various
landing options - plenty to choose from
- to the new pilots, many of whom have
never flown inland and/or XC before.
They set up a streamer in the friendliest
paddock and described alternative landing approaches.
The three amigos - Blenky, Migs and
Jonno - arrived even later than us and
joined the convoy at the LZ, but Mark D
is already here. So six South Australians
- not bad!
I explained we haven't had time
to organise carpooling, but Curt waved
this aside: "Just fly, worry about cars
later." Excellent!
The Honeysuckle range faces west
or NW and is around 11 OOft above the
bomb-out, the HG launch is atop the
barest spur, PG launch one or two spines
further over.
In these light conditions the ridge
won't be soarable, but fat cu's were
popping. Yum! We wound up the spine
and around the back, then splashed along
a muddy track as pine branches swatted
the gliders on the racks.
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buttons and function menu of the 415
radio and layout of the manual are both
extremely counter-intuitive and during
the weekend several other pilots made
the same observation. With few pilots at
home in 5A, tone squelch isn't necessary,
but here the constant chatter in the air
on open channels makes it much more
important. I finally gave up on the Icom
and tucked a switched-off spare into
Honeysuckle launch seen from below

You could see the lie of the land, with
hills separated by undulating paddocks,
small creeks and drainage lines. Even the
lowest launches here are many times the
height of those in my home state (except
perhaps Razorback) and, with this much
air to play in, I reckoned I could stay up
at least a while if there were thermals
to be had. The cu's looked promising.
Everyone hurried to set up. I chose
the Malibu because I was feeling a bit
rushed and rattled; I've had no time to
get my head around this place or orient
myself and there were an awful lot of
things to get ready. My new lcom 415 was
recalcitrant, as was Blenky's. Together we
searched the manual without luck. The

the harness. I had a phone and reception
was good, so no worries.
Those big fat cu's might look inviting,
but of course one of them had decided
to set up just to the NW between launch
and the sun, so we and the face were
in shade. New pilot Alex was on launch

Almost everyone got up, climbing
together in a big thermal. From launch,
Curt and Conrad radioed the new pilots
with advice.
A column of gliders in a nearby
thermal is a mouth-watering sight when
you're about to launch, isn't it? I was in
my harness, ready to go, but alas, the
cycles paused and, by the time the second
half of us began to launch, conditions
had changed and the bottom of that
thermal - or any other it seemed - was
no longer working. Oh, well. The country
is truly beautiful - it was such a change
to fly over so much lush greenery instead
of brown dust or dry crops! The air even
smelled different here!

raring to go with a short queue formed
behind him ... and he waited, and waited,
and waited as the stubborn cu in the
wrong place kept building. The air was
dead, scarcely a puff came up the hill.
Finally the sun emerged and the air, as
Curt might say, started to breathe again.
Alex launched. He hooked into a good
one and very soon another bunch were
off, including Migs on his orange C4 and
Kathryn, flying the proto Malibu 166.
Honeysuckle set-up on grass and prickles

~H
~

G FA

I managed about 45 minutes or so,
kept busy working the bubbles, dropping
to half ridge height before scrabbling
back up again to a few hundred feet
above the ridge where I invariably lost
the column. I did this four or five times
and I was not alone. I saw no one get
up and many fared much the same as
me. I was surprised to spot Geoff low,
but later learned his vario had packed
it in so he actually did darn well! Blenky,
who had been helping another pilot fix
a VG problem, was finally able to launch,
but even he didn't manage to get too far,
conditions were definitely fickle.
When I saw Geoff heading out to land
I popped across the road and joined the
others in the LZ. Nevertheless, I felt pretty
stoked, and retrieving the car turned out
to be straightforward as pilots were still
travelling up and down the hill. It was
a good start to the weekend!
That evening, Migs was bursting with
news of his banner flight, getting back
to the airport and then boating around
thousands of feet up, drinking in the
sight of the kayaks on the river, the town,
the countryside. "I suddenly realised I had
plenty of time, I wasn't racing, I didn't
need to go anywhere, and I could just
enjoy the view!"
New pilot Alex, first off, was rewarded with a flight past Bald Hill and well
towards the airport. Kathryn flew the
little Malibu to the same spot and
raved about the glider's handling. She's
convinced me and an order will be going
in next week - finally my clapped out
800-plus hour Falcon 170 I've been flying
for 10 years and Geoff has been sharing
for five can be retired!
I had our dinner in the esky, but this
first night there was a barbecue with
yummy salads for everyone for a small
fee and most pilots availed themselves
of this. The atmosphere was friendly and
welcoming. This day and the next three
I met many new faces, including several
Andrews, two Daves, two Steves and
two Michaels, and gave lifts or caught
rides with them and others too, please

forgive me if I misname you in this report,
not least because I never got to hear
surnames! And of course I got to greet
a few familiar faces like Nic and Wazza
from Corryong.

Jonno and Migs with Mark D behind

Bald Hill launch
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DAY 2
The day started with a workshop at
8:30am for the new pilots. I heard bits
and pieces of several workshops over the
next few days - thermalling skills, clouds,
early competition strategy as well as Q&A.
Curt ran the session, but Scott Barrett and
Conrad often chimed in - the bits I heard
were hugely informative for new pilots.
In fact, the mentoring I saw over the
whole weekend was outstanding and
I'd say to SA's newer pilots: If you don't
go towing at Birchip next year and
mentoring is happening again at Tumut,
I can highly recommend this fly-in . It
really is that good. Conditions at Tumut
are mellow in autumn, hills are high, you
just need a harness and chute, radio and
vario, plus reasonably solid launch and
landing skills.
Organiser Michael Porter provided
the pilot briefing at 1Oam each morning.
There was a discussion about Talbingo,
but numbers weren't sufficient for Michael,
the key-bearer, to come out, so Bald Hill
was the go for all.
We headed out, giving a ride to
Andrew and his rigid wing. Our pizza
mate GC from near Wagga joined us for
a night or possibly two. GC grew up in
and worked, hiked, skied, kayaked and
camped this entire region and knows
the highlands intimately.
Bald Hill launch is reached via a
tortuous maze of tracks and about
seven gates, and there are magnificent
360 0 views yet again . The hill is a bump
surrounded by lower country and several
nice launches, but in my opinion the NE
bowl is not one of them. AU-shaped
narrow bowl with long spurs forming
the arms of the U, it's euphemistically
referred to as a 'technical' launch. With a
consistent prevailing breeze of about 10
to 12kt crossing from the right over one

spur, and a reasonable glide out to the LZ
over lots of trees in the gully, the launch
doesn't inspire me. It's likely to be a bit
trashy down low if the wind direction is
anything but straight in. Hit sink or rotor
and you mightn't clear the trees in a
floater; you'd need to choose your path
carefully along the windward side or crest
of the downwind spur or maybe stick to
the back of the bowl if it's working (it
isn't). I'd seen some nice sloping paddocks
and more good LZs around the corner to
the right in the valley, but a couple of the
closest ones are studded with big stumps.
Conrad launched first in a SS wing to
check the air and worked what turned
out to be a bit of a weak house thermal
at the end of the spine to the left. He
climbed out after a while and boated
around for the rest of the day. Slowly
pilots started setting up and began to
launch in dribs and drabs, one at a time,
separated by gaps of 20 minutes or more.
I didn't take my glider off the car.
Many who launch certainly have enjoyable flights and a few reached the airport;
others grovelled a while before bombing.
Everyone launched and landed safely,
including the newest pilots. Conditions
improved as the day progressed. Blenky
dribbled off around the corner and
disappeared below launch height, but
made it back to the airport; I think
Migs did as well. Still, it was quite late
- probably a good four hours since we
arrived - when Curt suggested that any
of the pilots still on the hill who wanted
to launch had better do so soon before
the wind switched. I didn't and to my
surprise, neither did Geoff.
That night, I thought a lot about my
decision not to fly. Had I talked myself
into it and locked myself in, or was I
carefully evaluating and changing my
decision to match changing conditions?
After all, conditions did improve. If the
day had been booming and it looked
as if I'd been up and away quickly, I'd
likely have made a different decision .
I was uncomfortable with the site,
not for vague indefinable feelings, but
for specific, rational reasons. And yet
the validity of those reasons appeared
to diminish with each safe and successful
flight. If inexperienced pilots could do
this, then logically so could I. Was I
being overly cautious? Probably, but if
I'd been on launch alone, assessing its
characteristics, I definitely would not have
launched, especially initially with crossing
winds and weak cycles. So should I change
my mind after watching other pilots
October 2010

Kathryn aerotowed the lovely little aqua Malibu 166

launch? At which point? After 10, 100?
Or should I trust my own assessment?
Possibly not, because I don't have enough
experience specific to inland mountains
like this. Is the information I'm feeding
into my decisionmaking process as I watch
other pilots launch valid, or is it simply
peer pressure?
I guessed others had doubts too
because there was definitely no rush of
pilots to launch - on the contrary - even
though good flights were had . Some
got to the front and stepped aside for a
while to let others go first. That dribbly
desultory pattern of launching, especially
when it included pilots whom you know
are experienced and confident, suggested
to me that there were good reasons to
think carefully on such days. Perhaps
the day wasn't especially good, or good
yet, or perhaps there was an issue with
the site. This wasn't a comp and so even
experienced competitive pilots would
behave differently without the pressure
to launch at a certain time. However,
when I return there next year, this day
of watching other pilots launch and fly
this site will have become part of my own
experience of the area .

Cu over Talbingo

Arg along

could just see the fire tower. Launches
were to the right of the notch and tower.
It looked very high, very ... big . Not for
us today though . Weather was mild,
light winds, ideal for paddling and we
made our way into a fern-lined tributary

National Park opened ... just for this one
weekend a year!
Disappointingly, although Geoff had
fulfilled all the practical requirements

for lunch. Plenty of fishos trolling on
Talbingo for whatever swims in these
cold waters. There is certainly plenty to
do here beyond flying - we will bring
our pushbikes next time to try some
beaut circuits along the smaller roads
around Tumut. A few skiers carved up the
water, but Blowering dam, immediately
downriver, was the preferred place for
watersports and Talbingo is huge, so we
had lovely flat conditions.
A fat cu sat atop Talbingo launch all
day and, as we paddled back, I spotted
two hangies and a PG in the air; later

Normally we fly together, but this time
the opportunity was too unique for me
to miss, so while he headed off to Argalong,
I hopped in with GC and Michael.
For SA pilots, Geoff reckons Argalong
is like Barn Hill without the rocks and
three times as high (it's about 1500ft
above the bomb-out!), lovely rounded
take-off and often comes on reliably

happy smiling faces around the campfire .
Conditions were forecast to be even lighter tomorrow, maybe finally ... Talbingo?

DAY 3

DAY 4
Forecast was light and variable and
Talbingo was on the cards, but we made
sure we had the numbers this time before
the briefing . A big thank you to Michael
Porter for organising the permissions
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of an advanced rating and has 250-plus
hours and certainly the skills to launch
anywhere I can and then some, he hadn't
done the paperwork and the requirement
is advanced-rated pilots only at Talbingo .

we drove past them, landed at Talbingo
township .
That night we heard lots of pilots had
had good flights at Corryong, so more

The next day Conrad came round the
tents and said they definitely wouldn't
go back to that NE bowl at Bald Hill,
but would instead head to Corryong another great site some two hours away,
where Geoff and I had spent a week in
January - terrific fun , but we had more
toys to use. Some pilots chose aerotow Blenky aimed to fly to Corryong .
However, we decided to head to
Talbingo dam for a paddle with our
mate Gc. Talbingo's a neat little town
nestled high in the heart of the Snowy
hydro scheme with its chain of dams. As
we drove to the boat ramp we checked
various LZs and the tangle of powerlines as you 'd imagine in a hydro power vicinity
there were plenty, but most were big and
easy to spot.
We looked up at launch from the
road - spectacular. If you squinted you

required to have this closed site in a

One of the guns above Talbingo

Explorer LD
Why compromise?
Locally made. supported
and priced.
Improvements for safety,
comfort and simplicity.

A range of options for
your budget and needs.
Open up new flying
opportunities.

RIR'flmE
PRODUCTS

.c om .au

0408 683 782
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Flying Talbingo

in the afternoon when the sun heats
the face and the northwesterlies flow
up the valley. This video gives a good
overview of the site [www.youtube.com/
watch ?v=6ZfVNoGaN2kj .
Argalong came on and after an hour
or so's flight in bubbles, Geoff nailed it
literally on the spotlanding cone ... but a
year's membership of Stanwell Park was
not really something he could use!
In the meantime, the Talbingo pilots
met in the township before travelling up
to launch through a locked gate (Michael
P has the key) in three cars with three
drivers, Steve, GC and Penny. We had
about 10 pilots, including several guns
like Oli and Blenky, all HG except for
Michael P.
Butterflies of nervous anticipation
frolicked in my stomach . I'd brought both
gliders up to choose my weapon when
I stand on launch; I was expecting it to
be a bit intimidating and, depending on
the nature of take-off, I wanted the best
glider for the safest launch and flight.
We arrived and ... it was exhilarating.
I stepped out of the car into the crisp
alpine air, crossed the spongy snowgrass,
14 Soaring Australia

The Ramp of Death

One little kingpost amongst all the toplesses!

ducked under snowgum branches and
then stood on Oz's highest official launch:
4S00ft amsl and more than a kilometre
above the LZ in the township below.
The view comprised dark mountains, blue
dams and snaking rivers, while over the
range floated cu's cliched as cotton balls,
- I'd never stood on a launch like this.
I guess pilots who've flown in Europe
or the US mountains would be used to
such launches, but Oz is pretty flat (Mt
Kosciusko, our highest mountain, is just
731 Oft) and this site is unique. I've stood
on our higher unofficial launch and it's
special in its own way, with alpine forest
and snowgrass fields as far as the eye can
see, except for a small square of cleared
ground below ... but that LZ is also quite
high, as is the surrounding country. Here,
you stand on launch and the view is as
if you are already way up in the air.
Someone said to me the previous day,
"Why bother launching from Talbingo
when you might as well fly there from
the airport?" Well, apart from the rather
major issue of skill and ability to do so,
I think that one of the most exhilarating
moments as a pilot is that second or two
when your feet first leave the ground.
You run, you are on land, and then suddenly you are in the air. The transition
highlights the magic of flight and it never
fails to thrill me, even at little sites like
Ochre where I've had literally thousands
of flights. I still think, "Wow, we are so
lucky to be able to do this!"
There were two HG launches. One
was a true cliff launch where I figured
you poke your nose over the edge, take
two steps in a light cycle and dive off.
We all considered it thoughtfully, before
Michael P said, "There's also the Ramp of
Death, if you want to see it?"
Oli and a couple others began to set
up, but the rest of us followed Michael
SOm down the track to where someone
had built a ramp of stones extending
out along a tiny spur, or knob really. A
length of mesh pool fencing was to one
side, ready to be laid over the top and

tied down. I instantly realised that I was
comfortable with this launch, with this
ramp, with these conditions, and that the
Litesport was the most appropriate glider
to get the most out of such a big site. A
strong launch would see me instantly in
open air, well away from the hill. I was
nervous, yes, but excitement was by far
the dominant emotion . It felt completely
different to the day at Bald Hill and,
although the launch here was far more
intimidating, paradoxically I was utterly
confident of my ability to fly here safely.
Strange, hey?
We set up our gliders in the rather
cramped area. Pilots didn't talk much, and
I reckoned I wasn't the only one with a
bit of nervous excitement swirling inside!
Oli and his mates were in the air, buzzing
launch, ripping it up and yelling down,
"What are you waiting for?"
Soon we were ready. Unlike the day at
Bald Hill, we launched in quick succession
- we were all eager to get away, and
we'd be able to help each other in the air.
A big thank you to Steve for holding the
nose wires for me - the glider was yawing
a bit on the ramp and having someone
there was a big help in a practical sense
as well as a confidence booster.
This was not a launch to hang around
on and I was third or fourth away. Within
20 seconds I assessed the puff, checked
the streamer, balanced the wings, yelled
clear and dived off in a great launch .
I headed right, massive cliffs looming
beside me, out to the spur where I'd
watched Oli and the others getting up.
For the next half hour or more, I worked
that spur. My zip cord was caught but I'd
deal with it later, I was too busy working
little bubbles. I got three or four turns in
each one and just when I thought they
were about to develop into something
good, they disappeared, and I hunted
for them again! Around me others were
doing exactly the same and although
some were more efficient in climbing,
I was certainly not dropping out.
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I'm right at the top end of the weight range of the Litesport3,
but, as happened at Corryong, control over the glider and being
able to hook it straight into lift without being turned away pretty
much makes up for the higher wing loading. Nor is it as tiring as
I would find a LS4. It's a great glider and although there were a
few minor lumps and bumps it was mellow air. I was completely
comfortable and felt a big grin spread across my face. Wonderful
stuff, just wonderful!
Some pilots had gone off on glide, but they did not seem to
get much and I saw a couple heading out low over the township.
By now, almost everyone had launched and we were working
disparate bubbles rather than really coring anyone thermal.
Then Blenky, Migs and a few others headed off on glide
across the gap to the next west-facing spur. I was a bit lower than
the others and did a few extra turns. When I headed off, I was
amazed at Blenky's speed and glide. I could see that his glide was
significantly flatter than everyone else's, either through glider
tuning or flying skill or harness or all of them. There'd be no way I
could keep up in my glider (tuned fo r handling, not speed) and my
boxy old Flex harness with all its strings, so I didn 't even try, sorted
out my zip and enjoyed the spectacular views.
I arrived at the next spur quite a bit lower than the others.
Migs, Blenky and the others had the height to duck deeper into
the valley where hot rocks face the sun, but I was too low to go
far in and instead chased a ratty little scrap at the end of the
spine. I checked my landing options - there were plenty all the
way along the river and Blowering dam, within glide if I continued
along the ridge.
The scrap was not developing into anything and I was very
slowly losing height; time to try my luck along the ridge. Zip, nada,
nil. Damn! Yet still , just look at the river, snaking across the valley,
and Blowering silver in the sun . Wow, just wow!
I flew a bit further, over the heavy transmission lines, but it
was time to set up a landing . A perfect huge wide inviting slope
right there beside the dam called to me and I came in hot over the
water to a lovely landing.
I got out of the harness, radioed GC my location and looked
around. My heart was full, this flight was up there with the best
in a decade of flying . I'd been up maybe an hour and a half? I'd
flown, what, 10km? Numbers are completely irrelevant. The sights
and emotions of this flight were keepers.
Five minutes later Andrew joined me. Another five minutes
later, Michael Skydog arrived, then Jonno and f inally Migs, who
worked zeroes over the water for a whil e before coming in . I
heard that quite a few pilots, including some of the guns, were
back towards or even in town, so I did not feel my skills had let
me down . Conditions weren't easy and I did just fine .
In the LZ the mood was ebullient, for everyone had been
blown away by this magnificent site. Mig S was shouting with
excitement! We
packed up to much
laughter, fun and
good vibes. What
a day!
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he 2008 World Comps were held
at Rieti in Italy. Bruce Taylor and I flew
Standard Class and Peter Temple and
Alan Barnes flew Club Class. An exciting
place to fly : every type of lift available,
stunning scenery and a great lifestyle.
The following is a short memory of
two of the competition days.

T:

got a three knot climb. Alan Barnes called
four to six-knot climb out in front of
Vellino and I could see a few gliders
in that area, so I pushed on hoping
for a good climb. It didn't work, but
I had enough height to get across to
the Roveto Ridge if necessary - although
I wasn't too positive that it would work,
given the light wind .

MEMORIES OF DAY THREE
Day Three was a very interesting day:
a 400km triangle with a weak westerly
wind, so maybe the ridge may work a
little. The weather briefing was quite
ordinary - it didn't really provide much
interesting information other than a
few satellite photos. However, our own
weather research was reasonable and
we were getting some good advice from
our adopted Aussie, Alessandro .
Bruce and I started at the same time,
just behind a couple of others, and had
a good glide to the south. This first
40km or so is always a little tentative
as it determines how low you have to
work the climbs on Mt Vellino (aka the
Mountain that Never Works).
We took a few hundred feet at the
first ridge and then, just before Vellino,
16 Soaring Australia

Cruising Roveto Ridge

I tried a weak climb in the valley,
but as Bruce and the others passed over
the top of me I decided to just try the
ridge . This ridge runs all the way to the
first turn, and can be exceptional with
a good wind . Unfortunately, the first
40km is completely unlandable, and

when I arrived below the tops and headed southwards it took a few minutes of
weak lift to convince me that the ridge
was working . I wasn't able to fly fast,
sitting on 70kt until I moved up just
below the ridge crest when I sped up
to 80kt. I was slowly catching the guys
ahead and then 10km before the turn
found a nice climb in front of the ridge
which gave me the height to get into
the turn and back onto the ridge at a
good height. The trick now was to cross
the ridge crest onto the next ridge . Bruce
called that 6000ft was just enough, so
I climbed to 6100ft and headed through .
It worked fine.
After a couple of climbs, I headed
across the wide valley to Celano, which
'always' has a good climb. There were
quite a few gliders milling around which
certainly made it look not so certain .
It just wasn't working. This was a key
decision point in the flight. If we could
not get a climb here, the best option
appeared to be heading back west before
heading north, back via Rieti, rather than
the faster route over the Grand Sasso
ridge. Alan and Peter decided to take
the western track and I was just about
October 2010

Approaching Grand Sasso

to make the same decision when a couple
of gliders simply headed over the high
country to the east in the direction of
the Grand Sasso. Given that this group
included Giorgio Galetto and Peter
Hartman, I elected to follow and get
a lesson . We flew close to the ridge line
over a very high plateau, barely a few
hundred feet above ground level - not
a lot of room for mistakes. We went
around one corner and immediately hit
four knots. As we reached the top of this
climb, with the Grand Sasso now within
reach, Bruce joined us, having found
a seven-knot climb near the windmills.
As we approached the Grand Sasso,
Giorgio became very cautious. He turned
left towards a climbing glider and a procession of gliders behind followed suit.
Then he turned right, and the whole
group followed right. If Giorgio was
worried then we should be worried too.
There was a glider turning just to the
right of us, and I elected to deviate by
this glider as the others plunged at the
Grand Sasso rock face . I found three
knots just before the other glider, which
quickly became four knots. The others
were flying along the ridge face but not
a lot was happening, so Bruce turned and
came back to my thermal and the whole
squadron turned around and headed
back. The drift was along the ridge, so
there was no help from the warm rock
face to create Iift. I led out to the next
mountain ridge with the Flarm showing
other gliders just behind me at the same
height, possibly a little lower. Gradually
as I worked the ridge, the gliders behind
slowly became higher than me, eventually
passing overhead as I stopped for a climb
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near to the end of the ridge. Bruce
commented that while I was bouncing
from one spur to the next , Giorgio and
his formation slowed down to 50kt and
were moving in and out of every spur,
gaining height all of the way. Second
lesson for the day!
The next ridge worked well with a
climb off the top, but now I was 1000ft
lower than the leading group, so about
three minutes behind . From Castelluccio,
at 8000ft it was a 55km glide to the last
turn at Gualdo Taldino, arriving just
below 4000ft. The hills here vary from
3500 to 4500ft, with the valley floor
about 1000ft high, so it becomes a slightly more cautious approach as you head
home. Today was worse than normal as
it was now after 6pm and the day was
starting to become very soft. Jumping
from little hill to little hill, taking the
occasional one knot climb to top up a
couple of hundred feet, it was all very
painful. Peter Temple came in below me
as I pushed on, and a few minutes later
he bumped into a three to four knot
climb behind me . I continued to move
ahead but could only get one knot. There
were gliders really low, and the occasional
one that found a good thermal suddenly
jumping high . I never really climbed onto
final glide, but basically worked some
good air until I had enough height to get
into 'Death Valley' and gradually crawled
along the hill until, finally, crossing the
last ridge line onto final glide. A good
result, with some of the later starters paying a penalty for coming home in the
weaker climbs, although a few managed
to get a good climb and jump into the
lead - 99km/h.

Death Valley' viewed from the ground

DAY FIVE
Another good day, with some really
interesting conditions. The start was quite
crowded. With 108 gliders, including very
light PW5s which climb up the middle
of each thermal, and light Club Class
which fly about 10kt slower, the gaggles
before the start get very exciting. Today
the Club Class gliders were starting from
the opposite side of the valley from us,
so it wasn't quite so bad . However, just
to even things out the climbs near the
sta rt had lift going up above the general
cloud base among wisps of cloud . Now
you had to contend with gliders popping
out of the wisps in front of you, people
trying to centre the gusts on the inside
of the thermal. Just great fun - NOT.
Bruce and I started together amongst
a number of other gliders, and the first
climbs south were a little hectic, followed
by a fast run along the Vellino ridge. I
was cruising at 90kt plus when the two
French gliders went past me with great
intent. The climb at the end was eight
knots plus, and we ended up with about
20 gliders all heading for the first turn
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across a wide blue gap. The choice was
between some good clouds close to
the turn along a ridge (which we were
advised didn't work too well down low),
or a little further west which had some
weaker looking clouds leading into some
good looking clouds, but in a sunnier
area . The gaggle split and I stayed west;
Bruce went east.
My gaggle found five to six knots
to nearly 9000ft whilst the east gaggle
found only weak climbs. Around the turn
the east gaggle was scrabbling over the
rocks, whilst the west gaggle was cruising
off down the convergence line with
Sebastian Kawa in the lead. Suddenly,
another glider appeared in front of us
climbing quickly - it was Bruce, who had
pushed ahead from his low gaggle to
the convergence line and was rewarded
with a very fast climb, catching up to the

higher group. Bruce is quite good with
convergences, so when the main group
headed further west he suggested that
we should stay east along the ragged
edge. This was a much better line, and
we eventually found six to seven knots
in the middle of the valley where the
convergence turned back towards the
Grand Sasso. Sebastian and friends joined
us at this point and we were now at the
top of this group.
The normal route to our next turn
near Castelluccio worked as normal,
which is quite fast. The sky blued out as
we headed to the turn, which is to the
west of Castelluccio, but we still went to
the main mountain for a reasonable climb
rather than just head off into the blue.
The next leg was a long glide west
in the blue, and the Club Class guys who

had the same last turn as us were alerting
us that it was very weak in that region .
There was a last line of cumulus about
30km from the last turn, and the gaggle
re-formed in a climb under the darkest
part. We couldn't get up to cloudbase;
7000ft was as good as we could get, but
it should give us a glide into the turn and
hopefully back to the cloud again .
We turned and glid back, to find that
the cloud line was moving east, away
from us. As we approached the cloud
quite low, gliders were dumping water
in anticipation of a tricky climb ahead,
and with only 45km to go we would
be spending more time climbing than
gliding. The climb was three knots and
about 10 gliders vied for position to reach
final glide height. It was a good race
home, and a good score for both
Bruce and me : nearly 980 points.

Letters to the Editors • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
_

Licenses for glider pilots

~

(An edited response to the
GFA President's Addendum to August
President's News-letter regarding pilot
certification for overseas flying - see last
month's Letters)

The more time I spend commuting
between European and Australian gliding
operations, the clearer it is to me that
we Australians are working within a
system that is inherently significantly
inferior to those of at least the two
European countries of which I have the
most experience; and that this is mostly
because of things which are related to
the exemption [for licenses and medical
examinations] . To put it bluntly we have
slack standards and we are lazy about
applying them. The syllabus material
is pretty much the same: you need to
learn the same things in order to fly,
and aeroplanes fly for the same reasons
wherever they are.
[Unlike in Europe] there is effectively
no official test at all in our system, either
of practical flying or of knowledge and
understanding of theory. I have personally
seen pilots advanced through our syllabus
for social, personal and emotional reasons
despite it being clear to everyone that
they had significant difficulty with both
practical manipulation of aircraft controls
and the basic theory of why aeroplanes
fly. This is practically eliminated in
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a system which has an official test
conducted by an independent examiner.
I do not understand why it is a good
thing that we do not have a requirement
for a medical. Clearly the statement we
all make each year that we are fit to fly
is a joke; it allows us to keep flying when
we are not fit or confident that we would
pass such a test. Yes, ultimately it is each
pilot's responsibility to decide whether to
fly, but it could be argued that the system
we have encourages people to go on
flying whether or not they are fit to.
I can confirm your statement about
Aussie pilots having significant difficulty
getting qualified in other countries. In fact,
my experiences would make a long and
rather boring series of articles in themselves. Regarding GFA inaction I can say
that your explanation of what has happened so far is the best I have got yet, and I
have certainly tried; but I think GFA has
until now failed to tell anyone what it was
up to in detail and appears to still be refusing to entertain the idea of an actual licence.
I have so far in my short gliding career
attended five international competitions
and have never once been asked to
present an 'ICAO compliant document'.
If we are to fly in foreign countries
with anything like the ease which we
expect at home, we need a Iicense, not
a 'document'. The rest of the world
demands and expects competent glider
pilots to be able to present one: if it isn't

a license, well it isn't a license and they
will not know what to do with it. Does
anyone have any better ideas? Well I
believe I do.
Accept that licensing, and in particular
license testing, is actually a real practical
benefit to a training system . Adopt such
a system with a license, even if it is not in
the first instance issued or approved by
CASA. And work with CASA to produce
a real license, with the word license in
the title and ICAO at the bottom. Most
importantly, it must only be issued to
pilots who really are fully competent and
have been independently tested .
A real license is something pilots
can work towards in training, and be
proud of when they achieve it. It would
be accepted and respected at any club,
anywhere in the country or the world, as
a real qualification earned by thorough
training, hard work, and a tough
independent exam .
Brendan English
Response from th e GFA President
GFA conducted a review of its pilot training syllabus and requirements recently.
This review was conducted by an expert
panel of Operations and Coaching officers,
and resulted in a recommendation to the
Board to adopt the Glider Pilot Certificate
syllabus. The GPC is now the operational
standard for GFA.
The GPC syllabus complies with the
ICAO requirements for glider pilots as
October 2010

set out in their Annexe 1 with the single
exception of the medical standard .
This review was conducted to improve
the overall effectiveness of pilot training
and to provide for a seamless transition
from the previous instructing through to
performance coaching, not because of
concerns about the inherent safety of the
previous system. There is no evidence that
GFA pilot qualifications are inadequate.
As always operational standards are
a minimum . Members are free to obtain
a PPL or other licence and indeed an aviation medical if they wish. The medical will
be accepted but the GFA pilot qualifications
will be required in addition to the PPL.
The GFA pilot qualifications are the
only legal qualifications acceptable to
CAsA to fly a glider in Australia .*
There are no proposals to change this.
* GFA does provide recognition of certain
overseas pilot qualifications for visitors
who join GFA.

Daryl Connell

A

directive is evident by the absence of
any reference to hang/paragliders other
than in the first paragraph referencing
licensing. We cannot just be lumped in
with sailplanes. We don't have a cockpit.
It's fair to say that the majority of
harnesses do not have the space nor the
capability to accommodate two radios.
Assuming we are able to fit two radios,
(AND access them) try changing channels
with your flying gloves on (especially
paraglider pilots), or listening to VHF in
one ear and UHF in the other. This defies
commonsense and will surely send a pilot
crazy within minutes.
So let's have a VHF chat channel I
hear. How do we monitor area broadcasts

Lake Keepit Soaring Club is the
perfect place to glide ... if you
are learning or if want to extend
your cross-country experience.

while we're on a chat channel? And
respond to them? And who exactly would
we be chatting with? Maybe all the other
pilots in your club who have rushed out
and bought a new $400 radio. Or maybe
just half of them, the rest are still on UHF
and you won't be able to talk to them
unless you have retained a UHF within

The relaxed 7 day a week club
operation, varied terrain and
year-round good conditions
make LKSC ideal for pilots
wanting to get their erc or fly
badge flights.

VHF - not well received

"
It is unfortunate that the consultation process which affected aviation
groups is over, as there are many pilots/
members that could have brought constructive feedback to the discussion table.
We now face a difficult and tedious process to amend or modify the directive as
it applies to hang/paragliders, if this is
indeed the action that HGFA intends
to take.
I applaud the success so far in obtaining concessions with respect to competi tions and the carriage of VHF which,
if not amended, would have resulted
in a ridiculous situation. But although
competitions are important, what thought,
or for that matter survey/research, has
gone into determining how many local
clubs and their flying sites are affected?
Everyone seems to be guessing on
how local clubs are affected, just contact
us (the club committees) please, as we are
now the ones left to try to manage site
operations. Remember that losing freeflyers means we reduce the feeder pool
for competitions and this requirement
has certainly made free-flying a lot more
difficult. For instance, our club now has
six out of our seven sites that require
conformance with the new VHF directive.
In fact two of these sites fall within
two aerodromes technically requiring
us to monitor/transmit on two separate
frequencies. Go figure!
The miniscule consideration we
were given during the inception of this
October 2010

your spacious harness. Of course as soon
as you have one pilot opting for the VHF
'chat' option, that effectively introduces
a hazard into your flying site by making
him un-contactable. Let's also not forget
our retrieve crew who are using a new
expensive vehicle-based VHF radio to
follow you. We should also consider the
fact that in the GA world an aircraft
changing its altitude is a very important
reason to make an area broadcast. Now
while you struggle to centre and work
your thermal you also need to regularly
transmit your location and altitude to
all and sundry. And God forbid that this
might actually attract GA aircraft to our
position for a look & see as it has on
other occasions when we were diligent
and reported our flying activities to the
local aerodrome!
All in all, we have now significantly
reduced the pilot's concentration and
focus in flying his glider.
I know this is a done deal, but I write
this in the hope that some CAsA official
reads this, or our HGFA seriously tackles
this poorly thought-out directive as it
applies to us.
What exactly has changed from the
7nm rule to the 1Onm? There was no
requirement for us to do this before.
Has there been an accident, a near-miss
between GA and hang/paragliders?
In the 25 years I have been flying and
reading Skysailor/Soaring I cannot recall
a report about a collision. I can, however,

Hang glider, paraglider and
ultralight pilots are welcome.
Tel: (02) 6769 7514
Email: manager@keepitsoaring.com

www.keepitsoaring.com
remember many articles on water
landings, etc. Should this then determine
that it now be mandatory for us to carry
a life raft? Why not?
CAsA have done exactly that with this
VHF directive, but without any just cause.
If CAsA were truly concerned with
improving the 'see & be seen' concept,
they must surely have firstly considered
the requirement for all aircraft to carry
anti -collision beacons. There are many
portable beacons available that are of
little weight and minimal drag. How
could this not be the logical first step in
making our gliders more visible to other
aircraft? This is by far the most productive
and effective addition to vi sual scanning
for aircraft such as ours. Instead we have
been subjected to a barrage of generally
incomprehensible garble and an increase
in pilot distractions.
A safer environment? I don't think so.
Please reconsider.
Pete schwenderling,
President Wicked Wings Club
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Day Three At Waikerie
- Two Days In One

our task area, which in hindsight I should
have been more wary of - with such

COMPETITION , NOTABLE IN TH E MOST PART FOR SOME STUN NING LY

a critical temperature trace, this cirrus
would have a big effect on conditions.
I thought that as long as I was gone by
2pm I would still be okay.
I got caught slightly low just before
my planned start time and didn 't get
away till 2:10, which was the last start for
my 18m class. The first leg was (carefully
planned!) underneath the cirrus shadow,
and was just soft all the way. I think

HIGH SPEEDS . HOWEVER, IN TH E EARLY STAGES I HAD A FLIGHT

I made a good fist of what I had, but
around the first turn at Pinaroo I knew

THAT WILL REMAIN WITH ME FOR YEARS FOR Q1lITE THE OTHER

that I was now well behind the crowd .
The second leg was out in the sun and

REASON . I WANT TO TELL YOU ABOUT IT.

went well until I was about 30km short
of Lindsay River, where the cirrus shadow

Bruce Taylor
TH E WAIKERIE NATIONALS LAST JANUARY WAS A GfUAT

rom my perspective the entire flight was
noteworthy, but if I tried to relate the
whole tale it would take about as long
as the flight did. The best bit was the
last third of the task, which took well
over half the flight time . As a lead up
to that, the day was forecast to be blue
and deliver about 11 OOOft until well
after 8pm, and the 606km task was a
double triangle 5W to Pinaroo, north to
Lindsay River, west past Waikerie to Mt
Mary, 5E again to Wanbi, then north to
Woolpunda, followed by a short glide
west to the finish.

F

I planned on 130km/h, which meant
4.5 hours on task . Being brought up in
the north of N5W, where the days are
shorter, I find I often start too early when
I am flying a southern competition . So I
thought that a start around 2pm would
be fine, but no later than 2:30 . After
launch, I noted that the day might be
temperature critical, as expected heights
were not coming at the advertised time.
Initially around 7000ft was tops, and
as I waited to fill in time after my early
launch it gradually climbed to 9000ft.
There was some cirrus passing through

The flight track from SeeYou
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started again, a bit heavier this time. I
missed a climb over a dust devil that I had
diverted to, and for the last part of that
leg into the turn I was really in survival
mode. I covered those few kilometres
very carefully and uncomfortably low, but
eventually I managed to struggle around
the turn. Heading west towards Renmark
I got stuck at about 1500ft for 45 minutes,
not able to progress because of unlandable ground ahead. I had a lovely looking airfield down below me, but time was
passing and I was going nowhere. In the
cirrus shadow the thermals were on holiday.
Finally the sun came out and I got up
and running, but from here on my day
was going to be a tough one . The time
I had lost until here would cost me dearly.
The next 100km or so to Mt Mary went
well . Regular climbs came and went and
nothing exciting happened, except that
as I passed to the north of Waikerie the
early finishers were just landing! I still had
240km to go, and it was closing on 6pm.
I pondered the possibility of good conditions lasting until after 8pm, but knew in
my heart that this was highly unlikely.
Just before Mt Mary I took a strong
climb to about 7000ft, not knowing that
this was the last climb of more than three
knots that I would see for the rest of
the flight. It quite abruptly switched off:
typical of those days when the trigger
point is critical. As I flew back east of the
Murray river a bit north of Blanchetown,
I was now certain that this flight would
end in an outlanding. Crap! My first two
days had been good, solid performances,
and not getting home was going to trash
my chances of finishing the competition
well, particularly when I knew that my
closest rivals were already sitting in the
bar at Waikerie!
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I got a message to Anita to hook
up the trailer and to wait near enough
to Waikerie to get a phone call when I
landed, most likely south towards Wanbi .
But for now, I had to give this flight
everything I had, and I looked carefully
ahead for any chances at gaining valuable height. My thought was that the
scattered areas of scrub would be my best
bet, holding some heat until late in the
evening after everything else had cooled .
Over the next hour or so I was surprised to hear that there were still some
gliders in the air, and even finishing . Perhaps I could get as far as Wanbi if I was
fortunate . I found another glider circling
low. It was Kerrie Claffey, who has a
reputation for finding a way to get home
if at all possible. We shared a couple of
weak climbs, but at these low cruising
speeds the Ventus soon pulled ahead of
her ASW28. As we headed further south
to what looked like a certain landing,
Simon Holding called and asked advice
about the conditions. I assured him the
beer at the Wanbi pub would be cold .. .
He had run out of lift and we listened as
he gradually subsided . Things looked grim .
Twenty kilometres short of Wanbi at
2000ft I found a slightly more solid climb
over one of the scrub patches, which were
definitely the only places that were still
giving off any heat by now. As I climbed
Kerrie arrived underneath, quite low, and
found the thermal. Mine stopped, but I
moved slightly and found it again, and
for what seemed an eternity I continued
up at a bit under three knots. With each
passing minute I felt more amazed, as it
kept going to 6500ft. At least this would
get me around Wanbi; and from there,
every kilometre north was closer to home.
Heading towards the last turn at
Woolpunda I glanced out at the setting
sun . It was quite beautiful in the orange
haze of evening, mostly because it was so
low! No heat from that source, I thought
to myself. It was nearly a quarter to eight,
and there had been no more finishes
for some time . I took my sunglasses off
so that I could see what was going on .
Still deviating over every area of scrub
on the way, I was frustrated by the
sink. Everywhere I had been today was
persistent sink, and I felt sure that it
might stop when the thermals did - but
no, it was still going down . Then bump,
bump .. . feeling around ... Cripes! ... it's
a thermal. At best it was a needle-width
over a knot, but it was going up.
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I watched the numbers count up
towards final glide, which I had long
before wound all the way back to a zero
MacCready setting . The climb weakened,
then quit completely at 4000ft. The glide
calculator said I was 500ft below glide,
but I had a safety margin of 500ft set in
the box. With a slight touch of optimism
I headed out, straight into a steady run
of sink again! I don 't believe this. There
will not be any more thermals, and here I
have a run of sink. I watched the numbers
slide backwards to 800ft below (300 under
glide) and sent another message to Anita
that I would probably land on the main
east road somewhere near Woolpunda .
She might as well drive that way and
keep an ear out.
The sink stopped, still 800 below, as
I slid along at 50kt. Good heavens, it
takes forever to get anywhere at this
speed . The scrub areas had finished no more bumps, dead smooth now. As
I watched the time and kilometres slip
by, I noticed that the wind looked to
be swinging slightly more from the east
as I descended, which would be on my
tail after the final turn. At best it was
only a few knots. Six or eight kilometres
from Woolpunda I saw there was a
large orchard on the track out towards
Waikerie . That would be worth a visit,
just in case it gave some slightly better air.
Woolpunda arrived and I gently
turned for Waikerie, over the orchard.
Home was 16.5km away, and I was 980ft
above the ground. That is a glide of more
than 55:1, with dirty wings and a weary
but determined pilot. Not too good . The
orchard gave me nothing at all, but the
slight easterly drift was now right on my
tail. I slowed some more, to about 45kt,
and surveyed my options. All the way
home, on the south side of the road, was
quite landable. The north side was scrub
and river bed. The scrub was dead, but
wait.. . the numbers are getting better!
I looked as they counted slowly back up
to 520ft below glide. The tiny tailwind
was still going, but the numbers would
not rise up to a zero glide. The finish line
was listening in on the radio, mostly for
a SAR watch I think, as I still believed I
was not going to get home. Anita and
the trailer went past underneath, heading
east and still expecting me to land near
Woolpunda. Behind me she did a wild
U-turn and headed west again, chasing me.
Where is the field? It has been sitting

few minutes now. I must be careful I am in no man's land here with no height
for a circuit, absolute bare minimum
to arrive on the fi eld, and the low sun
in my eyes . The pretty little church at
Lowbank goes past the window so close
I could almost touch it. Anita drives past
underneath, going my way this time, just
a co uple of hundred feet below me . I can
feel her wishing me onward . The feeling
in my cockpit is alert and focussed, but
everything feels like it's happening in
slow motion .
The airfield looks so close, yet tantalisingly out of reach. At least the air is now
silky smooth, and I keep a constant check
on my height and landing options as
the last few kilometres slip past. I arrive
at the 'yay or nay' point. This the last
chance for outlanding, as there is a slight
break in the trees beside the road to slip
through, over to the north side towards
the approach of the main runway, and
if I go that way I am committed to the
airfield . I check the distance to run : two
kilometres. I'm suddenly shocked by the
fact that I am within the finish circle
and have completed the task! Okay, I
can make the field, I think . The last two
kilometres is clear on the approach, and
I slip over the small sand hill just outside
the boundary fence with about six feet to
spare. I imagine that nobody else has ever
even noticed that there is a sand hill off
the end of the main strip at Waikerie!
The fen ce passes underneath; gear
down, flaps down and the main wheel
chirps as it touches the threshold at
8:15pm, after seven hours and 40 minutes
in the air. Unbelievable .. . I swear incredulously out loud as I roll up the tar. Someone says, "Well done, " over the radio and
I laugh at them . Well done? I still can't
believe it - I have flown the last 60km
at less than 50kt all the way, and arrived
on the threshold with not a skerrick of
airbrake - I had glide, and lost it, about
three times - and I had nearly pulled the
stick out of the floor for the last 20km .
My phone rings: Anita has lost me.
Did I land out, am I home, is anything
broken? I jump out, legs still shaking,
and kiss the glider. Wh at a flight! I will
remember this one for years to come.
I was never going to make it back,
and here I am. I have cheated nature
once more.
Gliding never ceases to amaze me.

~
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ENGINE OUT OVER HINZE DAM
Mark Kropp

WELL, 1 HAD AN lNTERESTlNG PARAMOTOR FLIGHT THE OTHER DAY. 1 BROKE SO MANY RULES
AND STlLL MANAGED TO COME THROUGH UNSCATHED !

Ben over the lZ, my white wing in the paddock

he day started early at Skilled Park
(Robina on the Gold Coast), 6am on a
Sunday for a dawn flight with Ben and
Roger in the paramotors. Brett (Sparky)
was on camera and radio duty.
My motor was idling a bit low and
rough, but I was in a hurry to follow
Ben into the air so I didn't worry about

~

it too much . I was using a new throttle
which I wasn't used to and that, combined with being preoccupied with
other tasks in-flight, was the cause
of my unintended adventures.
With a moderate breeze I reverse
launched on the second attempt and
started to climb out, but due to me
holding my right brake handle in a
different position, I dropped it about five
feet into the air while continuing to climb
to about 20ft. I was torqueing to the left
and some rather large powerlines, so I
reached for the handle, but accidently
throttled back and sunk to below ground
level before I managed to get it together
and climb out. Below? Yes, I was crossing
a small gully so I had a bit of leeway!
Very lucky! I should have just grabbed
the D-risers and steered by them, but
it didn't cross my mind at the time .
I finally settled down and headed
towards Hinze Dam, west of the Gold
Coast, following Ben to meet up with
some balloons launching out of an area
just south of the dam. I got excited about
the balloons, but didn't have my camera
with me so was I mucking about with
my phone camera and although I put
the throttle on cruise control, it was
22 Soaring Australia

almost idling and I had an engine out!
Did I hit the 'off' button? I don't know ...
The one thing I did right so far was
always have a landing area within gliding
distance. Phew! I was going down while
trying to pull-start the motor, making
sure I stayed on track for a landing.
Meanwhile Ben gets on the radio and
advises me I should be careful about
going low over tiger country in case of
an engine out. Thanks Ben! I was a bit
too busy to reply ...
I had a great landing, but into a very
dew-wet, foggy and uneven paddock on
the wrong side of the river. I was safe but
very isolated. Ben was circling above me,
relaying what was happening to Brett.
Once he saw I was alright he left.
First task : Restart the motor. Well it
started after about five minutes of trying.
I was amazed the plug wasn't fouled,
I didn't have any tools with me.
Second task : Contact someone. Well,
I was receiving messages, but couldn't
send anything at first (no coverage).
So I was on my own .
Third task: Fly out. It looked do-able,
but my wing was very wet. The next 40
minutes consisted of four failed attempts
due to a number of reasons:

A very wet wing (I tried to launch
trimmers up a bit straight away)
•
•

Shifting wind
Didn't pull on the A-lines enough
and the wing hung back

•

I was hot and tired (I didn't have
any water!)

•

Once I tried to run uphill through

cut grass debris and rough ground
Finally the wind shifted to a direction
where I could launch from reasonably
flat ground. I also got in contact with
Ben and he was on his way to try and
find me in his car.
Fifth time lucky, the very wet Silex
24 performed admirably, getting me airborne and on my way back home . I kept
the Fresh Breeze Snap 120 throttled up
and climbed out and soon met up with
Ben on the other side of the range. He
turned the Jeep around and we both
headed back to Skilled Park.
The adventure wasn't over yet! I was
going to put a call out over the airband
VHF as I entered the Southport CTAF, but
discovered I'd bumped the radio onto the
121.50 emergency channel. I was stuffing
around trying to change the channel and
hit the 'off' button on the throttle! An
engine out over Mudgeeraba township!
What else could go wrong? Luckily I was
at 1500ft and had ample time to restart,
although, not as easy as usual due to the
idling problems I was having. The engine
started about third go and I was super
cautious the rest of the way back .
I was a bit rattled at this stage and
had a super high flair (about six feet)
above the bitumen, but again the
Silex saved my bacon and dropped me
vertically onto my feet. Ben and Roger
were there to welcome me home!
Turns out I had bumped the low end jet
adjustment a bit when I attached the
new throttle and the motor was running
a bit rich . Ben fixed it in about 15 seconds.
I got off very lightly. No damage to
equipment and back to my car about
30 minutes late (instead of a two-hour
walk out and then return in my car to
retrieve my gear).

Ben above me after my engine out
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My track log

L E S SON S LEA R NED
•
•
•

Make sure my motor is running at
100% before I even think of launching
Remember my basic paragliding skills
(eg, D-riser steering)
Carry some basic tools if going
cross-country (spark plug remover)

•

•

• Maintain awareness of the
motor and controls when
doing other tasks
Give yourself the best chance of
getting airborne the first time
when out landing (don't be lazy)
Carry water when going cross-country

Hope this helps someone prepare
a bit better than I did. See You in the sky!
Thanks heaps to Ben for hanging around
to see if I was okay, for driving out,
for looking at my motor. Thanks heaps
to Brett for hanging by the phone if
required and thanks to Roger for his
help back at laun ch packing up.

Providing 2 years warranty on all new FRESH BREEZE MOTORS which come
with DlUV, the highest certification system in the industry
Providing a SERVI<::E TEAM of 2 mechanics & a parts manager. They provide
guidance for the care & factory servicing requirements of your Paramotor
6 days a week during office hours. This team also attends all maior Fly-ins
& Competition events to ensure your machine is at peak performance
Providing the best possible paramotor training with top experienced instructors
who seriously love to both fly & teach
Providing VHF training
& endorsements

i aard

practice in all Paramotor certificates

POllGLlDE has a large selection of new and second hand machines in stock as well
as over $20,000 worth of parts located here in Australia at their workshop.
CONTACT: ANDREW POL/DANO - 0~28 666 843
Email -enquires@poliglide.com
Check out our website for more details - www.poliglide.com

BURSTING TO FLY

- A Beginner's Journey
Tim McNamara

FORTHE FIRSTTlME,
1 SAW ABOUT A DOZEN
WINGS CIRCLING
ABOVE HIGH SNOW CA P P E D M 0 UN TAl N S ...

I

first became aware of paragliding just
by accident: It was May 2008 and at the
time, I was a Australian Military Police
Sergeant posted to Royal Princess Barracks,
Gutersloh, Germany, for a period of three
months. This posting was a part of the
exchange programme 'Long Look' that
the Australian Army has with the British
Army. Every year about 100 soldiers get
to swap jobs with soldiers on the other
side of the world.
While I was in Germany, I took a short
period of leave with two other buddies
and visited places like the Monet Dam
(from the Dam Buster movie), Berlin and
even to the Eagle's Nest, where Hitler
himself walked the halls. It was around
this time - we were travelling through
the countryside by train - that I saw,
for the first time, about a dozen wings
circling above a snowy mountainside.
I was completely mesmerised by
the sight and amazed how slow and
deliberate they seemed to be moving .
The colourful wings seemed to dance
around each other in a spiralling pattern
and it was a beautiful sight against the
backdrop of white snow that covered the
mountaintop contrasted by the blue skies
and billowing white clouds. I had no idea
what they were or what they were called.
I just knew I wanted to do it.

I HAD TO ASK, " WHAT THE
HELL IS PARAGLIDING?"
A few weeks later, I was asked by my
chain of command about what I wanted
to do for adventure training and if I had
any special requests. I provided a series
of preferred activities like attending a
Royal Engagement, sailing, war memorial
and battlefield tours.
All on my list was approved and I had
12 days left of the adventure training
programme to f ill up. During a conversation with one of my Corporals, I found
out that they had parachuting on the list.
As I attempted to put myself on a course,
I was told that all spots were full except
for one spot on a paragliding course.
I was disappointed about the reply
and had to ask, "What the hell is para-

gliding?" Once I was told, I couldn't stop
my excitement, calmly put my name down
and then researched the internet for the
sport of paragliding . About an hour later
I found out I was on the course and I was
over the moon .
Three weeks later, I found myself in
a place in Bavaria in the small village of
Wertach. Here I stayed at a British Army
Paragliding and Skiing Lodge managed by
Adventure Training Germany where army
personnel were instructed by civilians.
Soon I was participating in the
Paragliding Elementary Pilot (PEP), a

My first flight
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12-day training course designed to teach
basic hang gliding skills up to Elementary
Pilot Level.

Over the next nine days we conducted
all series of groundhandling drills, theory
and practice required prior to our first
launch from a training hill. I can't remem ber exactly were the training slope was,
but I do remember how hard I had to
work to master the forward launch and
how I averaged seven sleddies a day for
a week amongst 15 students. I also knew
that I was seriously hooked .
At the end of the course, our final
launch for our qualification was off
Tegelberg in Bavaria. Tegelberg rises
1730m above sea level and about 1DOOm
agl. In the shadows of the Tegelberg
(about two kilometres to the left of
launch) you can include a fly-over of
Neuschwanstein Castle. The first time
I saw this castle was when I saw 'Chitty
Chitty Bang Bang' as a kid.
Unfortunately, this was not a part
of my flight plan . My job was simply to
launch, take a lazy left, lazy right and to
drop height over the landing site doing
figure eights and come into land . I was
very anxious as I had to wait about an
hour before it was my turn. What held
us back was another school doing their
final assessments, as well as locals pilots
wanting to fly. At one stage, I counted
35 paragliders waiting to go. There were
some tense moments when the locals
seemed a bit annoyed, but as I couldn't
speak German or French, I couldn't really
tell. I had never seen so many gliders
in the one place before, luckily most of
October 2010

them were doing sleddies and not taking
up too much airspace for the locals.
I finally got the go ahead to prep
for launch. I did all my checks and was
ready to go. I wasn't nervous, even
though everybody from my course was
having difficulties in launching . I simply
remembered all the basic drills and in the
end couldn't figure out what all the fuss
was about. What seemed to be a drama
for everyone else seemed like the most
natural thing in the world for me.
My launch was a text book forward
launch, correct inflation, correct control
and rise of the wing, correct pendulum
adjustment, a small touch on the brakes
to prevent the wing overtaking, quick
look up and run like mad . I was finally
in the air for a full eight minutes and
it was the most fantastic feeling I had
every experienced. It was like flying with
the angels. The glide was not bumpy as
I had expected, but it seemed to be over
too quickly. In the end, I was able to see
Neuschwanstein castle from a distance
and the impulse to fly over it was quickly
doused by the thought of failing the
course for changing my flight plan.

EVERYBODY WAS HELPING
ONE ANOTHER , WHETHER
PARAGLIDERS OR HANG
G LI DE R S. THE CAM A RA DERIE WAS AWESOME!
I was so excited when I returned to
Australia, I couldn't wait to own a wing
and get started. Eventually I ended up at
Stanwell Park to see the paragliders in
action and was surprised to find out how
friendly everyone there was. This was
probably because we were all speaking
the same language and the whole process
was quite simple . Everybody was helping
one another, whether paragliders or hang
gliders . The camaraderie was awesome!
This really does leave a lasting impression
and I'm proud to be a member of this
fantastic sport. Throughout the day,
I eventually met Mark Mitsos who
remembered me from an inquiry I sent
out a few months earlier by email and
we discussed the ins and outs of
becoming a member and start to fly.
As I already had a licence in Europe,
I didn't want to become a visiting member, I'm glad I had enough sense to do
a conversion course and become HGFA
qualified. This decision was not only one
of the smartest things I ever did, it also
helped me to become more focused on
being 100% safe whenever I fly.
My conversion took about a year to
do only because of my situation at the
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time. Originally I lived in Wagga and I
was on posting to Sydney for three years.
I was working shift work at the time
(about four days on with four days off)
and commuting back to Wagga when
I wasn't working . This made it possible
for me to visit Stanwell only when I was
on the night shift cycle. Then I had to
wait for the weather to be in my favour.
Juggling that task as well as commitments
I had made in relation to the other sports
I was doing at the time, seemed to take
forever, but I'm glad I did it.
Finally I was able to get my restricted
licence and was keen to fly every chance
I could get. I had met some amazing
people at Stanwell and it has made the
journey so much more worth it. It amazes
me that everyone there has the time to
assist in launches and freely offer safe and
knowledgeable information about flying
even when the weather is off and we
are looking out at the sea . My last flight
there was my best as the conditions were
perfect and allowed me to be in the air
for over three hours. From this I was able
to put together a short movie that I have
posted on youtube . Just search for Tim
McNamara paragliding at Stanwell Park .
I hope you enjoy it as much as I did
making it.

Castle Neuschwanstein

Landing after launch from Tegelberg

THEY TOLD ME IT WAS
MOST LIKELY BOWEL
CANCER AND ALL
I COULD THINK
ABOUT WAS WHEN
COULD FLY AGAIN ...
The end of my posting soon arrived and
I found myself back in Wagga. I was
making friends locally who fly around
the Tumut and Junee area and I was

My first solo flight In Australia

very shortly going to get it happening .
The wheels were in place to get some
Honeysuckle Ridge times, but in the end,
the wheels just fell off. Unfortunately, I
was feeling more and more unwell as the
weeks went on with stomach pains. The
pain got so bad, I went to the doctor for
laxatives as I was sure I had constipation .
I had a blockage alright, a quick
x-ray showed how bad it was. I guessed
the news wasn't fantastic because they
would not let me see the x-ray. I got more
worried when they didn't show me the
(T scan that followed. A short time later;
a doctor came to see me and told me

33cm set of stitches from my pubic area
right up to the middle of my chest. If that
didn't make me feel better, I also ended
up with a colostomy bag. The good news
is that even though later it was confirmed
to be cancer, they took the offending
15cm of bowel and the lymph nodes that
went with it. This all happened in February
2010 and it has taken a long time to get
over the initial shock of major surgery.

that I have to have emergency surgery to
remove the blockage. They told me it was
most likely bowel cancer and all I could
think about was when I could fly again.
The next day I woke to find myself in
quite a horrible state. I ended up with a

Having been through the ringer, I was
mentally still flying . I have spent many
hours watching and reading all about
paragliding and have seen just about all
there is on youtube. I was given a short
leave from the wife and was able to take
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THE TUMUT FLY - IN
WAS THE BEST FUN I ' VE
EVER HAD WITHOUT
A PARAGLIDER.

~H

~
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My last flight over Stanwell

my youngest son Jacob to the Tumut Flyin 2010. He had a great time watching all
the things going on, but if you ask him;
his best time was catching bugs at all the
launch sites.

These guys at Tumut really turn it
on and put on a fantastic program over
the Easter period. I have never met a
more professional crew and the weekend
catered for paragliders, hang gliders,
trikes, PPG and who knows what else
was up in the air. I camped over for two
nights and enjoyed it immensely. The
Tumut Fly-in was the best fun I've ever
had without a paraglider. I simply can't
wait till next year. I stuck it out as long as
I could, but it was slowly bugging me that
I couldn't fly. I could have (in theory), but
I was more concerned with how to cope
if my bag broke mid-flight. If I didn't get
enough stick from my army mates about
all the poo jokes in the world already,
imagine adding the extra dimension of
all the aviation jokes as well.
Yet I have already started to plan
my return to paragliding sometime in
December 2010 and I have slowly pieced

together more stuff like new helmets,
vario with GPS and all sorts and I'm just
itching to go. My final stage of surgery
will happen in August 2010 where I will
have the colostomy bag removed and
it will take about the same amount of
time to heal being major surgery again.

I AM BURSTING TO FLY
I am constantly looking at the clouds
thinking, 'Hmm, nice thermal there',
looking at certain hills thinking, 'I could
launch off that', and wherever I go or
plan to do something, in the back of my
head, I'm setting myself up for a fly.
As a beginner to now a restricted
pilot, I have had a fun ride to get this
far. I am bursting to fly again, and I can't
wait to meet and make more friends on
the hills and can't wait for the feeling
of being with the angels in the clouds.

Attention Victorians:
A New DragonFly Has
Landed at Locksley
Steve McCarthy

ON A RECENT VISIT TO RYLSTONE (THREE AND A HALF HOURS DRIVE FROM SYDNEY, NSW) , TO DO
SOME TANDEM HANG GLIDING , WE HAD THE PLEASURE OF A VISIT FROM PETER HOLLOWAY OF
FREEDOM FLIGHT, IN MELBOURNE. PETER FLEW IN TO CHECK OUT THE DRAGONFLY HANG GLIDER
TOW PLANE HE HAD JUST PURCHASED AND TO DISCUSS HOW HE WOULD GET IT TO MELBOURNE.

Ybe he could use Bill's trailer, but
this would mean driving to Sydney
then Rylstone with three people
to disassemble the DragonFly, then
driving to Melbourne where it would have
to be re-assembled, then back to Sydney
to return the trailer. Three days at least,
plus fuel and helpers! Are you serious?
Why was he even considering all
that effort when you can just fly it to
Melbourne? After all, it's a 'real' aircraft
that's built to fly; it's not a static model!
"But who would fly a DragonFly all
that way?" Pick me, please!
"But wouldn't it be cold? It would take

M

a long time and what if it stops? You will
need a VHF radio, GPS and EPIRB, some
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more instruments, First Aid kit, tools, petrol,
extra oil, food, clothes and water. Which
way would you go and where would you
stay? Will it be in a hangar?" "Yes to all
the above. Now when can I start?"
"As soon as possible, but don't take
any chances and don't rush to get there . "
A date was set to start, but the delivery would wait for good weather. The
aircraft was first flown to my very good
friend's house at Hartley, just over one
hour's flight from Rylstone, to ready it for
the flight. As Charles was away I had the
workshop hangar all to myself. Over the
next eight days, the airframe and engine
was given a very thorough inspection and
overhaul, replacing anything that might

give me a problem . Engine instruments,
radio and GPS were fitted . A fuel flow
computer was hooked up and the readings recorded at different RPMs so I could
plan my fuel burn for best economy, and
the fuel tank was calibrated. The aircraft
is fitted with the 50-litre fuel tank and
I packed two jerry cans into the back
seat. The front seat panniers carried the
radios; tie down ropes, water, food and
camera for easy in flight access on the
way. Tie down tools were strapped next
to my foot for quick access. With such a
low wing loading these aircraft blow over
easy. The wings were lined with foam
rubber and loaded with the rest of the
gear. As there are no internal controls in
October 2010

the wing this makes for a great luggage
area and the foam prevents movement
and damage to the sailcloth . The velcroed
removable centre section makes for easy
access inside the wing . I was equipped to
stay out over night if required and had all
the tools and equipment I could need to
repair a flat tyre to an engine problem .
On a normal cross-country flight of
longer distance the ground adjustable
flaperons can be set higher to give a
better cruise speed but this time I decided
as I would be flying with no back up, over
high terrain, with a heavily loaded aircraft
that I am delivering to its new owner I
would leave the flaps down and enjoy a
slower flight with the added security of
being able to land very short and slow if
required . After all if you enjoy flying, have
the time and the aircraft is as comfortable
as a DragonFly then why would you want
to get to the destination any faster.
I gave the DragonFly a full load, test
flight and put it to bed staying over night
at Hartley to get an early start the next
morning . Light and variable winds with
clear skies were forecast for the 330nm
trip. I awoke to the sound of rain and
looked out the door to see a pea soup
fog . I was still keen to get going as soon
as possible as I felt sure conditions would
be good west of the Divide .
By 7am the fog had lifted to a point
that I thought I may be able to get
through and the rain had almost stopped .
Geared up, strapped in, engine warmed
and in the air by 7:20 only to land again
by 7:50 on a mates ag strip in the next
valley. There was no way over the hills
or around the fog . At 9:10 a Cessna 150
flew overhead, below the cloud, heading
towards Bathurst. I waited and he didn't
come back in the next half hour, so I
reckoned there must be a way through .
Airborne again by 9:42 and still
no way over the hills, but a hole had
developed like a tunnel towards Bathurst.
Knowing the terrain this would take
me over, I headed on through as there
were plenty of landing paddocks should
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I require one, but as it turned out I was
able to fly all the way through and down
the other side of the range to 'Tuglow"
where I stopped for a quick brunch, then
on again to Tumut. About 42nm short
of Tumut the GPS had a problem and
stopped working, so I maintained track
on the compass and recorded my time. I
knew I had an ag strip coming up in the
next 5nm. Strip located, I landed for a
break, a snack and sorted out the GPS,
then continued on to Tumut, arriving
at 14:45, where I got an enthusiastic
welcome and an offer of hangarage and
accommodation . This was very tempting
as it was getting a bit late to fly the
whole trip today. However, after having
a cuppa with these friendly aero club
members I was informed that the weather
the next morning was not looking that
good with fog expected to start lifting
at around 11 am, so a decision was made
to push on to Holbrook, arriving right on
1700 hours. Another enthusiastic welcome
by the local aero club members ensued .
Plane hangared and a room for the
night found, it was off to the Chinese in
town for a feed with the local aero club
members. I had planned on an early start,
but there was keen interest in the aircraft
by members who were hoping they
would see it in the morning so I hung
around until 9am.
I had hoped to catch up with Peter
McLean at Yarrawonga, but this would
cut my quoted ETA a bit fine, so rather
than change plans or cause any undue
stress for the new owner, I instead landed
at Corowa for a snack and planned my
departure going on my last leg's ground
speed to ensure I arrived at Locksley right
on time to meet up with the new owner.
Arriving on the dead side of the
circuit I held in a holding pattern while
a Tecnam with student did a touch and
go, I then joined mid-field crosswind and
held a tight circuit to land and clear the
runway well ahead of the Tecnam.
If you are considering a long crosscountry in a similar ultralight, success is
in the planning . Make a checklist that
includes any items you may require
for the trip and work you may need to
perform on the aircraft, then keep it
handy to add too as you think of more
things and check it off as items are
complete . Plan well in advance and spend
plenty of time checking every detail of
your aircraft and the planned route .
Study your maps for airspace, terrain and
alternative routes. Pack early, don't set
time limits and don 't exceed your max
take-off weight. In your planning allow

time either side of the trip so you can
monitor the weather and take the best of
it, don 't get tempted to take chances. This
way you will arrive safe and have a much
more enjoyable flight.
Total engine time for the trip,
including warm up and taxi, was right on
nine hours.
Total distance with the early fog
diversion was over 430nm at an average
ground speed of 48kt.
Total fuel for the trip was 85 litres,
giving an average fuel burn of around 9.5
litres per hour.
The DragonFly was designed for
towing hang gliders not cross-country
flying, though it is capable of both.
Although the average speed was very
low even for this aircraft I flew at the
most economical flaps down cruise speed .
The aircraft was designed by Bob
Bailey in the 1980s and is still manufactured by Lite Flite, a branch of the Moyes
hang gliding company at Botany in Sydney.
This one is fitted with a Rotax 582
motor with a 4.1-1 reduction gear box and
a fou r- blade Bolly prop, though they also
make a 912 and 914 powered version .
Although I have flown many different
aircraft, GA and ultralight, there is nothing to compare with the Moyes DragonFly.
Check it out on the net at [www.moyes.
com.au] or on Youtube.
For those Victorian hang glider pilots
interested in a tow: contact Peter by
email <info@freedomairsports.com .au>.
Fly safe.
Soaring Australia
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PROHSSOR}AMES REASON SAYS THE INGREDIENTS FORSAHTY ARE
COMMITMENT, COMPETENCE AND COGNIANCE - THE THREE CS.

H

ow does a gliding club, a GFA Department, or the Executive and Board
maintain a commitment to safety
in the face of member turnover and
fluctuating club activities? James Reason
suggests that this is where a club's safety
culture comes into play. He states, "A
good safety culture is something that
endures and so provides the necessary
driving force . "
During recent months, Operational
Safety Seminars have been conducted
across all regions involving national,
regional and club operational personnel.
The seminars provide a forum to promote
continuous improvement to systems and
safety culture across all levels of GFA
operations . Some of the topics covered
during these seminars include:
•

Organisational safety checklists

•

Risk assessment
Human factors
SMS implementation

•

Open forum discussions
A number of tools have been developed and provided to clubs to underpin
and further improve the safety culture
within gliding . One such tool is the
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Gliding Organisational Safety Checkl ist.
This checklist is adapted from an organisational checklist developed by Professor
Reason for aviation organisations. It is
not a test but a guide for checking a
club's safety culture and improving the
club or organisation's safety performance.
The checklist is to be used every two
years to evaluate improvement. Its completion should allow for anonymous
feedback, and involve the follow ing
range of members:
•

A few instructors, experienced
and less experienced
A few committee members

•

At least three members, ranging
from new to old members

By involving more than one or two
members, we are more likely to achieve
continuous improvement in systems and
an enduring safety culture by drawing
on a broader cross section of experiences.
This also reduces the potential for bias
or a 'tick and flick' approach, and is
an opportunity to further educate and
develop club members.
If you haven't been directly
involved in completion of the Gliding
Organisational Safety Checklist at your

club, or weren't aware of its implementation, ask your CFI about it. Provide
input where you can and support any
initiatives that arise . The checklist is the
first of a number of tools that are being
implemented to improve safety.
Another key ingredient for maintaining and improving safety is risk assessment. Some clubs have been proactive
in developing risk assessments for their
operations. To support all clubs, and to
promote consistency across Australia, a
Risk Assessment Template is being rolled
out as part of the SMS implementation,
so get involved in the risk assessment
process at your club.
All members are encouraged to
continue supporting implementation
of the SMS . Feedback or input is always
welcome on <smsfeedback@sec.gfa .
org.au>.
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GFA Treasurers Report
To Members 2009/2010

Go Gliding with our friend ly team SportAviation
Tocumwal - Operates 7 days a week.
World renowned X-Country conditions,
Basic Abinitio to Advanced Training.

Ian Grant, GFA Treasurer
he financial outcome for 2009110
is satisfactory with a small deficit of $6644. The audited results
from MSI Ragg Weir are on the
GFA website and I have attached an outline summary to this report.
Membership income remains steady
but the halving of bank interest rates
as a consequence of the global financial
crisis reduced our term deposit earnings

Standard & Racing Class. Aircraft for Hire.
an email facility (Informs) which
provides efficient distribution
of GFA messages to members
streamlining of administration
processes which will improve GFA
service levels to members, and

T

by $45000.
Initiatives during 2009/10 have included :
engagement of a full time
GFA Business Manager replacing
the part time Executive Officer
commencement of IT upgrades
to our iMIS membership system
planning the adoption of a Safety
Management System (SMS)
responding to the CASA review
of sports aviation in Australia, and
provision of a 50% subsidy to
facilitate an expansion of the
Australian Gliding Museum .
To assist members to gain an understanding of GFA finances, the Audit Report
for 2009/10 includes a 'Compilation
Report' on pages 16 to 19 which provides
the results in the same format as used by
the GFA Executive for budget planning.
We trust that members will find this
•

report useful and informative.
Capital reserves remain entirely
invested in ANZ term deposits and we
are relatively isolated from the ongoing
uncertainties in the broader financial
markets. Interest rates in 2008/09 were

8 % and dropped to 4% during 200911 0
and have recently increased to 6% .
The implementation of a major
upgrade of the iMIS membership system
(Release 15.1) is presently nearing completion under the project management
of Edwin Grech Cumbo, Chair of the
Airworthiness Department with a great
deal of assistance from Marcia Cavanagh.
The upgrade will provide:
internet online payment of annual
subscriptions and GFA sales items
ability for members to update
personal details on-line
• an upgrade of the GFA website
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•

centralisation of records management
with improved reporting facilities
in order to meet the regulatory

requirements of CASA.
Our dedicated volunteers, Jerry Wells
in Perth and Maurice Little in Melbourne,
continue to provide technical support
for our IT systems and website. However
for the iMIS upgrade it was necessary to
hire a professional company, iServices,
with specialist expertise in iMIS. This
professional support has been funded
from capital reserves and depreciation
charges will be spread out over a number
of years.
With this report
I conclude my term
as GFA Treasurer and
wish to acknowledge
the strong support
provided to me by
Marcia Cavanagh,
GFA Secretary and
her administration
team of Tanya Loriot
and Sharon Summersby.
This hard working trio
consistently put in a lot
of effort and dedication
to provide a high level
of administrative services to the broad GFA
membership and I will
miss their company.
Finally I recommend
the re-appointment of
our auditors, MSI Ragg
Weir who have an
excellent understanding of GFA administration and provide
the GFA with a
professional and
cooperative service at
very competitive rates.

~

Australian Agent
for Davis Instruments.

ECOWATCH

Ask for your
FREE catalogue.

Unit 5, 17 Southfork Drive
Kilsyth VIC 3137
Phone: (03) 9761 7040 Fax: (03) 9761 7050
email: <davis@ecowatch.com.au>
web: [www.davisinstruments.com.au]
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GLIDING, I
CORNER
--.:j
THE LARGEST
GLIDING CLUB IN
The Hutter 17, owned and flown by Nick Newton, on final turn (Author)

THE WORLD
Martin Simons (Reproduced from the
Newsletter of Vintage Gliders
Australia with author's permission)
With about a thousand members, the
Vintage Glider Club must be the largest
in the world. The annual subscription for
flying membership is the lowest at £27 .50.
The club has no permanent base and
no aircraft. The members own and fly
a great variety of sailplanes. They spend
many hours in workshops restoring,
maintaining, rebuilding, admiring
and gloating over their beautiful and
occasionally downright strange aircraft.
They are enthusiastic, friendly and
perhaps a little eccentric.
They have a lot of fun.

Someone asked recently if the VGC
was for old pilots or old aircraft. The
answer is yes. There is now also a healthy
intake of young people and some of
the gliders are new, having been built
recently from ancient workshop drawings
with traditional materials and skills.
There is an annual International Rally,
which may be anywhere but usually is
held somewhere in Europe. A suitable
airfield with all the facilities is necessary
to provide for a hundred or so sailplanes
of widely different ages and capabilities.
The owners, crews and families also come
in various shapes, sizes and ages. At least
three - this author, Mike Williams and
Mike Cleaver - visited from Australia.
A VGC Rally takes place in a relaxed
spirit of amity and mutual assistance,
bringing back memories of years when
soaring was a game rather than a kind
of fierce combat.
Finding a site for the International
Rally is difficult. The club hosting the

Briefing about the airfield. This was a US Army Air Force base
during WW2, one of 68 in this region of England (Author)

meeting has to provide launching
machinery and ensure the safety
of operations for pilots, crews and
spectators. Every type of glider taking
part is different from every other with
special requirements for launching
and shelter. Translators are needed at
briefings and on the airfield . Space
and facilities for campers, caravans and
glider trailers have to be found. On-site
catering is required; lists of hotel and
other accommodation are compiled and
distributed in advance. Liaison with local
businesses is important to cope with the
influx of strangers to the district.
Efficient organisation is vital. A large
number of competent and knowledgeable
volunteer helpers have to devote hours
of thought and work to prepare and
About 300 people attended briefing each morning
in the marquee. 140 pilots were registered, with
100 sai lplanes of many types (Author)
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The Habicht at the end of its spectacular display,
flown by Christoph Zahn (Author)

manage the complex operation. Local
pilots sacrifice at least a week of their
normal club flying operations.
There are few sites or clubs equal
to the Norfolk Gliding Club, based at
Tibenham south of Norwich in England,
which provided everything needed for
the VGC Rally from 31 July to 7 August
2010. Preparations had to start months
in advance. The effort reached its climax
in the week of the rally. Afterwards
there remained more to be done to
restore normal activities. Effectively every
member of the club was involved in the
work. To attempt to name and thank
them all would occupy more space than
is available in this brief account.
Competitive pilots near home and
far away were occupied at this time in
other, but not happier, meetings while
the VGC was having a wonderful time
in East Anglia . A few hours of difficult
or impossible weather occurred, but
there was soaring every day. Sometimes
conditions from dawn til dusk were
excellent, although VGC members do
not feel obliged to rise anxiously and rig
hurriedly before their leisurely breakfast.
Tasks may be set, but no one has to fly
them and nobody loses points by taking
a day off, or by landing out.
October 2010

[www.vintageglidersaustralia.org.au]

There were 99 gliders registered as
entrants, in some forty different types.
Most numerous, with seven examples, was
the Slingsby T-21 b two seater which after
1947 became the standard trainer with
civilian clubs and, known as the Sedbergh,
with the Air Cadets. In terms of design
the oldest was the Hols der Teufel (Devil
take it), plans for which were published
in 1928. The Hols flown at Tibenham was
very new, having been built in 2004 in the
Czech Republic from those drawings.
Probably the oldest sailplane still airworthy anywhere is the 75 year old Carden
Baynes Scud III. Flown in 1935 this was
the first self-launching sailplane, with
a fully retracting motor and propeller.
After early successful flights, following
an accident it was repaired without the
motor, becoming a 'pure' sailplane . It was
accompanied here by the second immaculate example of its type. Both rarities
showed they were still capable of soaring
as high as any other. The opportunity arose
for someone to buy the original Scud III
for the bargain price of £4000. A deal was
agreed before the end of the rally.
The Minimoa, Rh6nsperber and Weihe
represented the best of pre-1940 competi tion sailplanes.
The first plastic sailplane, the Ph6nix
designed and built by Herman Nagele and
Richard Eppler, flew in 1957. A few with
modified tail units were produced later
and an example built in 1962 was at Tibenham. Both structurally and aerodynamically,
this aircraft was revolutionary in its time .
The most advanced of the non-plastic
gliders were the Standard Austria of 1959
and the Swiss Elfe S4a of 1972. The Austria
wings were built in an accurate female
mould from wooden laminations. The

Elfe wing has a main spar of aluminium
alloy with a sandwich skin of plywood
and paper honeycomb. Both these aircraft
have retained remarkably accurate wing
profiles which almost match the perfection
of the modern composite moulded aircraft.
The recently constructed 1936designed aerobatic Habicht showed what
sailplane aerobatics can be when flown
brilliantly by the youthful Christoph Zahn .
The site was visited by the DH Moth
club . In the late afternoons, radio controlled scale model sailplanes and powered
aeroplanes including spectacular jet
fighters were demonstrated, and a local
team of Morris Dancers performed and
initiated some VGC innocents into these
pagan rites.
Time was found for a meeting of the
International Council and the Annual
General Meeting, both presided over by
Chris Wills, founder and Life President
of the VGC, and chaired by Jan Forster.
Decisions were made about where
the next International Rally would be
- Spitzerberg in Austria in 2011, and
Lithuania in 2012 - and some vacancies
on the committees were filled .
Thanks to the stalwarts of the Norfolk
Gliding Club this was a highly successful
and enjoyable meeting . There were no
accidents and no gliders were damaged.
The well-produced and colourful
quarterly VGC News contains reports
and articles from all over the world for
a keen international readership. For
more information check the web sites:
[www.vintagegliderclub.orgj and [www.
norfolkglidingclub.comj.
Editor's note : Tibenham, the airfield
of the Norfolk Gliding Club in south
Norfolk, England, was the scene of some

The Hols der Teufel replica (Vincenzo Pedrielli)

The FS 24 Phon ix, first ever production plastic sailplane, flown
by its owner Hans Disma (Author)

very different activity 65 years ago .
During the Second World War, as US Army
Air Force (USAAF) Station No.124, it was
home of the 445th Bombardment Group
of the US Eighth Air Force, which flew
B-24 Liberator four-engined bombers
in daylight raids against Germany. From
November 1943 until May 1945 the
group flew 282 bombing missions, and
the airfield is now a 'living' memorial to
the 576 American airmen of that group
who list their lives in 100 B-24s lost in
action. Among the personnel to fly from
Tibenham was actor James Stewart, then
a squadron commander.
After the war, Tibenham became an
RAF Maintenance Unit satellite base and
its main (northeast I southwest) runway
was lengthened for jets in 1955. Norfolk
Gliding Club moved in during 1960, which
makes this year its 50th anniversary there.
At that time the clubhouse was the
wartime control tower, which some
believed it to be a place of ghostly
sightings! Roger Freeman in his book
Airfields of the Mighty Eighth Then and
Now reported in 1978 that "At least four
members of the Gliding Club were afraid
to enter the building, even in daytime.
It was reported that a person in flying
clothes, similar to those worn by the
USAAF combat crews, had been seen
on several occasions wandering through
the darkened rooms. " The tower was
demolished in 1978. See [www.norfolk
glidingclub.com/AirfieldHistory.aspxj
for more on the history of Tibenham,
including the story of how the gliding
club purchased the airfield during
1987-90 for some £410000.
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CY/IN TAGE
P GLIDING

Slingsby Capstan (Ron larling relaxing)

Possibly a Slingsby Sky

Slingsby T31b line-up
Slingsby Skylark

Ka6

Ka4 Rhonlerche

Slingsby Kirby Kite
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Photos: Vincenzo Pedrielli. See [www.vincenzopedrielli.itlfotoinvolo_eng.htmll for more
October 2010

T21b during launch
Kranich II

Vincenzo with Didier Pataille (President of Dedale Club
of France) in a Morelli M200

Bocian during launch

Minimoa

. a....

Vincenzo Pedrielli with Chris Wills, President
of the Vintage Glider Club
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HGFA News · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • •
HGFA Operations Manager Vacancy
Mr Mark Campbell has resigned for
family reasons.
The occupant of this position is required
to be based at and work from our Office at
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042.
Applications are invited from HGFA
members for this full time paid position.
Salary is negotiable, but is expected to
be in the order of $80000 plus, dependent
upon the extent of an applicant's knowledge of our airsports operations and
management/ad min istrative experience .
Please visit the HGFA home page
[www.hgfa.asn.au] for details on how
to apply and to obtain a Statement of
the Duties and Responsibilities relating
to the position.
Applications close on 31 October 2010.

handling and high safety. Especially for
XC flights, the Mentor 1 set a very high
standard for the Mentor 2.
New features include:

HGFA Annual General Meeting
9 October 2010. 9am start to 5:30pm.
in the Somerton Room. Holiday Inn.
10-14 Centre Road. Melbourne Airport.
Ph: 03 9933 5111.

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
NEW PRODUCTS

Cross Country 2010/11 Travel Guide
Bundled free
with XC130,
the guide is
now available
as a free PDF
download at
[www.xcmag.
com/20101081
cross-cou ntrytravel-guide201011/] .
Bob, Editor,
Cross Country
Magazine

Nova Mentor 2: Old Name
- Completely New Wing
Nova launches the Mentor 2. It picks up
exactly where its legendary predecessors
Artax, Mamboo and Mentor 1 left off.
However, besides the name everything is
'new': new construction, new coloursand an entirely new performance level!
The development of an adequate
successor for Mentor 1 posed a challenge
to Hannes Papesh and team, because the
Mentor 1 offered excellent performance
at the top of its class, uncomplicated
34 Soaring Australia

Suspension with three line levels, less
attachment points and load optimised
diameters. Reduced line drag.
Airfoil with its pitch stability, long brake
travel and high col/apse resistance.
Mini-Ribs at trailing edge improve
surface finish and increase performance.
Integrated polyamide rods: very sturdy
rods replace Mylar reinforcements and
lead to less weight and more stability.
Increased wing curvature for more
stability and better handling.

The outcome of all these constructive
measures leads to an improved performance at trim speed of more than 0.5 UD
compared to the Mentor 1. The performance difference is even bigger during
accelerated flight.
For the Mentor 2, Nova set the handling characteristics in between Mentor
1 and Factor (EN c/LTF 2). The result is a
very agile and lively glider, which offers
enough pitch and roll stability to relax
the pilot during long flights, as well as in
turbulent conditions. The higher wing
curvature makes it easier to centre
thermals and leads to efficient climbing .
Despite the high performance, Nova
didn't max out the EN B/LTF 1-2 class for
the Mentor 2. Instead of increasing the
aspect ratio to generate higher performance, Nova was able to reduce it in
comparison with Mentor 1, making
cravats very unlikely.
Since the Mentor 2 employs a completely new concept, Nova spent time
testing the glider's safety in real live
conditions on their testing site, well
known for its bumpy lee-thermals and
strong valley winds during the summer
months. In these conditions the Mentor 2
stands out thanks to its high stability. If a
collapse occurs, it tends to be small and
re-opening happens smoothly. The long

Jllle.J

available brake travel and progressive
brake pressure help avoid unintended
stall when counter braking .
Till Gottbrath & the Nova team

Nova Ion Light - Lightweight.
All-purpose, Straightforward!
Nova's new wing Ion Light has just passed
certification with EN B/LTF 1-2 in five
different sizes. The new model is based
on the well-proven Ion and is therefore
suitable from instruction to first XC
flights. Depending on size, it weighs up
to 35 % less than its Ion counterpart.
However, the Ion Light is not an ultra-
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
light, fragile wing for mountaineers,
instead it is fully suitable for everyday
use! No wonder, Nova gives full warranty.
The Austrians accomplished the weight
reduction with lighter fabrics (34 g/m2
Porcher Skytex for the top and bottom
sail). the use of very robust nylon rods on
the leading edge (instead of Mylar), as
well as narrow 15mm risers. Handling and
performance match the Ion .
Thanks to its low weight and small
packing, the Ion Light is perfect for those
occasionally walks up to launch and for
vacations. In summary, the Ion Light is a
lightweight and amazingly uncomplicated
wing, which will please beginners,
recreational pilots and new XC pilots.
I have to admit I was sceptical con cerning its playful and uncomplicated handling, but after trying it, I was surprised .
Flying Ion Light is fun . Give it a try!
Till Gottbrath [www.n ova-win gs.com]

HGFA Operations · • • • • • • • •
Manager's Report

M

r Mark Campbell has
resigned from the position
of Operations Manager for
family reasons. Mark and
his family are originally from England
and issues regarding extended family
necessitated a shift back to England for
an indeterminate period .
At this time I am Operations Manager
having resigned from the HGFA Committee of Management in order to ensure
continuity of occupation and performance
of the duties of the position .
The position is advertised in this
edition of Soaring Australia and full
details are available from the [www.hgfa .
asn .au] home page . The selection of the
new Operations Manager will follow a
formal selection process.

Upcoming Radio Test Report

CAAP 166 - 1(0)

Testing the new dual VHF/UHF radio setup from 'Sensair', look for a report in the

Civil Aviation Advisory
publication 166 - 1(0),

next magazine.

effective 3 June 2010, was
interpreted by some HGFA

October 2010

Regards Steve McCarthy

weightshift microlight pilots as restricting
their traffic circuit to a maximum
height of 500ft and as classifying their
maximum speed at 55kt. CASA have
advised the HGFA that interpretation of
the document should be in the context
of the diagram at "Figure 2 - 'standard'
aerodrome traffic circuit" and that
weightshift microlights may choose to
join the circuit at 500ft or 1000ft and may
circu it closer to the runway; the higher
circuit is not inappropriate for some faster
flying WSM's.
Safe f lying .
HGFA OPERATIONS MANAGER

John Twomey
Mobi le: 0419 357195

Airwaves
HGFA Newsletter
Are you getting yours? Subscribe today at [hgfa .asn .au] ,
click 'eNews' from the top menu and follow the instructions.
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HANDICAPS
Andy Davis
P ItEAM BLE BY BRUC E TAYLOR:
Handicaps are currently part and parcel of our competition
scene here in Australia. The standing Handicap Committee
members are often asked about how particular handicaps
are obtained or adjusted as time goes by. I came across the
following article in a recent issue of Sailplane and Gliding [the magazine of the British Gliding
Association}, which outlines perfectly how the system works. It explains why the current
International Gliding Commission (iGC) handicaps are not suitable for use even in the UK, and
we can of course extrapolate the same reasons as to why those handicaps would not work here
in Australia. Please note that some other countries (including the UK) use an inverse handicap
factor - that is, they divide the raw speed by the handicap, rather than multiplying by the
handicap as we do here. Keep this in mind when comparing numbers in the article.
The article was written by Andy Davis, a multiple world champion and currently an expert
adviser to Sailplane and Gliding magazine in the area of competition flying . Anything that Andy
says comes from a background of an enormous amount of experience and careful analysis. I have
asked Andy's permission to have this reprinted in Soaring Australia, and also the permission of
the editor of Sailplane and Gliding, Susan Newby. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
both of them for their generosity in allowing this informative article to be reprinted here.

background is that I have been
flying for fun in Regionals for a
few years. I used to fly a Standard
Cirrus, but now fly a Nimbus 2c.
I've noticed that the handicaps for
Standard Class gliders have been reduced
over the years as new gliders have come
on the scene. The Std Cirrus handicap
used to be 100, then the Discus was 100,
and now the 15m LS8 is 100.
This change of handicap hasn 't
happened with older Open Class gliders,
although new Open gliders have a higher
handicap. Even so, the Nimbus 2c has the
same handicap (106) as the 18m LS8, but
the reality of the Nimbus keeping pace
with the LS is unrealistic. Even keeping
pace with a Duo Discus (handicap of
101/2) is a bit of a challenge.
John Clark of Talgarth asks: How are
handicaps established to start with, and
what is the chance of having a realistic
handicap for the Nimbus 2? My reply
is as follows.
The aim of glider performance handicapping is to adjust achieved performance
at the scoring stage to compensate for
differences between glider types, so that
the relative performance of the pilots
can be assessed . IGC-sanctioned Club
Class Championships are handicapped
using a list of glider performance indices
published on the IGC website at [www.fai.
org/g Iid i ng/systemlfi les/ha ndica ps.pdfJ.
The IGC list was originally based on the
German handicapping system and, being
specific to Club Class championships, only
has speed indices for glider performance
in a relatively small range (Astir to ASW

M
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20) for the glider types allowed to fly in
IGC-sanctioned international Club Class
championships. It is not extensive enough
for use in handicapped competition where
there is a wider range of glider type and
performance . Furthermore, it is based
on a mathematical analysis of relative
glider performance in European thermal
conditions and so, arguably, would not
be suitable for use in countries where the
thermals don't conform to the European
model. Accordingly, different countries
have developed their own lists of speed
indices to suit their own requirements.
Glider handicaps to be used in BGA
rated competitions are published as glider
speed indices in an appendix to the rules
for BGA rated competitions. The indices
are mostly derived by calculation based
on the best available polar curve for each
individual glider, adjusted to a given
wing loading.
The achieved climb rate in a British
standard thermal (defined by air mass rate
of climb and radius) is calculated and the
average cross-country speed for British
standard thermal conditions is then calcu lated, assuming that the glider is flown
at the optimum MacCready speed for the
achieved climb rate. The result allows an
index to be assigned to the type as a percentage relative to the datum glider. Additional performance enhancements to the
standard glider, such as wing lets or extra
span, attract an additional increment.
The mathematical analysis does have
limitations. It assumes standard climb and
glide conditions, that the British standard
thermal is always encountered, and that

the glider is always flown at the correct
MacCready speed . If the mathematical
analysis was run for a variety of thermal
strengths, the relative speed indices would
change depending on whether the type
performed better at slow or high speed.
It is generally recognised that, relative
to their published speed index, certain
types perform better in weak conditions
and other types better in strong condi tions, but that over several days of competition the differences should even out
and that the index derived from the
British standard thermal is a reasonable
compromise. As a matter of interest, for
the last 10 years or so, the BGA list of
indices has been based on a stronger standard thermal than was previously used .
An experiment in variable handicapping was recently carried out at the
Overseas Nationals, where the handicaps
were adjusted daily depending on the
day speeds. This was due to the special
circumstances of the Spanish venue,
where there was a wide variation in
thermal strengths from day to day.
Whether this wi" be adopted in the
future for other BGA rated handicapped
competitions remains to be seen .
In practice, there will be an element
of streeting and dolphin flying . Certain
types will perform better relative to
handicap in such conditions. Small
inaccuracies in the data and rounding
errors can result in quite big differences.
As a result, the Competition Committee
uses experience of different types to
allocate the final speed index.
From time to time the list is reviewed
and, if experience suggests that a given
type is better or worse than its allocated
index, the index is adjusted . As an example,
in the 2010 BGA list, the latest generation
18m Class gliders have all had their speed
index increased by one percentage point .
Over the years as glider performance
has steadily improved, the datum glider
has changed. When I started competing,
the BGA datum glider was the Std Cirrus.
Later it became the Discus and is now
state-of-the-art Standard Class gliders
such as LS8 and Discus 2. Accordingly, the
index for each glider type should change
whenever the datum glider changes.
However, it is possible that as a result of
the ongoing review process a particular
glider's index might remain unchanged
after a general readjustment due to a
change of datum glider.
Now to the second part of John's
specific question: whether the handicap
index of 106 for a Nimbus 2c is realistic.
This gives the Nimbus 2c the same index
October 2010

HAPPENED RECENTLY ON AN AIRFIELD
Martin Feeg
as its contemporary the AsW 17, the later
17.5m Ls6 and later 18m Ls8. Generally,
for otherwise identical gliders, extra wing span is considered to be worth one point
of handicap for every O.Sm of span. So, is
the extra span of the older Nimbus a match
for the later technology of the Ls6 and Ls8?
My instinctive guess would be that, if
flown by pilots of equal ability at identical wing loadings, the Nimbus would have
the edge in very weak thermal conditions
requiring long slow glides, and the 17.Sm
Ls6 and 18m Ls8 would have an edge in
stronger weather with faster cruising speeds.
I have flown a new 18m Ventus 2cxa
alongside an old, but beautifully refinished, Nimbus 2c being flown by another
British team pilot in overseas team training, and I can report that the old Nimbus
can go embarrassingly well!
In many cases, the variation in performance between individual gliders of the
same type is probably greater than the performance difference between different
glider types, and this is possibly the biggest
practical issue with using a list of performance indices by glider type to assess relative pilot performance, especially with
older gliders.
The loss of performance from poor·
seals, poor wing profile, leaky cockpit and
undercarriage bay can be significant, as
can the loss of performance from a dirty,
buggy wing . A set of bug wipers is one

With my 20-month-old daughter, I attended a parent gathering
the other day. Soon another parent got me involved in some
deep conversation, saying "I can't believe how advanced she is,"
and "how much you allow her to do."
Later in the evening I couldn't help reflecting on the
conversation and all that was said . The parent was right: my
daughter is advanced compared to her peers, and yes, my
wife and I allow a lot; in fact we encourage her to do things.
We firmly believe it is best for her to train under controlled
circumstances, and along with it come safety explanations. If we teach her, she doesn't have
to experiment herself. If we say no, sooner or later she will do it anyway - only then it is
without the safety knowledge others had to pay for dearly.
And what has this story got to do with gliding?
Close shave - that's what we want to avoid. Unfortunately, too many times comrades
have complained bitterly of how much they have been held back, how much their club
wouldn't allow. Glider pilots early in the game are just like young children. They want to
do, they want to explore and sooner or later they will- even if it is not allowed.
Are you concerned about safety? Are you providing, or are you saying "No" just because ...?
Safe soaring.

of the easiest performance enhancements
that can be fitted to any glider, especially
if the wing section is one of the older bug
sensitive sections (such as the Nimbus 2).
My advice to John would be to have
a critical look at his Nimbus 2c:
make sure that the wing profile
is still accurate
•
•

fit bug wipers
make sure that there are no chips
in the leading edge
make sure that the flaps and ailerons

seal well and that the canopy
is a good fit
practice flying with lots of water.
Then, after more competitive flying
alongside other types, if he still feels
strongly that the index of 106 is not
appropriate he should apply to the BGA
Competitions and Awards Committee for
a revision to the Nimbus 2c index with
supporting evidence, such as a newlypublished measured polar.

Victorian Soaring Association
Cross-Country Coaching Week
28 January to 4 February 2011
Hosted by Horsham Flying Club, Horsham Airfield
This VSA cross-country course will be held again in 2011 just prior to the Horsham Week competition which commences S February.
This is now our fifth event and the popularity is growing each year. Building on previous experience, the course will now offer
opportunities for pilots commencing their cross-country flying as well as for active cross country pilots seeking to develop their skills.
Open to all pilots who have been cleared for cross-country flying by their club panel.
Try for Silver, Gold and Diamond goal flights. Flying is over some of the safest outlanding country in Australia and course members
will assist with paddock retrieves.
Bunkhouse accommodation and camping is available at the airfield. Horsham township offers a range of accommodation with 15 motels
and two caravan parks.
The course is managed by the VSA coaching team and comprises a mix of short theory lectures, daily weather briefings, daily tasks
and post-flight analysis over an evening meal.
We expect to have two-seat gliders available to offer direct one-on-one coaching, although these opportunities will be limited. Pilots with
their private glider or a club glider will be offered 'lead & follow' coaching opportunities as well as direct coaching in a two-seater.
This week is also a good opportunity for pilots attending the Horsham Week competition to fit in some practice flying as we will have
adequate aero-towing capacity for all.
Further details and an application form can be found on the GFA and VSA websites.

For enquiries and registration contact:

Ian Grant - phone: (03) 9877 1463 or <ian.grant.gliding@gmail.com>
October 2010
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GFA News ···
Update On Club And Sports Class
Nationals - Benalla, January 2011
Entries at the lower price of $280 will be
available only until the end of October,
so if you are intending to enter it would
be a good idea to get your entry form
in soon. A further incentive is that if we
are over-subscribed (there is a limit of 70)
we will use the GFA Seeding/Ranking list
to determine who will go on the waiting
list. If you wait until November it will
definitely be first come, first served .
We have up to eight tugs available.
Of course, the final number will depend
on the number of entries, but having a
ratio of better than one tug for 10 gliders
makes us feel comfortable that we will be
able to provide an excellent service.
GCV offers seven-day operation
during summer, and pilots intending to
fly the Nationals are welcome at any time
to practice and prepare.
We usually have quite a number of
experienced XC pilots flying daily from
Benalla during summer, and intend
to continue this operation during the
Nationals. We want to make sure that
this group is looked after as well (as they
are our customers), and so we will be
ensuring that we don't inconvenience
them. Of course, the competition launches
will take priority but we will also make
sure that there are no unnecessary delays
in getting the club fleet into the air as well.
Benalla's soaring weather is at its
best in January, and the task area offers
a range of interesting alternatives from
the plains of NSW to the hills of eastern
Victoria. Being a southerly location the
days are long and on the best days you
can be flying until sunset - not that we
would set tasks quite that long of course!
All tasks will be AAT, and we expect
that some tasks will use wedges rather
than circles. This is intended to provide
more flexibility for time soaks and also to
allow us to set a style of task that is closer
to the fixed task format while still having
flexibility to cater for a wide range of
glider performance.
We will be encouraging direct (straightin) long landings on the European model
- this is the most efficient way to get
a large fleet safely back on the airfield
with a minimum of circuit traffic. Where
possible we will facilitate this by setting
an into-wind final leg, and moving cars
to the far end of the preferred runway.
Airspace has been addressed by
setting a 'Contest Area' which will enclose
most official airspace boundaries and
provide a buffer area. As a result, flights
which go outside the Contest Area will
38 Soaring Australia
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attract only mild penalties unless the pilot
strays into controlled airspace. Maps and
airspace files have already been posted
on the website.
Benalla is a great place to visit for
pilots and crew - good accommodation
options, interesting countryside, wineries,
restaurants, and a welcoming town that
regards the Gliding Club as a major local
attraction. The clubhouse will provide
lunches daily and an evening meal - there
is also a large barbeque area just outside
the clubhouse .
All the core members of the organising team - including myself as CD, Peter
Gray as Safety Officer, Rob Pugh as Tugmaster, John Switala as Tasksetter, David
Smith as Ground Marshall and Joy Shirley
as Scorer - are working hard to making
this event a memorable one for you.
You can find the competition website
at [http://deltaone.soho.on.netlbenalla2011/] .
The entry form, rules, waypoint and
airspace files and lots more details can be
found there. I look forward to seeing you
at Benalla in January.
Tim Shirley (Contest Director)

Pilot Wanted For
Trans-Tasman Trophy
Expressions of interest are invited for
a pilot to represent Australia at one of
New Zealand's National Championships
in early 2011 . The competition, yet to be
determined, will be either the Multi-class
(Omarama, 2 to 14 January) or Club Class
(Matamata, 5 to 13 February) . Please forward your resume to Mike Maddocks (ITC)
at <mike@maddogcomposites.com.au>.

Hunter Valley Gliding Club
Soaring Week
A week of soaring will be held at
Warkworth, NSW, from 25 to 31 October
2010. A GFA Coach will be present,
and clubhouse accommodation will be
available, or bring a tent. Participants
should feel free to arrive the weekend
prior for nine days of flying. Daily tasks
will be set, or the valley view can be
enjoyed from the air at your own pace.
This will be a beautiful and challenging
environment. Enquires can be made to
Mark Rowe, 02 65773302 or 0438 714238;
or Mick Webster, 0418269145.

Items from GFA Financial Report
2010 and Airworthiness News
emailled 26 August 2010:
Electronic Forms
Regional Technical Officers Airworthiness,
Form 2 Inspectors and Commercial Workshops are reminded that they can report

completion of Form 2 via the GFA website.
These reports have been integrated into
the iMIS database and as such will reduce
the need of paper being forwarded to
the office. See [http ://2009.gfa.org.au/
Docs/airworth/F2FormReport.pdf] .
Regional Technical Officers Airworthiness can now register endorsements issued
to course candidates via the electronic
forms also found at [http://2009 .gfa .org.au/
Docs/airworth/Sect1 GliderEndorsements.
pdf] and [http://2009.gfa.org.au/Docs/
airworth/Sect2_PowerEndorsements .pdf].

Sailplane And Power Sailplane
Registration Markings
Sailplane owners and operators are
reminded to read and comply with GFA
AN 84 paragraph 1.2 entitled 'Registration Markings' as a matter of urgency.
All sailplanes should carry the three
letters of their registration on the fin
and rudder or any other suitable location
that is visible. Competition Directors have
raised this issue several times because of
the confusions that arises when pilots call
the last two letters of their registration
on final glide. See [http://2009.gfa.org.au/
DocslANs/gfa_084an. pdf].

DG Service Contract
Much has been said, written and discussed
about the DG Service contract; it is not my
intention to repeat most of it here . It is sad
that the global financial downturn has
forced DG and others to seriously consider
means of raising revenue in this manner,
in order to remain commercially viable.
At the request of many owners the
GFA sought legal opinion on what we
could do to assist the members in relation
to such a service contract. The opinion
we received was that the GFA was not in
no position to influence this commercial
decision by DG . The statement taken
from the DG website states it all in a
nutshell: "We are regrettably unable
to continue providing free service for
aircraft manufactured by Glaser-Dirks and
Rol/aden Schneider." All German glider
manufactures are seriously considering
following this trend due to the downturn
and cancellation of many orders.*
The service contract contains two elements:
Firstly, DG will not sell parts, service or
advice to anybody who has not signed and
paid for the contract ... DG can legally refuse
to do business without such contract.
Owners can ignore the demand until they
require service, parts or advice, which can
be supplied by DG-Flugzeugbau only.
Secondly, the contract provides for the
supply of 'new' maintenance and repair
October 2010
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manuals. Under EASA jurisdiction, a valid
manual is required for annual inspections
and the inspector may not sign out an
aircraft without such manual for each
specific aircraft, ie . the manuals are
issued for individual serial numbers. DG
Flugzeugbau proposes to issue manuals
with limited validation periods, ie. one
year. These may contain new pertinent
safety-related information, or possibly just
a new front page with new dates.
Many owners will be caught in the
net when they need to replace parts or
require detailed drawings to repair crash
damage. Many owners are not aware that
the service fee has a falling scale from
year to year. It is important to visit the DG
website and get the full details.
The question we are asked all the time

and other documentation . All DG Aircraft

identical form, with the exception of requiring a more stringent inspection by way of
a xl 0 power magnifier rather than x6 power as required by EASA & MB L13/109a.
There has been some reported confusion concerning compliance with the AD
as a separate issue to compliance with MB
L13/1 09a, and in the interpretation of 'Average Operating Conditions'. Compliance
with both documents is mandatory.
If no cracks are found in accordance
with the inspection required by the MB,
this does not automatically mean that the
aircraft can be returned to service. Compliance with all four of the Average Operating Conditions must also be shown before
the aircraft can be released for further
service. In all cases where the average
operating conditions cannot be met the
aircraft must not be flown until a determination has been received from the TC
holder. This determination will be based
on the information supplied via the data

owners are assured that their gliders are
operated legally as long as they conform
to the GFA MOSP Pt3 and conduct their
annual inspections in conformance with
the manuals that came with the aircraft
and associated Ads. This applies until such

collection sheet which forms part of the
MB. To the best of my knowledge there
are no Blaniks in Australia which can
meet the average operating conditions,
so effectively our L-13 fleet is grounded
until further notice.

time as the revised manuals are published .
From that time on you will need to
subscribe to the service contract.

A significant number of copies of the
data collection sheets are still outstanding . If you have not yet returned copies

Those following American, German
and British forums will note different and,
sometimes, pretty wild interpretations.

to the GFA please do so as soon as you
can so that we can offer the strongest
possible argument for reinstatement of
our inspection regime.
L-13A 1 (Llewellyn modification)

is: Can we complete a Form Two inspection
without such a 'valid' manual? At the time
of sale your aircraft came with a manual

See [www.dg-flugzeugbau.de/index-e.htmIJ
* Editor's Note: Bernard Eckey (on
behalf of Schleicher, Germany) writes:

"Following the recent GFA circular letter I
sought input from Schleicher in Germany
in regards to that statement which
appears to be lifted off the DG website.
Schleicher has instructed me to inform
the Australian gliding fraternity that
this does not apply to their business and
that they have never even contemplated
any service contract at all. All owners of
Schleicher gliders can be assured that they
will continue to receive parts, services and
technical advice if and when required.
This applies to all aircraft - even if they
are 50 years and older! "

Update On Blanik AD-663
As of 21 July 2010 we have not received
any feedback from Aircraft Industries or
the Austrian authorities on the actual
circumstances of the spar failure which led
to AD-663, nor has there been any indication
of the likelihood or conditions under which
the aircraft might be returned to service .
The United States has now adopted
the EASA AD and reissued it in virtually
October 2010

Blaniks are unaffected by AD-663, except
that aerobatics are no longer approved .
Further information will be posted on
the GFA website as it comes to hand.

Pilot Weight Limitations In Sailplanes
The European certification specifications for
gliders, JAR22 and CS22, request that the
centre of gravity stays within its limits
at pilot weights from 70kg to 11 Okg with
parachute without ballast, and that at
least a pilot of 11 Okg must be carried (see
JAR22.23-22.25) . For a two seater, the value
is 180 kg . Other calculations such as seat
strength, belt fix points and so on, are based
on this minimum value for the maximum
pilot weight of 110kg, and this is printed in
the glider specs. This has nothing to do with
the maximum weight of 'non-lifting parts' or
with the payload. Therefore, for pilots above
110kg it will not be easy to find a glider
which they can legally fly.
The limiting issues relate to:
max. weight of non-lifting parts (think:
strength of the fuselage mountings)

seat & seatbelt mounting point strength

•

C of G out of limits, possibly meaning
not enough up elevator available at
low speeds (eg. landing round-out)

•

sailplane insurance is limited to the
standard design criteria
Airworthiness Standards
CASR 22 .001 states:
(1) The airworthiness standards for a sailplane or powered sailplane in Australia are:
(a) the airworthiness standards set out
in JAR-22 (Sailplanes and Powered
Sailplanes), as in force on 1 October
1998, with the changes provided
under this Part; or
(b) the airworthiness standards set out in
Section E of the British Civil Airworthiness Requirements published by the Air
Registration Board of the United Kingdom, as in force on 1 October 1998, with
the changes provided under this Part; or
(c) the airworthiness standards set out
in the Airworthiness Requirements
for Sailplanes and Powered Sailplanes
issued by the Luftfahrt-Bundesamt of
the Federal Republic of Germany, as
in force on 1 October 1998, with the
changes provided under this Part; or
(d) The airworthiness standards set out
in OST/V Airworthiness Standards
for Sailplanes published by the
Organisation Scientific et Technique
Internationale du Vol a Voile, as in
force on 1 October 1998, with the
changes provided under this Part.
(2) A sailplane or powered sailplane that
meets the airworthiness standards
mentioned in paragraph (1) (a), (b), (c)
or (d) is taken to meet the airworthiness standards for a sailplane or powered sailplane under these regulations.
Thus the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority makes no exceptions to any of
the design criteria set in the established
standards. From the above, one concludes
that pilots weighing in excess of 11 Okg
with parachute are flying illegally.
GFA Considerations
The GFA as the RAAO governing gliding
in Australia has to consider its
enforcement and compliance obligations
and ensure that all pilots are aware that
CASR 22 makes no exceptions to the
design limits set in JAR 22, and providing
no guidance to pilots that exceed 110kg
with parachute would reflect badly on
our ability to administer gliding safely.
Insurance policies will not cover liabilities
if the pilot weight exceeds the limits set
by the manufacturer, where pilot weight
had not been declared in the policy and
the premiums adjusted accordingly. Doing
nothing about it makes the GFA an
accomplice to law breaking.
Soaring Australia
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GFA Business Manager's Report · · · · · ·
he last few months within the GFA
Secretariat have been frenetic, dealing
with administrative and legislative
changes, combined with preparations for
the upcoming AGM and the inclusion of
the Special Business items applicable at
the time of writing. These words having
already been written and consigned to
the Soaring Australia archives - truer
today than the last time.
The new Governance website, 'The
I-Site', will go live at the beginning of
September and by now the membership
will have been notified of the new login
process. Its additional member services
include: online renewal, a shopping cart
you can fill to your heart's content (and
to the displeasure of the bank manager),
a proactive weather watcher and much,
much more. All accolades for the design
and construct of the website should go
firstly to the visionaries in the Board and
Executive who allowed a modernisation
of process to take place; and secondly
to the unwavering dedication of Edwin
Grech Cumbo and Marcia Cavanagh to
complete the task. A big thank you must
also go to Maurice Little for maintaining
the Joomla website over these past years.

H

CAS A
CAS A has gone into caretaker mode at the
time of writing, awaiting the outcome
of the election and perhaps a change of
priority. Hopefully by the time you read
this, a decision on the Deed of Agreement

Cartoon by Codez
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activities will have been made. All selfadministering organisations are similarly
affected. Therefore, a concerted drive is
being made by all these sister organisations through the Australian Sport Aviation Confederation, in conjunction with
RAAus, to seek clarification on the role
of CASA as a 'safety' regulator, the ATSB
and responsibilities of 'delegated' organisations that carry out the administration
of 'recreational aviation' in Australia.
Some activities such as the i ntrod uction of a Safety Management System,
the re-write and amalgamation of the
Ops Regs, and MoSP2 were naturally
progressive steps to keep GFA current.
This is not only in the processes, but in
the governance and hence the administration of gliding nationally. There has
been an extreme cost to GFA in realising
these improvements, both financially
and in the effort being expended by
volunteers and paid staff, respectively a point not lost on the Deed's overseers .
Once again, at the time of writing the
Blanik glider flight status had not been
resolved. The only update on this issue
is that the FAA issued an AD notice that
paralleled the directive of the manufacturer, LET. It is hoped that by the time this
update is published the Australian and
New Zealand Blaniks under the current
GFA maintenance regime will be cleared
for flight.
DG owners should also be aware that
new maintenance manuals have been
released. The consequence of this and
the new DG maintenance cost strategy
means that without current maintenance
manuals, the type certification requirements are not being met. Therefore, if
the Type Certificate is invalid then the
Certificate of Airworthiness will also
become invalid.

Thanks and Farewell

---------------------===~,~.~---- ~
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And now I would like to express my thanks
and appreciation to the staff, members
and volunteers of the GFA who have
tolerated the ignorance and banality
of the Business Manager - two months

too late, but with heartfelt feeling, or
as much feeling as a Business Manager
can feel. It is with regret that I have
resigned as BM. I wish the organisation
continued freedom as a self-administered
organisation, and hope that soaring in
Australia continues to involve like-minded
individuals in sustaining the sport and
finding the magic bullet that will increase
its membership and profile as a national
sporting identity.
Having attended the Australian Sports
Commission information sessions on performance funding, it was nice to see that
gliding in Australia will attract the same
funding as pole dancing - and what a
wonderful sport pole dancing is, with its
meteoritic growth by the uptake of its
many enthusiastic participants. For the
GFA (oh no, a sermon from the Secretariat),
growth will take place by increased
volunteer involvement at all levels of the
sport. Blood new committee members.
Enlighten soaring debutantes to available
vacancies in club, state or GFA positions.
Adopt a school or two or three, and, just
like 'Adopt a Highway', clean up with the
available talent.
Think of a world in which you don't
have to struggle rigging and de-rigging
gliders, but just give instructions and
watch how the majority of wing runners
are now below the age of SO; in which,
if your data logger spits the dummy,
you hand it to a young person for a
simple re-boot and configuration reset:
all sorted . Think of a world that selfperpetuates enthusiasm, and draws
adventurous spirits wanting to hang upon
every word of instruction, not blank looks
from the glider widow/widower.
If those members who succumb to the
cycle of life are not replaced, the current
status quo will be weighted in the negative - against growth, and quickening
into decline. So for the inconvenience
of dealing with the quirky young, the
payback will be the continuation of an
activity that you have enjoyed and wish
to continue to enjoy. You will see gliding
rise like a phoenix - back to the halcyon
days of the 60s and 70s, which you
shouldn't be able to remember at all.
With bowed head, I bid you adieu.

GFA BUSINESS MANAGER

Peter Hopkins
Mobile: 0451 055316
Email <BM@sec.gfa .org.au>
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INFINITY T
Giorgio Sabbioni

TANDEM ACRO ON A TAND EM ACRO WING. SO FAR THE EFFORT
TO STEERA TANDEM GLIDER WAS AT THE LIMIT OF A PILOT'S
STRENGTH , AND TH E CANOPY STRESS AND HIGH G- LOAD WAS
TOO HIGH FOR TANDEM GLIDERS TO WITHSTAND .

F

or a keen acro pilot, the challenge
of something impossible could
be feas ible with just a bit more
of application and ... fantasy.
Pal Takats told me he was going to
perform the infinity tumble with a tandem
glider, would I like to come for a photo
session? An occasion not be missed. Infinity
tandem ... the ultimate acro trick .
On an August morning I met Pal Takats
and Gabor Kezi, looking incredibly cool and
relaxed. Pal told me: " We did some test to
solve all the problems; mainly how to steer
the glider, the energy is so high that the
strength of one pilot is not enough to steer
into the manoeuvre. So we set a double
command system, Gabor will help to pull
the brakes to enter into infinity coming
from a spiral tumble, and stall it for the
exit, as the total effort needed for that
is estimated at 50kg. Gabor will not be a
passenger but a second pilot; it wouldn't be
possible to perform the infinity without him,
together we can provide the right timing
for the weightshift in a double command
manoeuvre. We had a successful attempt
in Oludeniz, about 10 turns during the first
flight, but during the second one, just after
the third turn into infinity, our already
strengthened glider blasted, breaking all
the upper galleries of the A-8-C lines; Gabor
reacted immediately throwing the rescue
and we landed safely, but the designer, Ernst
Strobl, needed to come up with something
even stronger: Now we have a special tailored
31m' (flat) U-Turn Thriller, calculated on
our in flight weight total of 190 to 200kg;
it has a special reinforced inner structure
and extra thick lines; probably the strongest
paraglider ever built. The combined strength
of the upper line cascades was calculated to
withstand a max load of 8.2 tons and the
main lines 5.2 tons. "
The helicopter dropped us on Chaserugg
take-off, 1800m above Walensee. Even the
coolest of the group, Gabor, was looking a
bit more energised. Take-off was almost flat,
ending in an extremely steep slope, making
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the take off run with a 31 m' tandem glider tricky, as if that wasn't enough, a weak
thermic wind was creating rotor right
where Pal and Gabor opened their glider.
The two set up the video-cameras
and got into harness, Pal had a Vonblon
Papillon steerable tandem rescue in his
Sup'air harness, Gabor had a second
Sup'air tandem rescue fitted on the chest

They waited for better conditions
the plunge.
a few minutes they left the steep
l"OOU}ltain wall and headed towards the lake.
rescue boat was a little white dot in the
middle of the lake, almost 1400m below. We
saw them lighting the smoke bomb, setting
the double brake and then entering into
a steep spiral. Then the ultimate trick : the
t~uys started to turn into infinity. Their
arms went up - the rotation was not fast
but constant and tidy - 10, 11 ... 20 ... I lost
count. They were rotating like a white and
blue merry-go-round, only vertical. After a
seemingly endless time, the glider stalled at
the top of a turn and started to fly normally;
45 turns we counted later on the video.
Was that it? Not at all : Wingovers, sat,
tumbles and helis completed the show, like
a top level acro performanceprogram. All in
a tandem wing which behaved even better
than a well-tuned acro wing .
After landing Gabor recalled : " I was fully
concentrated on the take-off in very difficult
conditions, after that 1 enjoyed the landscape,
then 1just fully concentrated on the
manoeuvre. 1 talked with Pal about w hat to
do, the altitude, any gliders below us - safety
was our priority - then I worked at the right
timing and proper steering until the moment
came to stop the glider: We pulled the brake
and ... everything finished; we had done it!
Now we'll go up for a second run and 1 will
finally have time to enjoy the flight. "
Pal : "I've even seen a practical application, as this glider would be perfect for
personal SIV and aero training. 1 could teach
pilots the timing, steering and weightshift
for all the main aero tricks, at least up to the
rhythmic sat. 1 think 1may use it in Oludeniz
for this purpose. "
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Contact Addresses
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GFA

Australian Gliding Museum
2 Bicton St, MtWaverleyVIC 3149,
0398021098.
Gliding Queensland

C/- Treasurer, 67 Glenora St, Wynnum QLD
4178,0738348311,0417762621 .
NSW Gliding Association
The Secretary, 44 Yanko Ave, Wentworth
Falls NSW 2782, 02 68892733,02
68891250, Trs: 0407 459581 .
South Australian Gliding Association
PO Box 65, Millicent SA 5280, 08 8733421,
0427 977218.
Victorian Soaring Association
4/139 Roberts St, Essendon VIC 3040,
03 83835340, 03 93355364.
Vintage Gliders Australia
22 Eyre St, Balwyn VIC 3103, 03 98175362.
WA Gliding Association Inc.
59 Wellington Pde, Yokine WA 6060,
0893282511,0894449505.
NSW Gliding Association (NSWGA)
327 (Gliding) Flight, Australia
CI- RSheehan, 176 Macquarie Grove Rd, Camden
NSW 2570,0427977127,0246553171.
Bathurst Soaring Club
PO Box 1682, Bathurst NSW 2795,
02 63371180 (weekend), 0427 470001 .
Byron Gliding Club Incorporated
PO Box 815, Byron Bay NSW 2481 ,
0266847627.
Canberra Gliding Club
GPO Box 1130, Canberra ACT 2601 ,
02 64523994, 0428 523994.
Central Coast Soaring Club
PO Box 1323, Gosford South NSW 2250,
0243639111,0243844074,0412844074.
Cudgegong Soaring Pty Ltd
C/- Matthews Folbigg, Level 7, 10-4 Smith
St, Parramatta NSW 2150, 02 96357966,
02 96357966.
Grafton Gliding Club
16 Fuller St, Mullaway NSW 2456,
0266541638, 0403088551.
Hunter Valley Gliding Club Co-op Ltd
PO Box 794, Singleton NSW 2330.
Lake Keepit Soaring Club
234 Keepit Dam Rd, Lake Keepit NSW 2340,
0267697514.
Leeton Gliding Club
PO Box 607, Leeton NSW 2705, 02 69533825.
Narromine Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821 ,
0268892733, 0418270182 .
Orana Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821 ,
02 68897373, 0418 270182 .
RAAF Richmond Gliding Club
RAAF Base, Richmond NSW 2755,
02 45873214.
RAAF Williamtown Gliding Club
CIO Mr G R Lee, 10 Federation Dr, Medowie
NSW 2318, 02 49829334.
Scout Association NSW Gliding
C/- Bob G Balfour, 80 Malvern St, Panania
NSW 2213, 02 96951100.
Soar Narromine Pty Ltd
PO Box 56, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68891856, 0419 992396.

Southern Cross Gliding Club
PO Box 132, Camden NSW 2570,
0246558882,0417705997 (emergency) .
Southern Tablelands Gliding Club
57 Munro Rd, Queanbeyan NSW 2620,
02 62973504.
South West Slope Soaring PIL
181 Fishers La, Bendick Murrell NSW 2803,
0488531216.
Sydney Gliding Incorporated
PO Box 633, Camden NSW 2570, 0412145144.
Temora Gliding Club
PO Box 206, Temora NSW 2666, 02 69772733.
Gliding Queensland
2 Wing AAFC School of Aviation Inc.
201 Squadron Air Force Cadets, PO Box 647
Archerfield QLD 4108, 07 38791980, 0415
150965.
Barambah District Gliding Club
2 Yellow Gully Rd, Wolvi QLD 4570,
0754867247,0412719797.
Boonah Gliding Club Incorporated
164 Depot Rd, Boonah QLD 4310,
07 54632630, 0408 016164.
Bundaberg Gliding Incorporated
PO Box 211, Bundaberg QLD 4670,
0741579558,0417071157.
Caboolture Gliding Club
PO Box 920, Caboolture QLD 4510,
0418713903 .
Central Queensland Gliding Club
PO Box 953, Rockhampton QLD 4700,
07 49331178.
Darling Downs Soaring Club
Levell, 1 Swann Rd, Taringa QLD 4068,
0746637140,0409507847.
Gympie Gliding Club
PO Box 722, Cooroy QLD 4563, 07 54835380.
Kingaroy Soaring Club
PO Box 91 , Kingaroy QLD 4610, 07 41622191 ,
0438 179163.
Moura Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Moura QLD 4718, 07 49973265,
0428 360144.
North Queensland Soaring Centre
PO Box 3835, Hermit Park QLD 4812.
Pacific Soaring
PO Box 259, Caboolture QLD 4510,
0754994997, 07 54994805.
Southern Downs Aero & Soaring
PO Box 144, Warwick QLD 4370, 07 38348311.
SA Gliding Association (SAGA)
Adelaide Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 94, Gawler SA 5118, 08 85221877.
Adelaide Uni Gliding Club Incorporated
Adelaide Uni Sports Assoc, The University of
Adelaide SA 5005, 08 88262203, 0412 870963.
Air Cadet Gliding Club
PO Box 2000, Salisbury SA 5108,
0883805137,0429805137.
Alice Springs Gliding Club
PO Box 356, Alice Springs NT 0871,
08 89526384, 0417 530345.
Australian Junior Gliding Club
67A Balfour St, Nailsworth SA 5083,
0417421650.
Balaklava Gliding Club
PO Box 257, Balaklava SA 5461, 0888645062.
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GFA MEMBERSHIP FEES 2010-2011

Membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Australia
Queensland
Western Australia

Normal
$225
$230
$232
$230
$230

Family
$183
$188
$190
$188
$188

Student membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Australia
Queensland
Western Australia

Full
$136
$141
$143
$141
$141

Family
$94
$99
$101
$99
$99
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Short·term membership: 1 Month' 3 Month'
QueenslandNic10ria
$62
$79
New South Wales
$67
$84
South Australia
$74
$91
Western Australia
$72
589
• Note: Once only purchase to Australian residents,
thereafter 12 months membership to be purchased.
International postage for Soaring Australia
to be added to membership fees:
Zone
1
2
3
4
5

Country
New Zealand
Singapore
Japan, Hong Kong, India
USA, Canada, Middle East
UK, Europe, South
America, South Africa

Price
$51
$51
$51
$74
$74

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Barossa Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 123, Stonefield via Truro SA 5356,
0885640240,0488841373.
Bordertown Keith Gliding Club
PO Box 377, Bordertown SA 5268,
0887521321,0409693027.
Millicent Gliding Club
PO Box 194, Millicent SA 5280,
08 87333421, 0427 977218.
Murray Bridge Gliding Club
PO Box 1509, Vic10r Harbor SA 5211 ,
08 85543543, 0409 677677.
Northern Australian Gliding Club
PO Box 38889, Winnellie NT 0821,
0889412512 .
Renmark Gliding Club
PO Box 450, Renmark SA 5341,
08 85951422, 041 7 890215.
Scout Gliding Club
22 Burford Crescent, Redwood Park SA
5097, 08 82895085, 0418 815618.
Waikerie Gliding Club
PO Box 320, Waikerie SA 5330, 08 85412644.
Whyalla Gliding Club
PO Box 556, Whyalla SA 5600,
0886452619, 0413 127825.
Victorian Soaring Association (VSA)
Albury Corowa Gliding Club
PO Box 620, Wodonga VIC 3689.
Beaufort Gliding Club
41 Ruby St, Essendon VIC 3040,
0431 702175.
Bendigo Gliding Club
PO Box 846, Bendigo VIC 3550, 03 54423459.
Bothwell Gliding Club
PO Box 288, Sandy Bay TAS 7005, 03 62267615.
Corangamite Soaring Club
Kurweeton, Kurweeton Rd, Derrinallum
VIC 3325, 03 55939277.
Geelong Gliding Club
PO Box 197, Bacchus Marsh VIC 3340,
0393385925,0409212527.
Gliding Club Of Victoria
PO Box 46, Benalla VIC 3671,03 57621058,
0429 950580.
Grampians Soaring Club
PO Box 468, Ararat VIC 3377, 03 53525710,
0417514438.
Horsham Flying Club
PO Box 158, Horsham VIC 3402, 03 53823491 ,
0427315845.
Latrobe Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 625, Morwell VIC 3840,
0351221081 , 0407839238.
Mangalore Gliding Club
PO Box 208 Nagambie VIC 3608,
03 57985512,0428635717 .
Melbourne Motor Gliding Club
PO Box 278, Dingley Village VIC 3172 ,
0418511557 .
Mount Beauty Gliding Club
Box 486, Mt Beauty VIC 3699,
0260591417, 0402075131 .
Murray Valley Soaring Club Ltd
PO Box 403, Corowa NSW 2646, 02 60335036,
0400 244578.
Soaring Club Of Tasmania
34 Clinton Rd, Geilston Bay TAS 7015,
03 62437508.
South Gippsland Gliding Club
PO Box 475, Leongatha VIC 3953, 0437 454986.
Southern Riverina Gliding Club
PO Box 32, Tocumwal, NSW 2714,
0358743052,0358742914.
SportAviation Pty Ltd
Gate 10, Babingtons Rd, Tocumwal Airport,
Tocumwal NSW 2714, 03 58742734,
0427 534122 .
Sunraysia Gliding Club
PO Box 647, Mildura VIC 3500,
03 50257335, 0448 293927.
Swan Hill Gliding Club
PO Box 160, Nyah VIC 3594, 03 50376688.
Tumbarumba Gliding Club
C/- Judds Engineering PIL, PO Box 5283,
Wagga NSW 2650, 02 69251642, 0428251642 .
VMFG
GPO Box 1096, Melbourne VIC 3001,
0402 281928 or 03 98486473 (h) .

Wagga Wagga Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 613, Wagga Marketplace, Wagga
Wagga NSW 2650, 0427 205624.
WA Gliding Association (WAGA)
716 Flight Australia Air Force Cadets
7 Wing HQ, RAAF Base Pearce Bullsbrook
WA 6084, 08 95717800.
Beverley Soaring Society
PO Box 136, Beverley WA 6304,
0894595719,0437377744.
Gliding Club of Western Australia
PO Box 6231, East Perth WA 6892,
0892212164,0417992806 (weekends).
Morawa Gliding Club
PO Box 276, Morawa WA 6623, 08 99723022.
Narrogin Gliding Club
PO Box 232, Narrogin WA 6312,
08 98811795 (weekends), 0407 088314.
Stirlings Gliding Club
C/- Peter Hardy-Atkins, 8 Parker St, Lockyer,
AlbanyWA 6330, 08 98428816, 0408 842616.

• • • • • • • • • •
HGFA

All correspondence, including changes
of address, membership renewals, short
term memberships, rating forms and
other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HGFA National Office
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, ph: 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177,
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn .auj.
HGFA Operations Manager
Interim: John Twomey 0419 357195
<Treasurer@hgfa.asn.au>, 108 Osborne St,
Williamtown VIC 3016.
Information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
State associations, region or club.
Board Members 2008 to 2010
Pres: Alex Jones 08 97344531 <President
@hgfa.asn.au>, 34 McAvoy Rd, Allanson
WA 6225 .
V-Pres: Rob Woodward 0408 808436
<Vice.President@hgfa .asn.au>, 38 Addison
Rd, Black Forest SA 5035 .
Sec: Martin Halford 0434 427500
<Secretary@hgfa.asn .au>.
Board Members:
Chris Drake 0466 005967 <chris.drake@
hgfa.asn.au>, PO Box 988, Noosa QLD 4567 .
Benn Kovco
Greg Lowry
Lee Patterson
Brian Webb
States, Regions
& Special Interest Groups
ACTHPA
LPO Box 8339, ANU, Acton ACT 0200;
[www.acthpa.orgj . Pres: Matthew Smith
<matt.taet@gmail.com> 0402 905554;
V-Pres: Nic Welbourn <nic@corinbank.
com> 0422 783763; Trs: Kristina Smith
<kdsmith71@gmail.com> 0407 905554;
Sec: Nic Siefken <Nicolas.Siefken@ausport.
gov.au > 0418 421683; Committee: Miguel
Cruz <pyro_gest@hotmail.com> 0432
987819, Andrew Luton <a ndrewluton@
hotmail.com> 0404 254922; Public Officer:
Barry Oliver <Barry.Oliver@anu.edu .au>
0407 825819; Meetings: 1st Thu/month
7.30pm Yamba Sports Club.
Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.
PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936
<hgawa@hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com .au>; V-Pres:
Alex Jones <aa.jones@bigpond.net.au>;
Trs: Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>;
Sec: Mirek Generowicz <mgenerow@
optusnet.com.au>; Trs: Colin Brown 0407
700378, <cobrown@bigpond.com>.
NSW HG and PG Association
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261 ,
[www.nswhpa.orgj. Pres: Bruce Wynne
0417467695, <bwynne@bigpond.net.au>;
V-Pres: Nir Eshed 0423 422494, <vice-presi
dent@nswhpa.org>; Sec: Paul Cox 0421
072897, <coxy@ccparagliding.com .au>;
Trs: Graeme Cran 0414 668424, <gicran@
gmail.com>.
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North Queensland HG Association
PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob Hayes
0438710882 <rohayes@optusnet.com.au>;
V-Pres: John Creswell 0400 122261; SeelTrs:
Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,
0418 963796 d nfo@azurephotography.com.au>.
Queensland HG Association
Pres: Greg Hollands <greg.s.hollands@
transport.qld.gov.au>, PO Box 61, Canungra
QLD 4275 07 38448566.
South Australian HG/PG/ML Association
SAHGA Inc, cJO PO Box 6260, Hallifax St,
Adelaide SA. All email: <sahga.exec@gmail.
com>. Pres: Stuart McClure 0428 100796;
SecJTrs: Rob Woodward 0408 808436.
Tasmanian HG & PG Association
[www.thpa.net). Pres: Stephen Clark 0419
997550, <stephenmclark@iprimus.com.au>;
V-Pres: Pete Steane 0407 887310 <psteane@
vtown.com.au>; SecJTrs: Simon Allen 0438
086322, <simon.allen@csiro.au>. Northern
TAS info: Richard Long (Burnie PG pilot), 0438
593998, <northern@thpa.net>.
Victorian HG and PG Association
PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au). Pres: Phil Campbell 0438 428569
<campbell.p@giant.net.au>; Sec: Nick Abicare
0418104506 <nick.abicare@gm.com>;Trs:
Stephen Leake 0409 553401 <sleak75@
gmail.com>; SO: Kevin Grosser 0419 022225
<iitespeedrs4@gmai l.com>; Sites: Mark
Pike 0408 801356 <mark.pike@baesystems.
com>; Committee: Hugh Alexander 0417
355578 <hughbert.skypig@hotmail.com>, Jan
Bennewitz 0423 139923 dan.Bennewitz@
gmail.com>, Tony Hughes 0417 379847
<thughes@gordontafe.edu.au>, Anthony
Meechan 0407 163796 <meeks65@yahoo.
com.au >.
The Pico Club (National Paramotor Club)
Pres: Andrew Shipley <andrewshipley@net
space.net.au>; V-Pres: Grant Cassar <granC
cassar@yahoo.com; Tres: Chris Drake <hgfa@
chrisdrake.com>; Sec: Jos Weemaes 02 6026
5658 <jweemaes@bordernet.com.au>.
NEW SOUTH WALES
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
[www.bmhgc.org.au]. Pres: Kacper Jankowski
<KJankowski@ccia.unsw.edu.au>; V-Pres:
Gregor Forbes 0421 376680 <forbesy@virgin
broadband.com.au>; Sec: Alexander Drew 0423
696677 <revant01@yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Allan
Bush (HG 550) <bethandallan@bigpond.com>,
0407 814524; Comps: Mark Stewart (PG SO)
<artik_mark@yahoo.com .au>, 0421 596345,
Comp: 2nd and last Sunday of each month.
Meetings: Contact committee.
Central Coast Sky Surfers
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [www.
centralcoastskysurfers.com). Pres: Glen McFarlane 0414 451050 <glenbuiit@bigpond.com>;
V-Pres: Jeff Terry 0416 291545 <jeff@survival
solutions.com.au>; Sec: Julie Terry 0411 567825,
<julie@survivalsolutions.com.au>;Trs: Paul Cox
0417355897, <coxy@ccparagliding.com .au>,
SSOs: Paul Cox 0417 355897, Javier Alvarez
0418 116681. Meetings: 1st Thu/month,
7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, lIya Ave, Erina.
Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club
6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486, <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>; Trs: Michael P~rter
0415920444; 550: Peter Dall 0428 813746.
Hunter Skysailors Paragliding Club
Pres/SSO: James Thompson 0418 686199,
<jamesflys@gmail.com>;V-Pres: Brent
Leggett 0408 826455, <brent@fla shme.
co.au>; Sec: Albert Hart 0421 6470 13
<albert.hart@bigpond.com>; Meetings: Last
Tue/month, 7pm, Hexham Bowling Club.
IIlawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti 1@
bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; 550: Tim
Causer 0418433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415920444 <MichaeI.Porter@jllrld.
com.au>; V-Pres: James Ryrie 02 61610225
<James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Mourant
0248464144 <tully@ispdr.net.au>.
Manilla SkySaiiors Club Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wen ness
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02 67856545, <skygodfrey@aol.com>, V-Pres:
Matt Morton <Matt.Morton@defence.gov.
au>, Sec: Suzi Smith <suzismith@hotmail.com>,
Trs: Bob Smith <bobskisan@hotmail.com>, 550
(HG) Patrick Lenders 02 67783484 <patrick.
lenders@gmail.com>, SSO (WM): Willi Ewig
02 67697771 <skyranch@gmx.net>.
Mid North Coast HG and PG Club
Pres: Nigel Lelean 0419442597; 550: Lee
Scott 0429 844961.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 64 Broadmeadow NSW 2292; [www.
nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dawson Brown 0429
675475 <dawson@bmhgc.org.au>; V-Pres:
Gary Herman 0401 772289 <garyherman@
aapt.net.au>; Sec: Don Bremner 0421
346997, <dmbremner@optusnet.com>; Trs:
Allan McMillan 0400 637070 <adm@idl.
com.au>; 50s: Coastal- Tony Barton 0412
607815, Inland - Scott Barrett 0425 847208
John O'Donohue 02 49549084, PG - James'
Thompson 02 49468680; Newsletter: David
Stafford 02 49215832 <editor@nhgc.asn.au>.
Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm South
Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.
Northern Rivers HG and PG Club
PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net]. Pres: Jan Smith 0438 876926
<jansmith.cloudnine@gmail .com>; V-Pres:
Brian Rushton 0427 615950 <byronair@
optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Marco Veronesi 0405
151515 <lucky_mpv@yahoo.com.au>; Trs:
Paul Gray 0407 738658 <mystralmagic@
gmail.com.au>; PR: Cedar Anderson 0429
070380 <cedaranderson@gmail.com>; Sites:
Peter Wagner 0431 120942, Col Rushton
0428751379 <colin.rushton@bigpond.
com>; 550 (PG): Lindsay Wooten 0427 210993
<lindsaywootten@bigpond.com>; 550 (HG):
Andrew Polidano 0428 666843 <andrew@
poliglide.com>. Meetings: 2nd Wed/month,
7pm, Byron Services Club.
Stanwell Park HG and PG Club
PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508; Pres:
Chris Clements 0414 777853 <president@fly
stanwell.com>; V-Pres: Tony Sandeberg 0413
593054 <vice-president@flystanwell.com>;
Sec: Jorj Lowrey 0400 937234 <secretary@fly
stanwell.com>; Trs: Peter Ffrench 0403 076149
<treasurer@flystanwell.com>; M/ship: Nir Eshed
0423422494 <nir@fiystanwellcom>; 550: Mark
Mitsos 0408 864083, <SSO@flystanwell.com>.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dean Tooker <capebanks@unwired.com.
au>; V-Pres: Brett O'Neil <b0307@westnet.
com.au>; Trs: John Selby 02 93447932 <john
selby@idx.com.au>; Sec: Bruce Wynne 0417
467695 <bwynne@bigpond.net.au> or <sydney
hangglidingclub@y7mail.com>; DevfTrain:
Owen Wormald 02 94667963 <owen
wormald@nab.com.au>; 50: Bruce Wynne,
Doug Sole; 550: Ken Stothard. Meetings: 3rd
Wed/month, 7:30pm Botany RSL, Botany.
Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103. Pres:
Peter Rundle <sf27m z@gmail.com>;
V-Pres: Brett Coupland 0409162616,
<nbf@whirlwind.com.au>; Sec: Kirsten Seeto
0405 887857 <k_seeto@hotmail.com>; Social
Sec: Shanta Wallace 0416 938227 <shanta@
noworries-hg.com>; Committee: Graeme Cran
<crannie@ccparagliding.com.au>, Sandy
Thomson <sandythomsonl @bigpond.com>,
Jeff Woodhall <jeff@erratic-demon.co.ub.
NORTHERN TERRITORY
Alice Springs HG and PG Club
Pres: Ricky Jones 0406 098354, <redcentre
paragliding@yahoo.com>, contact for paramotoring, PG ridge soaring and thermal flying.
QUEENSLAND
Caboolture Microlight Club
50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563, <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254,
<crezzi@lineone.net>; 50: Graham Roberts
07 32676662, <trike@tpg.com.au>
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 6468, Cairns QLD 4870. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <rohayes@optusnet.com.
au>; V-Pres/50: Brett Collier 0431 151150
<brettcollier@bigpond.com>; Sec: Lance
Keough, 31 Holm St, Atherton OLD 4883,
0740912117; Trs: Nev Akers 07 40532586.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41, Canungra OLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au). Pres: Phil Mcintyre <president@chgc.

ALL CLUBS PLEASE CHECK DETAILS IN THIS SECTION CAREFULLY
Could all Clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details of their Executive
Committees and contacts here in the magazi ne. Specific attention is directed to the listing of
SSOs and 50s for the Clubs. Please ALL CLUBS and nominated Senior 50s and SOs confirm
ALL 550 and 50 appointments with the HGFA Office <office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that
those holding these appointments have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive
notices and correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required to be
endorsed by Clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if confirmation
is not received, those listed in the Database where no current form s or confirmation is held
the appointment will be taken as having expired.
General Manager, HGFA
asn.au>; V-Pres : Lee Patterson <vicepresident
@chgc.asn.au>; Sec: Mark Kropp <secretary@
chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Brandon O'Donnell
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Ed: Cameron
McNeill 0419 706326; Gen-Exec: Greg
Hollands <gem@chgc.asn.au>; SSO PG:Phil
Hystek 07 55434000 (h), 0418 155317 <sso
@chgc.asn.au>; SSO HG: Lee Patterson
0417025732 <sso@chgc.asn.au>.
Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.
'The Lagoons' Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec:
James Lowe 0418 963315, <j.lowe@cqu.
edu.au>; Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699
<jaw12@bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wali
0427 177237, <jonathon.a.wall@team.
telstra.com>; 550: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187,
0749387607. Towing Biloela: Paul Barry
07 49922865, <prbarry@tpg.com.au>.
Conondale Cross-Country Club
[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres: Denis
Davis 0428 130375 <icaro_oz@yahoo.
com>; Sec: Andrew Dobinson 0438 783964
<andrewdobinson@gmail.com>; Trs: Steve
Stocker 0411 226733 <steve_stocker@
optusnet.com.au>.
Dalby Hang Gliding Club
17 Mizzen St, Manly West OLD 4179. Pres:
Daron 'Boof' Hodder 0431 240610, <daron@
aclad.com.au>; SecJTrs: Annie Crerar 0418
711821, <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; 550:
Jason 'Yoda' Reid 0424 293922, <jasonr@
gleda.com.au>.
Fly Killarney Inc.
Pres/SSO: Lindsay Wootten 0427 210993,
<iindsaywootten@bigpond.com>; V-Pres :
Alistair Gibb 0414 577232, <l1thhour@iinet.
net.au>; SecJTrs: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256,
<s.fardell@uq .edu.au>.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey
Cole 0408 420808, 07 5455 4661; V-Pres
& 550 (HG): David Cookman 0427 498753'
V-Pres (PG): Tex Beck 0407 238017; Trs: '
Gary Allen 0417 756878; Sec: Chris Ferreira
0420980572 <kcplans@hotmail.com>; (HG):
David Cookman 0427 498573, 07 54498573;
550 (PG): Jean-Luc Lejai lle 0418 754157,
07 54863048.
Wicked Wings Club
Toowoomba & District PG/HG Club Inc
19065A Thallon Rd, Kensington Grove 'QLD
4341. Pres: Peter Schwenderling 0427 461347
<swendol@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: Craig Dunn
<craigrdunn@y7mail.com>, Sec: Sonya Fardell
0415 156256, <s.fardell@uq.edu.au> Sonya
Fardell, 260 Postman's Ridge Rd, Helidon Spa
QLD 4344.
Whitsundays HG Club
SecJTrs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
0749555122, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.
TASMANIA (see States & Regions)
VICTORIA
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Dale Appleton 0408382635; 550: Rob van der Klooster
0408 335559. Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue
see [www.dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].
Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205
[www.melbourne.vhpa.org.au] . Pres: Gabriel
Toniolo 0407544511, <gabriel.toniolo@
hotmail.com>; Sec: Scott Rawlings 0409
675408, <scottrawlings@ymail.com >; Trs:
Noel Bear 0425 801813, <treasurer@mhgc.
asn.au>; 550: Peter Holloway 0408 526805,
<info@freedomairsports.com.au>, Committee:
Glen Bachelor & Peter Casso Meetings: 3rd
Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686 Burwood Road,
Hawthorn East VIC 3123.
North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: John Chapman 0412159472 <chappo
252@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill Oates 0466 440
049 <secretary@nevhgc.net>; Trs/M/ship:
Greg Jarvisy 0407 047797; SSONHPA Rep: Joe
Rainczuk 0419 875367; Committee: Barb Scott

0408844224, Bill Brooks 0409 411791; 550:
Karl Texler 0428385144; Meetings: [www.
hgfa.asn.au/- nevhgcJ) .
Sky High Paragliding Club
[www.skyhighparagliding.org]; Pres: Steve Leak
<pres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0409 553
401; V-Pres: Alister Johnson 0418 323692 <vp@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Trs: Phil Lyng 0421
135894 <tres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Sec:
Frank Adler 0408 264615 <sec@skyhighparaglid
IOg.org.au>; M'ship: Loz Pozzani 0421 389839
<mem@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Nov Rep:
Mike Armstrong 0412 329442 <nov@skyhigh
paragliding.org.au>; Web: Frank Adler 0408 264
615 <wm@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Safety:
Hamish Barker 0437 137893 <safety@skyhigh
paragliding.org.au>; Committee: Dave Frecheville. Meetings: 1st Wed/month 8pm Retreat
Hotel, 226 Nicholson St, Abbotsford.
Southern Microlight Club
[http://home.vicnet.net.au/- stclub/). Pres:
Mark Howard 0419 855850 <mark.howard@
auspost.com.au>; V-Pres: Ken Jelleff <kenj@
jelfor.com.au>; SecJEd: Kelvin Glare 0421
060706 <kalkat@optusnet.com.au>; Trs: Dean
Marriott <dean@ultimate.net.au>. Meetings:
2nd Tue/month 8pm Manning-ham ClUb, 1
Thompsons Rd, Bulleen.
Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org) . Pres: Phillip Campbell 0419 302850,
<campbell.p@giant.net.au>; V-Pres: Anthony
Meechan 0407 163796, <meeks65@yahoo.
com.au>; Sec: Rachelle Guy 0438 368528,
<rachelle.guy@cgu.com.au>; Trs: Richard
Carstairs 0409 066860, <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; 550: Rohan Holtkamp
0408 678734 <Rohan@dynamidlight.com.
au>. Meetings: Last Sat/month, The Golden
Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Albany HG & PG Club
SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556; Sec: John
Middleweek 08 98412096, fax: 08 98412096.
Cloud base Paragliding Club Inc.
Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA 6051.
Pres: Mike Annear 0400775173 <mike@
mikeannear.com>; V-Pres: Eric Metrot 0407
003059<tromes@bigpond.com>; Trs: Colin
Brown 0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond
com>; Committee: Shelly Heinrich 0428
935462 <shellheinrich@hotmail.com>, Rod
Merigan 0439 967971 <rmerigan@q-net.net.
au>, Clive Salvidge 0402 240038 <clive@iinet.
net.au>, Julien Menager 0423 829346 <Julien.
me@gmail.com>; 50s: John Carman, Nigel
Sparg, Colin Brown, Mark Wild. Meetings: Last
Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne Park Bowling
Club, Park 51. Tuart Hill.
Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.
[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org). Kalgoorlie:
Pres: Toby Houldsworth <drogue@bigpond.
com>, 0428 739956; Trs/SSO: Murray Wood
<muzeI71@bigpond.net.au>, 08 90215771;
SecJSO: Richard Breyley <richard.breyley@
matsa.com.au>, 0417 986896. Perth: 550:
Mark Stokoe <Mark.Stokoe@heaith.wa.gov.
au>, 0414 932461.
Hill Flyers Club Inc.
<hillflyers@tpg.com.au>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; SecJSSO: Gary Bennet
0412611680; 550: Gavin Nicholls 0417
690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397, Dave
Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held on site
during club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.
Western Microlight Club Inc.
Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres: Keith
Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey 0428
504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408 949004.
Western Soarers
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>, PO Box 483, Mt
Hawthorn WA 6915. Pres: Michael Duffy
<iehanggliding@gmail.com>;V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jason.kath@yahoo.com.au>; SecJTrs:
Mirek Generowicz 0427 778280, <mgenerow@
optusnet.com.au>; SSOs: Shaun Wallace, Gavin
Nicholls, Matty Coull, Rick Williams, Michael
Duffy. Meetings: See [http://au.groups.yahoo.
com/group/western_soarers/).
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Canungra Classic 2010

"

2 to 9 October 2010
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~ Weekend Warrior Series 11
~ 2010/2011

Round 1: 2, 3, 4 October 2010, Manilla
Round 2: 7, 8 November 2010, Hunter
Valley' max. 40 pilots
Round 3: 4, 5 December 2010, Manilla
Round 4 : 8, 9 January 2011 , Killarney'
Round 5: 2, 3 April 2011 , Manilla
• in negations with clubs
This comp is aimed at nov/int interest in entry-level
GPSlTask base competition. It is about the promotion
of skills, safety and fun. C-grade sanction (pending).
Reserve, UHF Radio, any GPS (GPS pool, see website).
Cost: $25 per round or $100 prepaid for the series of
11 tasks. Payment and pilot registration at Oz Comps
WWS [www.randomkingdom.com .au/wws]. Che Golus
<chegolus@gmail.com> or James <jamesflys@gmail.com>.

. . 49th Multi Class Nationals

W

4 to 15 October 2010

Hosted by the Darling Downs Soaring Club at
Dalby aerodrome, QLD. For further information
contact <info@ddsc.org.au> .

~ Canungra Cup 2010

VI 23 to 30 October 2010
Canungra, Qld. AAA, FAI Cat 2. The Cup will consist
of eight comp days. Due to popular demand in previous years, a selection process will be applied should
the comp become over-subscribed. A maximum of 80
pilots plus five wild cards will be accepted . Please
note the following dates: Onl ine registration opens
16 July, 20:30 (AEST) GMT +10. If over-subscribed by
20 August, the Priority Selection Process as outlined
in the latest edition of the HGFA Comps Manual wi ll
apply. Pilots will be notified via email of their registration status. Those who qualify are given until
27 August to pay the full fee to secure their place.
If payment has not been rece ived, pi lots on the
waiting list will be offered those places. Contacts:
Dave Gibbs, Gavin Zahner, [www.canungracup.org].

.

. . Bendigo GC Melbourne Cup
W Weekend Coaching Camp
30 October to 7 November 2010
Enjoy coaching and XC flying over the Melbourne
Cup weekend and, weather permitting, through the
week. Aerotow and winch launches will be available.
Enquiries to Rob Young, ph: 03 54439169.

G "A

~ ~6th Annual Gather-

V

mg of the Moths

19 and 20 November 2010
Mt Beauty, VIC. Flyers of all denominations are,
once again, invited to fly the sheltered Kiewa Valley,
at the foot of our picturesque Alps.Full range of
accommodation available. Ph: Mark Ghirardello
03 57544572 or 0409 544572.

A

2010 Airborne Gulgong Classic

"

21 to 27 November 2010

To be held on the airfield at Gulgong over seven
days. Saturday the 20th wi ll be the practice day.
It is expected this will be an AA grade compo Further
details available from the comp website [www.
gulgongclassic.com].

27 November to 4 December 2010
Practice day: 27th . Lake Keepit Soaring Club, NSW.
Al l classes including Club Class. For further information and entry form see [www.keepitsoaring.com].
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Forbes Flat an s Sports
Class Championships

28 December 2010 to 1 January 2011

XC Seminar & Tuning Seminar
28 December 2010 to 1 January 2011

Record Flying or Aerotow
Endorsement Course
Forbes Flatlands HG Champs 2011

Warkworth NSW. A great week of soaring. Come fly
with the eagles. GFA Coach. Clubhouse accommodation avai lable, or bring a tent. Feel free to turn
up for the weekend prior to enjoy nine days of fun
and flying. Daily tasks will be set, or enjoy the valley
view from the air at your own pace. A beautifu l and
challenging environment. Enquires to Mark Rowe,
02 65773302 or 0438 714 238; or Mick Webster,
0418 269145.

30 October to 2 November 2010

Planned Forbes Events 2011:

" I d

28 December 2010 to 1 January 2011

25 to 31 October 2010

Bacchus Marsh Airfield, VIC. Australia n Gliding
Museum open day and barbecue: Sunday 31
October. All interested in vintage gliding are

a

~

30/31 October & 112 November 2010

. . NSW State Gliding
W Championships

W

.,,~

Mt Beauty, VIC. We've booked Mt Beauty Bush Lodge
for all pilots to stay at. The cost of the accommodation was worked into this year's comp fee. The lodge
is right next to the little Emu bomb-out. Classes
are Open, King Posted, Open Crossbar. The comp
style is simple: Fly as far as you can each day. Out
and returns, straight lines, accuracy landings are
scored. You can fly multiple times a day from the
same hill. The comp cost is $110 incl. three nights
accommodation at the lodge, breakfasts and the
Monday night BBQ with beer. Prizes and trophies
to be awarded on Tuesday morning. Organiser:
Will Faulkner 0411 205718, Duty Pi lot: Pat
McMahon, Comp channel UHF 16 TSQL 100,
[www.ridethespiral.netl?pagejd=1970].

. . Hunter Valley Gliding Club
W Soaring Week

. . Melbourne Cup Vintage Rally

_ ~'-

bc~~IC'\...A.....

Registration: 1 October from 3pm. Opening ceremony:
6pm. Venue for the Classic this year will be held at
the Canungra Hotel. Entry fee: $210 plus $30 non- ~...
~
CGHC members, includes T-shirt and presentation
~-2
dinner. Late fee after 1 September: $30. Mandatory:
~
minimum int rating, parachute, 3D GPS, & HG FA
~
~k~
membership. Classes Open, Best of the Rest, Floater.
Competition rating AA. Reg istration : [www.triptera.
welcome. Contact Dave Goldsmith 03 54283358
com.au/canungra/classic2010/] or <rkowald@
<daveandjenne@gmail.com> or Ian Patching
hotmail.com>. Also [www.ch gc.com.au](follow0394383510 <patching@westnet.com .au>.
the links) . Competition director: Marty Bennett
<mbmartino56@gmail.com.au> or 0400 155864.
~ Ride The Spiral Spring Comp

t'.

~

. . Vintage Gliders Australia
W Annual Rally
1 to 9 January 2011
Bordertown-Keith Gliding Club. It just keeps getting
better! Contact Ian Patching <patching@westnet.
com.au>. See websites [www.vintageglidersa ustralia.
org.au] and [www.brookmanon line.comJ.

2 January 20

11

to

12 J
2011
anuary

We plan two competitions at Forbes next summer:
The main Open Class comp and a separate Sports
Class comp to be held beforehand. The focus is an
introduction to comp flying, with in-depth weather
and task briefing each morning. Gerolf Heinrichs will
be Meet Director, chair the morning briefing and also
fly the task. In the evening we'll have social/BBQI
meal and de-brief of the day's flights. Entry or tow
fees have not been finalised yet. It depends on the
budget I can put together and how many pilots are
interested. Please register your interest at [www.
moyes.com.au/Forbes2011].
At the same time Curt Warren and Jonny Durand
will host a Cross-Country and Tuning seminar. As
well as the Sport Class competition and the CrossCountry seminar, towing will be available all day
for all pilots from 28 December to 2 January 2011.
Come join us to practice for the Open Class comp or
obtain an aerotow endorsement or attempt record
flights with Attila Bertok or have your glider tuned
by Jonny Durand. You need to register your interest
for each category so we can be sure to have enough
Dragonflies available. Contact: Vicki Cain, Moyes
Delta Gliders, ph: 02 93164644, [www.moyes.com.au].

A

Bogong Cup 2011

"

16 to 22 January 2011

Mt Beauty, VIC. Registration: 15 January. Entry fee:
$120. We'll be running two HG comps this season:
a Grand Prix and an Assigned Area Task event.
Each comp will be limited to 20 pilots. Fu ll details
at [www.sacra.biz/bogong]. Contact Wesley Hill
on 0408 305943 or <wes.hi ll@yahoo.com.au>.

. . Corowa Classic 2011

W

21 to 29 January 2011

20m seat Grand Prix style competition, hosted by
Austra lian Soaring Centre Corowa and Corowa City
Shire. A friendly competition designed to introduce
competitors to grand prix racing and an opportunity
to learn from the some of Europe's best pilots. Entry
fee $300 by 21 November 2010, late fee $350. Further information via [www.australian-soaring-corowa.
com/l. email <f.bruinsma@mikefox.ni> or Peter
Summersby 0413028737 <pjsum@bigpond.com>.

. . Women in Gliding Week

W

23 to 29 January 2011

Benalla, VIC. Contacts: Louise (LLU) <iouise@asw19.
com>, ph: 0448 625022, 03 93299329 (outside office
hours please) or Rhonda, GCV Office Manager, during office hours <gliding@benalla.net.au>, ph: 03
57621058 (please leave message if not answered) .

~ Manilla XC Camp 2011
•

24 January to 3 February 2011

Mt Borah, NSW. A FREE event for XC pilots of all
classes as there is no XC Open event this year. The
October 2010

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
11 day XC Camp will provide on line scoring and
some day and final prizes in various categories. The
event wi ll attract many international and loca l pilots
seeking points for the worldwide OLC XC contest
and provide an excellent opportunity for new XC
pilots to watch and learn. Come for as many days
as you like and share the skies and stories as you
fly for distance each day. Designed to bring out a
pi lots personal best there wil l be full day briefings
by Godfrey Wenness, camp fire discussion, live
music and alternate activities. Camping or cabins
at Mt Borah offer great va lue and now there is a
swimming pool to refesh in after a long Xc. Borah
Basher service wi ll run as always. 2 retreive buses
are avai lable for those without teams. Contact
Godfrey: <skygodfrey@aol.com> or see the website
[www.xcopen .0rgJ.

_

~

Horsham Week 2011
5 to 12 February 2011

Horsham aerodrome, VIC. Entries (max imum 40 gliders) will be accepted up to the first comp day, $100
fee. Visit [www.horshamweek.org.auJ for official entry
form, turnpoints and loca l comp rules. Flarm is mandatory. To ensure your place, please ema il the Competition Director well beforehand indicating your intention to attend. Contact: David Cleland (03 93333638,
0417766208 or <cd@ horshamweek.org.au>. The
comp will be preceded by the VSA Cross-Country Coaching Week featuring seminars, pre-flight briefings and
post-flight analyses and wi ll now include two streams
for novice cross-country and advanced soaring pilots.
Coaching contacts: Ian Grant (03 98771463, 0418
271767 or <ian.grant.gliding@gmail.com> and
David Wilson (0407 825706 or <dwjcra@ozemail.
co.au> . We'd like to add some history of Horsham
Week Comps to the new permanent website for

all future comps. Please send material, especia lly
photos, to <webmaster@horshamweek.org.au >.

A r;. Women With Wings II
"V
7 to 11 March 2011

Bright, VIC. Skills Clinic. Registration: Sunday
6 March . Full -time HG & PG in structors and
mentors, XC flying in the Ovens and Kiewa Valleys,
workshops, prizes, presentation dinner and LOTS
more. For HG & PG women of al l skill levels. Pilots
whose memberships have lapsed wi ll have the
opportunity to recertify. More details to come! Ph:
Helen 0427 656545 or <hmckerral@adam.com .au> .

_

Lake Keepit Regatta

~ 20 to 26 February 2011
Maximum of 30 gl iders, on a first come basis;
limited on-site accommodation available. Entry
fee of $100 per aircraft. Further details [www.
keepitsoaring.comJ, <comps@keepitsoaring.com >
or phone Tim Carr on 0414 405544.

~ Ozone Corryong Open
& Australian Nationals
_
26 February to 5 March 2011
Corryong, VIC. CAT2/AAA sanction. Organiser: Peter
Bowyer 0412 486114 or diy@corryongopen.com .
au>. Website: [www.corryongopen.com.auJ.

e

~ Wylie Classic
27 February to 5 March 2011

A fun cross-country competition for pilots of all
ratings held at Wyalkatchem in Western Australia.
Practice day and registration on Saturday 26
February. Enquiries to Richard Breyley 0417 986896,
<richard .breyley@matsa.com.au>. Website: TBA.

_
Victorian State
~ Gliding Competition
6 to 13 March 2011
Ararat Airfield, VIC. Maximum 40 entries. Further
information in a future Soaring Australia and on the
VSA website [home.vicnet.net.au/- vicsoari/eventsl
events.htmJ. Contact Maurice Little on 03 93510964.

r;. Paragliding State of Origin
_

Easter, 22 to 24 April 2011

Mt Borah, NSW. A great way to get into comp and
XC flying in a fun and safe way. The comp is based
on flying five pilot teams: one adv, two nov pilots
and two other pilots, so get your crew together.
Handicapping is used for scoring. C-grade (pending).
Reserve, UHF radio and at least three hours XC are
required. XC course recommended. Comp fee $20.
Register at Oz Comps. Contact: James Thompson
on 02 49468680 or <jamesflys@gmail.com>, [www.
hunterskysailors.org.au/sooJ for info and pilot pack.

r;. NZ vs Australia PPG Champs
V

Easter, 22 to 25 April 2011

This comp alternates yearly between Australia and NZ.
Trophies: Best NZ and Best Australian Pilot. The winning country takes home the Anzac trophy. The
comp will also serve as the National Championships
for each country. Information: [www.ppgaustralia.
com/Auss ieVKiwi/Ausc V_NZ_PPG.htmJ. Only members of the NZHGPA & HGFAlPICO may compete in
sanctioned events. Tasks: foot drag, cloverleaf, slowl
fast, take-off, power off landing, power on touch &
go landing, kite war, bomb drop, ball scoop & drop,
beam wa lk, efficiency, economy race. Contact: Brett
Coupland 0409 162616.

Classifieds· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
GFA

NOTICE TO ALL GFA ADVERTISERS
All advertisements and payment can be sent to:
The Gliding Federation of Australia Inc/Advertising
level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062 .
Ph: 03 9303 7805, Fax: 03 9303 7960
Email: <Advertising@sec.gfa.org.au>
Advertisements may be emailed in high resolution
(300dpi at 100% size) using TIF or EPS formats.
Photographs may be provided in either photo print
or slides. low resolution digitals are not suitable.
Photographs, slides or disks may be returned. Please
include a self-addressed and stamped envelope
for the return of any promotional material.
All GFA advertisements must be paid for prior to
publication. (Payment by cheque, money order or
credit card). Don't forget Classifieds deadline is the
25th of the month, for publication five weeks hence.
For current advertising fees, go to [www.gfa.org.aul .

Single-seater Sailplanes
ASW 15 GYU, 3600 hrs, 3100 landings. Enclosed
trailer, tow-out gear, basic in struments, incl. 360ch
radio, boom mike, barograph & Zander SR820
computer. Urgent sa le - make an offer. Ph: 08
82887881 or 0448 676499.
ASW 17 VH-YKL, complete enclosed trailer &
instruments now in Australia, $35000. Ph: Brad
Edwards 0427 202535 or 02 677 11733.
ASW 20A for urgent sa le or partnership. NZ owner
moving to Melbourne, Feb 2011. All the gear included, ready to ship for summer. Email for details, make
me an offer: <wingswinewomen@g mail.com>.
ASW 20BL VH-HDY, 15m & 16.6m configurations.
2650 hrs, 860 land ings. Comp ready. Excellent trailer.
October 2010

Full tow-out gear. Many extras. Price negotiable.
Ph: Gary 03 53524938, or <gstevo@dodo.com.au>.

parachute. Ph: Rob 08 93062241,0428270153 or
<rvduffy@bigpond .net.au>

ASW 20F, less than 200 hrs, incomplete project,
good tra il er, new tow-out gear, ca ll for photo &
details. Ph: Ross Ginder 0409 614319.

Jantar 2 Std VH-IZT, 1850 hrs, 11 00 landings. Good
clean condition. Microair radio, Borgelt instrumentation, canopy hinge. Well thought-out trailer & all
tow-out gear. Competitive Standard Class performance at $28000 neg. Ph: Paul 0404 851876.

Cirrus GQT, 2550 hrs, 1220 landings. Good trailer,
wi ng tip extensions. $23000. Form 2 just completed.
Ph: Tony Scarlett 07 46614090.
Due to fleet upgrade Darling Downs Soaring
Club offers for sa le the following aircraft: SchemppHirth Ventus B VH-GGH Serial No 53. HIS 3776 hrs
@ 06/06/10. Form 2 inspection due 2011 1/10. 15m
winglets & 16.6m tips included. Tail tank & Bond
ail eron mod for superior handling. Instruments: ASI,
ALT, Bohli compass, Winter mechanical vario, Borgelt
B400 vario, Becker AR3201 comm, Boom mic, set
up for Colibri logger (Co libri not included), OzFlarm,
dual battery set-up. Trailer & tow-out gear. Asking
price $50000. Email: <info@ddsc.org.au>.
HPH 304 Shark VH-GAG, built 2008. 18m Class
competition glider, on ly 250 hrs, immaculate showroom condition, factory finished in polyurethane,
cobra trailer & tow-out gear. Great performer & current holder of severa l international glider records
with longest flight of over 1200km. Current new
price for this glider wou ld be over $175000, excellent
opportunity to buy Australian demo for $145000 to
make way for Jet Shark in 2011. Ph: Andrew 0488
161844 or <georg028@bigpond.com>.
Discus B, incl. L-Nav, GPS, Microair radio & an
enclosed trailer. The glider is based at Gawler & has
been well maintained with a good finish & in excellent condition . $60000 ono. Ph: Bruce 0407795412.
Jantar 2 Std VH-UKP, $25000 ono. 2060 hrs, 850
landings, registered 1211981 Custom made trailer,
groundhandling gear, Borgelt basic instruments,
vario, speed to fl y & final glide computers. Turn &
bank, Becker radio, oxygen (d iluter demand system),

Jantar 2 Std VH-IUD, wing lets, Flarm, recently
comp leted Form 2 & ready for the soaring season
with all tow-out gear & enclosed trailer $22000 ono.
Ph: 0438 047985.
Libelle 201 B VH -GCJ, serial number 454. 2900 hrs,
new canopy, new panel with Borgelt vario, LX20
GPS logger, radio & Flarm. New water bags & c/w
tow-out gear & a good trailer. Wing covers & fresh
Form 2, $16000. Ph: 02 66243999.
Mini Nimbus B, excellent cond ition, always
hangared, refinished in PU, 2150 hrs, Becker rad io,
parachute, wing lets, Winter vario, Blumenauer variol
speed to fly, oxygen, turn & bank, aluminium trailer
for one-man rig/derig. $30000. Ph: 03 9846 6525 or
<gillmanm@bigpond.com>.
Pilatus B4, fresh Form 2 & 30 yearly, low hrs,
retractable, Microair VHF, enclosed trailer, $15000.
Ph: 0419 804248.
Std Cirrus VH-GJR, Borgelt vario with averager &
speed command, Cambridge electric va ri o, Microair
radio, dual battery instal lation, Swiss cylindrical
aluminium trailer & tow-out gear. Same owner
since purchase at World comps Waikerie 1974, H
1800 hrs, $16000 ono. Ph: Marc 0408 819998 or
<michellm@bigpond.com>.
Std Cirrus GOX, excellent condition. New gelcoat,
wing lets, Flarm, Microair radio, tow-out gear,
very good enclosed trailer, $21.000 ono. Ph: 03
97437605 or <aekreti@b igpond.net.au>.
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Ventus 2ex 18m - sell aircraft, incl. trailer, available for inspection at Warwick airfield, Qld. Ph: 0419
989288 or 0438 371145 to discuss further.

Two-seater Sailplanes
ASK13 VH-PXI, 40 yearly completed, flies well,
great Blanik replacement for training, $15000.
Ph: Bob Mcdonald 02 63376618.
Duo Discus T VH-JSR best Duo in Australia, like new,
beautifully finished, meticulously maintained, winglets, handles like a Duo X, low engine hrs, complete
package with parachutes, instruments, oxygen, trailer.
Ph: Shane 0418 759310, <mac53@ecn.net.au> or
Ralph 07 38436178 (h), <rhenderson@iinet.net.au>.
Two Grob 103's & one trailer based at Gawler. Min
hrs remaining. Make an offer. Ph: Bruce 0407795412.

Highly optioned new demo unit, <6 launches
& test hrs for CofA only. One-man self-rig package
(20 min), steerable tail wheel, super Cobra trailer.
Pure fun & independence. Price neg. Ph: Greg
0400 114747 or < gregdoylel@me.com> .

IS28b2, damaged but repairable. Good option as
many Blaniks have been grounded. SIN 24. Repainted inside & out. Damage as follows, Fuselage centre
section LHS (minor), RH wing no visible damage LH
wing bent back slightly (at 2m from tip) Ol hauled
Oleo. Complete except for instruments. Benalla, Vic,
$1500. Ph: Graeme 0428 848486.
IS28. Due to fleet restructuring the Gliding Club
of Victoria offers for sale one of either of its IS28s,
CQD (7500 hrs TT) or WVV (13250 hrs TT). Both
28s are in very good condition with standard
instruments & radio. The price is $19000 &
$16000 respectively & it was thought VV could be
attractive to a small club or syndicate. Ph: Robert 03
94894298 or <softdawn@optusnet.com .au>.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
HGFA

A true touring motor
Excellent condition.
Just completed 600 hrly and form 2. $140k. Fully
equipped and tooled. Details and photographs, Paul
<energy@whitsunday.net.au >

Ximango 2005
Self-Launching/Motor Gliders
ASH-2SJ under development, should be operational
by October. Top performance Open Class two-seater,
fully equipped, competition instruments, oxygen,
NOAH, parachutes, groundhandling gear, trailer,
fantastic performance, winner of several Nationals.
Sell or syndicate. Ph: Paul Mander 0417447974 or
<paul@mander.net.au>.
Dimona H36 with L2400 motor. Just finished
3000-hr survey & extension to 6000-hr life. Latest
motor & prop. Folding wings & transponder, flies
beautifully & all in excellent condition, $85000. Ph:
John 03 52366290.
Grob Twin III 103 Self-launcher. Very low hrs,
refinished; delight to fly. $125000 flyaway. $135000
with trailer tow away. Ph: Mark Rowe 0403 307363
or <justsoaring@gmail.com>.
GROB 3 SL VH-GLL 'Firesale' price, two-seat selflaunching sailplane, latest model with Discus type
wing, VG Avionics, 38:1 glide, excellent XC trainer or
self-launch conversions, new paint 2010 (P Holmes),
low hrs, approx. 550, canopies perfect, clam shell
Cobra trailer incl, complete package, all in excellent
condition. We must sell this glider now! Priced to
go at an absolute bargain price of $99000. Call us
for more info, our loss will be your gain! Ph: 02
66847627 or TXT 0400 553642 .
IS28. Due to fleet restructuring the Gliding Club
of Victoria offers for sale one of either of its IS28s,
CQD (7500 hrs TT) or WVV (13250 hrs TT). Both
28s are in very good condition with standard
instruments & radio. The price is $19000 &
$16000 respectively & it was thought VV could be
attractive to a small club or syndicate. Ph: Robert 03
94894298 or <softdawn@optusnet.com.au>.
TST-10M Atlas with enclosed factory trailer, towing gear, no parachute, no current Form 2, approx.
300 hrs, hangared over past two years unused, Rotax
447 engine, $45000 ono. Ph: Stefan 0402 280146.
Ventus cM self-launcher 17.6, winglets, - 800 hrs

TT. Engine 5 hrs, Altair, Vega, Dittel, Flarm. Cobra.
Refinished 2008. Fresh Form 2, perfect, beautiful.
Just fly it. $110000 (GST incl.) Ph: 02 66221666 or
<info@spe.com.au>.
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cards accepted. Contact: Gliding International,
79 Fifth Avenue, Tauranga, New Zealand. Email:
<office@glidinginternational.com>.
Sailplane & Gliding: The only authoritative
British magazine devoted entirely to gliding. 52 A4
pages of fascinating material & pictures with colour.
Available from the British Gliding Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester, England.
Annual subscription for six copies £17.50.
Sailplane Builder: Monthly magazine of the Sail plane Homebuilders Association . $US29 (airmail
$US46) to SHA, clo Murry Rozansky, 23165 Smith
Road, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA.
Soaring: Official monthly journal of the Soaring
Society of America Inc. PO Box 2100, Hobbs,nm
88241 USA. Foreign subscription rates (annually):
$US43 surface delivery; $US68 premium delivery.
Technical Soaring/OSTlV: Quarterly publicationof
SSA containing OSTIV & other technical papers. c/o
T U Delft, Fac Aerospace engineering, Kluyerweg 1,
NL-2629 HS DELFT, The Netherlands.
Vintage Times: Official newsletter of Vintage Gliders
Australia, edited by David & Jenne Goldsmith, PO Box
577, Gisborne VIC 3437, Membership $20 pa.

ZBF for Outback touring. Very good condition. 100
HP prop mods done. E 650. A 770. AH. DG. Nav com,
Cam vario, GPS, transponder, jacks, tools, spares, keylock, ELI $170,000, T hangar at Camden available.
Ph: Barry Bowerman 02 46366314, 0427 003644.

Tugs
Pawnee 235, currently used for spraying, square
wing tips, fibreglass fuselage mod, clusters done,
wing struts, x-ray up to date, large wheels, TTAF
about 4000, ETR 500+ hrs, good mechanical
condition, $35000 non-neg. Ph: 0428 718072.

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members
up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified
per person per issue will be accepted.
Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office
for membership verification/payment by email
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93362177 or post:
4a/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042.
The deadline is 25th of the month, for publication
five weeks hence. Submitted classifieds will run for
one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission
of the classified must be made, no advance bookings.
When submitting a classified remember to include
your contact details (for prospective buyers),
your HGFA membership number (for verification)
and the State under which you would like the
classified placed. (Note that the above does not
apply to commercial operators. Instructors may
place multiple classified entries, but will be
charged at usual advertising rates.)

Cast Brass Tail Skids - suit Schempp-Hirth &
similar, other shapes available on request. Ph: Ron
Grant 0412514151 or <ron @rgaccess.com> .

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required
for the specific aircraft being reflective of
the pilot's actual rating & experience. All
members must adhere to the maintenance
requirements as contained in Section 9 of
the Operations Manual & as provided by
manufacturers. Secondhand equipment
should always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible.
Advice should be sought as to the condition,
airworthiness & suitability of the aircraft.
It should include examination of maintenance logs for the aircraft. It is unethical
& a legally volatile situation for individuals
to provide aircraft which are unsuitable
for the skill level of the pilot, or aircraft
that are unairworthy in any way.

Gliding Publications

Hang Gliders & Equipment

Wanted
OPERATIONS MANAGER: The Gliding Club of
Victoria is seeking expressions of interest from Level
2 instructors to act as Operations Manager of our
mid-week operation over the coming soaring season
at Benalla. The position could be for the duration of
the full-time operation from November to March,
or part thereof. Initial contact should be through
Robert on 03 94894298 or <softdawn@optusnet.
com.au> .

Instruments & Equipment

Airborne Magazine: Covering all facets of
Australian & New Zealand modelling. The best value
modelling magazine. Now $60pa for six issues.
Plans & other special books available. PO Box 30,
Tullamarine, VIC 3043.
Free Flight: Quarterly journal of the Soaring Association of Canada. A lively record of the Canadian
soaring scene & relevant international news &
articles. $US26 for one year, $47 for two years, $65
for three years. 107-1025 Richmond Rd Ottawa,
Ontario K2B 8G8 Canada, email: <sac@sac.ca>.
Gliding International: The new international
gliding magazine edited by John Roake. Specialising
in being first with news from every corner of the
soaring globe. A$60 p.a. Personal cheques or credit

NEW SOUTH WALES
Airborne C14, red & black, good condition, sail
almost new, with base bar wheels, standard bag
& weatherproof bag, $1000 ono. Airborne Sting
2 154 XC, almost unflown, purple & green, with
standard, XC & weatherproof bags, $2700. Moyes
Matrix harness, red & black, in good condition,
suit pilot of average build around 6ft, with (so
far) unused Skyline parachute, $800 ono. Moyes
Contour harness, red & black, good condition, suit
pilot around 6ft, $300. Flytec 5030 flight computerl
vario, with integral GPS, works well, $800. Ph: 0427
430674 or <alaricgiles@yahoo.com >.
October 2010
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VICTORIA

Airborne Sting 2 int, flown about 20 times,
harness to suit 6' 1u 178kg, radio & Flytec instruments. All good quality, but with two babies I
cannot fly any more. Price negotiable. Ph: 0434
462252 for pictures, questions, etc.

Paragliders & Equipment
Gradient Bi-Golden Tandem 38. 2nd hand,
excellent condition. R15,000 (A$2.142). Gradient
Aspen 2 size 26 (Medium 70 to 100kg) R4000
(DHV2) (A$700), Gradient Golden 1 size 26
(Medium 70 to 100kg), mint cond ition (DHV1-2 low
end) R10,000 (A$1.428). Ph/txt: J. A. Nieuwoudt
+27(0)828926821, Skype <johannes.nieuwoudt> or
<r.nieuwoudt@gmail.com> .
NEW SOUTH WALES
Advance Alpha 4 DHV1, XS 23m', 55 to 75kg,
red & yellow, current model, excellent condition,
50 inland hrs, would suit new buyer, $3000. Ph:
Susi 0450 775758.

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Dynamic Flight School
Specialising in:
PARAGLIDING CENTRE

Hang Gliding & Microlightlng

We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely
renowned as Australia's best flying region.
Bright has been host to numerous Australian &
international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the
best, our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian
Paragliding Champion) has been involved in
paragliding since 1990 & instructing for over
10 years.
Courses
• Introductory & HG FA licence course
• Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
• SIV courses
• Tow courses
• XC tandem flights
• Equipment Sales
We are now conducting SIV courses.
See website for details.

~urses

~

17 Tansey Court, TrawaIla3373

Phone - 03 5349 2845
Email-Rohan@dynamicflight.com.au
Web - www.dynamicfligilt.com.au

Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Active Flight
Fred Gungl. ph: 0428 854455
www.activeflight.com.au

Bright
Victoria

EAGLE SCHOOL OF MICROLlGHTING
establ ished 1988

Intro and Full
Licensing Courses
Tandem Instructional
Flights
New & Used Gliders
Harnesses
BIOS Helmets
Radios
Varios
Garmin GPS
Reserves
Flight Suits
Flying Boots
Mystic Membership

QUEENSLAND
Airborne Edge X S82, Streak wing, 520 hrs, 25
hrs since top end overhaul, VHF radio, helmet, headsets, intercom, wing covers, new Brolga prop. Base
bar needs replacing. $11,000 ono. Ph: 0403 019453.
Nova X-Large Tandem, 150 to 220kg. Good
condition. SupAir (Airea branded) tandem pilot
harness - spread legs - with brand new reserve
parachute. Woody Valley harness with tick back
protection for passenger with 1hr flight time.
Passenger helmet. Info, photos, questions and test
fl ights on 0438612790.
VICTORIA
QUAD paramotor, can take passenger to 65kg.
313cc MZ34 4-blade performance exhaust 32hp,
stable, strong & easy to fly. VERY reliable. Many
extras, selling with Dudek Reaction TST-31 wing,
$7900 plus delivery. Easily dismantled. Ph: 0417
341367 or <bohdan392@gmail.com> .

• Apart from being fortunate enough to have the
most consistently reliable weather for training
in Australia ...
• Australia's longest running Microlight school.
• Our person centred approach means that we
value feedback and individually tailor our training
methods to suit the student's needs.
• We specialise in remedial training when you get
stuck in your present learning environment.
• We are interested in seeing you achieve your
goals and make your dreams a reality.
• You will receive ongoing support after
your licence
• We aim to shape you into a safe and confident
pilot by encouraging you to challenge yourself
in a safe and supportive environment.
• If you are already a Hang Glider, Paraglider or
Glider pilot you'll learn for half price!
We look forward to assisting you to master
a new set of skills which will take you
to new heights in every respect.
NO PRESSURE SALES!!! BUY IN YOUR OWN TIME
Feel free to contact us, we are happy to chat with you.
STEPHEN RUFFELS CFl
Mail address: 16 Hargreaves Road, Bright, 3741

General
KANGOOK
The latest range of Kangook paramotors,
Dudek Reflex paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares
& your reserve parachute equipment all on our
website for your inspection with prices. Ph:
Ben 0418 753220.

Why come to North-east Victoria
to learn with Eagle School?

100 Gavan St Bright Vic 3741
0357551753 - 0428 352048
www .alpinepara gliding .com

(03) 5750 1174 or (0428) 570 168
email <fly@eagleschool.com.au>
Look up our website:
[www.eagleschool.com.au]
download our'Learn to Fly' brochure
for what's involved, plus costs.

POLlGLlDE
The best quality multifunctional gloves on the
market. Three in one gives you 4 variations
adapted especially for Paraglider &
Hang glider pilots.
Contact: POLlGLlDEat
www.pollglide.com
October 2010

CONCERTINA BAG
PARA
PARA
PARA
PARA

SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina
SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina
SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina
SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina
www.parasupply.com

PRESS TO TALK SYSTEM
bag,
bag,
bag,
bag,

PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
www.parasupply.com
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NEW SOUTH WALES

NEW SOUTH WALES

HIGH ADVENTURE

Paragliding
and has more all year round flyable days than
anywhere else . It has 4 large safe astro-turfed
launches for nearly all wind directions - no need for
long drives to other sites. Great ridge soaring and
thermal XC flying all in one location. Hosted the
Manilla 2007 Paragliding World Championships I

• CFI Godfrey Wenness is the most experienced
paraglider pilot in Australia. Over 8000hrs airtime
since 1988, World Record 335kms (98-03 ), Longest
Tandem Flight 223kms (00-03), Multiple National
records, National XC League Winner (inaugural 01
& 02), Instructor Examiner, Aust Team Member,
Prototype Test Pilot, HGFA Safety & Ops Cltee,
Competition organiser and owner of Mt Borah .

• Novice license courses: Our famous 9 day livein course is the only one that goes beyond the
HGFA minimum requirements . It includes
thermalling , ridge soaring, safety manoeuvres and
much more. The course includes equipment, on
site accommodation and a $400 equipment
spending voucher .... all for only $1720 !

RAINBOW PARAGLIDING
APCO AUSTRALIA
Offering the full range
of APCO equipment

• Other tuition : personal 1on 1Thermalling, XC,
Skill Improvement, Refresher days & Intermediate,
Advanced , Tandem, Paramotor & other ratings.
• All EqUipment hire is available at excellent rates.

APCD Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and
100% satisfaction guarantee.
Test centre for APCD gliders {wwwapcoaviation.comj.

• HG &Skydlve to PG endorsements based on
skill competency for fast progression.

APCO Australia and PWC winner
of the Serial Class 2000

Australia's biggest distributor of

Established since 1996, Rainbow Parag liding is based on
the Sunshine Coast and Hinterl and. The school has access
to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the Cooloola
National Park including Teewah and world famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fl y all year round,
60km cross-country flights have been achieved in winter!
FULL LICEN CE CO URSE - Strictly on ly four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
REFRESHER COURSE - Groundhandling, top landing or asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the experts.
INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT - We have the sites, the weather and the
knowledge.
SALES AN D SERVICES - New and second-hand, trade-in,
maintenance and repai rs.
YO UR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety offi cer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 2,500 student days' experience,
instructing si nce 1995.

products, all online at the best prices

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding - APCO Australia
PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581
Ph: 0754863048 - 0418754157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>

Paragliding and Paramotoring
See our website for more details
www.highadventure.com.au

www.highadventure.com.au
(0429) 844961
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Professional Paragliding
Tandem Introductory Flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sa les and service

Dealer for Advance Charly Flytee Icom
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
5tanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www_adventureplusparagliding.com.au]
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best brands. Australian importer of ADVANCE,
FLYTEC, HANWAG, LAZER and more. Stockist
and service of all equipment new and used.

~

ADVANCE

;::

GRRMIN

FlVTEC.
~

0

.I./IZIR'
.. _. ..

.~,

~ ICOM ~~~
• Cabins and Camping on site. Stav at Mt Borah III
nice and quiet, great social scene, wireless internet,
swimming pool, and soon a colfee lounge and bar I

0261856545

~~ www.flvmanilla.com ~
~

Australia Wide Services
HGFA Approved Paraglider
Testing & Repairs

~

God\rey@l\ymanllla.com

Australia'S onlv World Class
Fiving Site and School
Advertising Index
- October 2010

[www.paraglidingrainbow_com]
NEW SOUTH WALES

• ONLY the highest QualitY eQulpmem from the

• Comprehensive testing and repairs
to all paragliders
• Fully equipped service and repair
agents for:
Advance, Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin,
Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk, Nova, Ozone,
Para tech, Sky, Swing, UP
• Full written report
• Harness repair and modifications
• Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
• Parachute repacking
• Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,
New Zealand and Asia
• Prompt turnaround

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330
Mob: 0417 776550
Email: dly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]

Airborne
Airtime Products
Cross Country Magazine
Eco Watch
GCV Ops Manager
GFA Form 2
High Adventure
Hunter Valley GC
JS1 Revelation
Keepit Soaring
Manilla PG - Accessories
Microair Avionics
OAMPS
Paragliding Headquarters
Poliglide Paramotors
Team 5
SportAviation PL
Poliglide
Swift Avionics
VSC XC Coaching Week

IBC

13
11
29
9
7
IBC
9
BC
19
15
BC
17
35
23
5
29
IBC
BC
37
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Stay at High Adventure's Beach House
situated in Pilots Paradise - Laurieton, NSW
This four bedroom holiday home (recently renovated) offers access to good
affo rdable accommodation for all pilots.
Situated just 200 metres from the beach and 50 metres from the river.
Tra nsport to flying sites daily at minimal cost, fly both Inland
and coasta l at one of our 15 launch sites.
Mountain bike use fo r free for pilots staying, also:

for Hang Gliding,
Paragliding and
Powerd Paragliding.
Helmet $198.00
Chingaurd $82.46

HGFA Operations Manager Vacancy
Mr Mark Campbell has resigned for family reasons.
The occupant of this position is required to be based
at and work from our Office at
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042.
Applications are invited from HGFA members
for this full time paid position.
Salary is negotiable, but is expected to be in the order
of $80000 plus, dependent upon the extent of an
applicant's know-ledge of our airsports operations
and management/administrative experience.
Please visit the HGFA home page [www.hgfa.asn .au]
for details on how to apply and to obtain a Statement
of the Duties and Responsibilities relating to the position.
Applications close on 31 October 2010.

t aVionics
NEW for Paragliders and Hang G
FLYMI\STErf I\VIONICS
The B1 is the base model of Flymaster F1 's proven
technology, providing the pilot with an extremely
sensitive and accurate variometer, which will detect
even the weakest of thermals.
Real time altitude plotter, 3 altimeters.
Storage for over 1600 flight log records.

~icS

For the competition pilot, the feature packed B1 Nav
provides Integrated GPS , 4 position fixes per second
Waypoint database , route optimization
plus all the benefits you'd expect in a top level flight dec

For
---== =--.
Coming Soon .... Non-certified
Analog Instruments.Watch our
website for more news!

Tasman
Va rio with Averager
Drives the optional
FP10 vario engine
for your PDA.
Australian Made

SPECIAL $589+gst
while stocks last.

at Swift Avionics!
Swift Avionics now has an alternative for pilots who
prefer not to use an open source solution like
We are pleased to offer pilots a choice!
ClearNav offers an interface to Cambridge 302 and a
secure logger, a bright screen and 640 x 480 pixel
resolution.
Several mounting options available.
Stick mounted or remote controls.

absolutely brilliant

l'K

MlUU.'\HU .......

Swift

I

PO Box 726,
NSW 2480 Australia

ph:0266221666
sales@swiflavionics.com.au

Triadis Altair is still the gold standard
glide computer for XCsoar users. A
masterful piece of electronic design ,
Altair offers two versions, 'standard'
and 'Pro', the latter having secondary,
built-in un-interuptable power supply
and and an IGC approved logger. If it
is the flexibility of free open-source
software, and low current drain you
are looking for , look no further .
With the Euro looking very sad , now
is the time to buy.

.....................

